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PRE PAC 

THE present essay is the sequel of an article on 

Greek music which the author contributed to the new 

edition of Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman 

Antiquities (London, 1890-91, art. Musica). In that 

article the long-standing controversy regarding the 

nature of the ancient musical Modes was briefly 

noticed, and some reasons were given for dissenting 

from the views maintained by Westphal, and now 

very generally accepted. A full discussion of the 

subject would have taken up more space than was 

then at the author’s disposal, and he accordingly pro- 

posed to the Delegates of.the Clarendon Press to treat 

the question in a separate form. He has now to thank 

them for undertaking the publication of a work which 

is necessarily addressed to a very limited circle. 

The progress of the work has been more than once 

delayed by the accession of materials. Much of it 

was written before the author had the opportunity of 

studying two very interesting documents first made 

known in the course of last year in the Bulletin de 

correspondance hellenique and the Philologus, viz. the 
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so-called Seikelos inscription from Tralles, and a frag- 

ment of the Orestes of Euripides. But a much greater 

surprise was in store. The book was nearly ready 

for publication last November, when the newspapers 

reported that the French scholars engaged in exca- 

vating on the site of Delphi had found several pieces 

of musical notation, in particular a hymn to Apollo 

dating from the third century B.c. As the known 

remains of Greek music were either miserably brief, 

or so late as hardly to belong to classical antiquity, it 

was thought best to wait for the publication of the 

new material. The French School of Athens must 

be congratulated upon the good fortune which has 

attended their enterprise, and also upon the excellent 

form in which its results have been placed, within a 

comparatively short time, at the service of students. 

The writer of these pages, it will be readily under- 

stood, had especial reason to be interested in the 

announcement of a discovery which might give an 

entirely new complexion to the whole argument. It 

will be for the reader to determine whether the main 

thesis of the book has gained or lost by the new 

evidence. 

Mr. Hubert Parry prefaces his suggestive treatment 

of Greek music by some remarks on the difficulty of 

the subject. ‘It still seems possible,’ he observes, 

‘that a large portion of what has passed into the 

domain of “well-authenticated fact” is complete mis- 

apprehension, as Greek scholars have not time for a 

thorough study of music up to the standard required 

to judge securely of the matters in question, and 
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musicians as a rule are not extremely intimate with 

Greek’ (The Art of Music, p. 24). To the present 

writer, who has no claim to the title of musician, the 

scepticism expressed in these words appears to be 

well founded. If his interpretation of the ancient 

texts furnishes musicians like Mr. Parry with a some- 

what more trustworthy basis for their criticism of 

Greek music as an art, his object will be fully 

attained. 
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moe, MODES OF ANCIENT GREEK 

MUSIC. 

§ 1. Lxtroductory. 

Tue modes of ancient Greek music are of interest to 
us, not only as the forms under which the Fine Art of 

Music was developed by a people of extraordinary 

artistic capability, but also on account of the peculiar 

ethical influence ascribed to them by the greatest ancient 

philosophers. It appears from a well-known passage 

in the Republic of Plato, as well as from many other 

references, that in ancient Greece there were certain 

kinds or forms of music, which were known by national 

or tribal names—Dorian, Ionian, Phrygian, Lydian and 

the like: that each of these was believed to be capable, 

not only of expressing particular emotions, but of re- 

acting on the sensibility in such a way as to exercise 

a powerful and specific influence in the formation of 

character: and consequently that the choice, among 

these varieties, of the musical forms to be admitted into 

the education of the state, was a matter of the most 

serious practical concern. If ona question of this kind 

we are inclined to distrust the imaginative temper of 

| B 
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Plato we have only to turn to the discussion of the same 

subject in the Politics of Aristotle, and we shall find the 

Platonic view criticised in some important details, but 

treated in the main as being beyond controversy. 

The word dppovia, ‘harmony,’ applied to these forms 

of music by Plato and Aristotle, means literally ‘ fitting ’ 

or ‘adjustment,’ hence the ‘tuning’ of a series of notes 

on any principle, the formation of a ‘scale’ or ‘ gamut.’ 

Other ancient writers use the word tpézos, whence 

the Latin modus and our mood or ‘mode,’ generally 

employed in this sense by English scholars. The word 

‘mode’ is open to the objection that in modern music 

it has a meaning which assumes just what it is our 

present business to prove or disprove about the ‘modes’ 

of Greek music. The word ‘harmony,’ however, is 

still more misleading, and on the whole it seems best 

to abide by the established use of ‘mode’ as a trans- 

lation of dpyovia, trusting that the context will show 

when the word has its distinctively modern sense, and 

when it simply denotes a musical scale of some 
particular kind. 

The rhythm of music is also recognized by both Plato 

and Aristotle as an important element in its moral 
value. On this part of the subject, however, we have 

much less material for a judgement. Plato goes on to 
the rhythms after he has done with the modes, and 

lays down the principle that they must not be complex 

or varied, but must be the rhythms of a sober and brave 

life. But he confesses that he cannot tell which these 

are (moia dé mofov Biov piphmara odk tyw déyew), and 

leaves the matter for future inquiry!. 

1 Plato, Rep. p. 400 b dddAd radra perv, Hv 8 eyw, Kai pera Adpwvos 
Bovdevocpeba, tives TE dvedevOepias Kal bBpews t pavias Kat GAAns Kakilas 

, A c mpénovoa Baces, kal Tivas Tois évayTios AEcMTEoV pvOpors. 
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§ 2. Statement of the question. 

What then are the musical forms to which Plato and 
Aristotle ascribe this remarkable efficacy? And what 

is the source of their influence on human emotion and 
character ? 

There are two obvious relations in which the scales 

employed in any system of music may stand to each 

other. They may be related as two keys of the same 

mode in modern music: that is to say, we may have to 

do with a scale consisting of a fixed succession of inter- 

vals, which may vary in pitch—may be ‘transposed,’ as 

we Say, from one pitch or key toanother. Or the scales 

may differ as the Major mode differs from the Minor, 

namely in the order in which the intervals follow each 

other. In modern music we have these two modes, 

and each of them may be in any one of twelve keys. 

It is evidently possible, also, thata name such as Dorian 

or Lydian might denote a particular mode taken in a 

particular key—that the scale so called should possess 

a definite pitch as well as a definite series of intervals. 

According to the theory which appears now to pre- 

vail among students of Greek music, these famous 

names had a double application. There was a Dorian 

mode as well as a Dorian key, a Phrygian mode and 

a Phrygian key, and so on. This is the view set forth 

by Boeckh in the treatise which may be said to have 

laid the foundations of our knowledge of Greek music 

(De Metris Pindart, lib. I11. cc. vii—xii). It is expounded, 

along with much subsidiary speculation, in the successive 

volumes which we owe to the fertile pen of Westphal ; 
and it has been adopted in the learned and excellent 
Fitstoire et Théorie de la Musique de 0 Antiquité of 

B2 
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M. Gevaert. According to these high authorities the 

Greeks had a system of keys (7é6vo.), and also a system 

of modes (dappovia), the former being based solely upon 

difference of pitch, the latter upon the ‘form’ or species 
(etdos) of the octave scale, that is to say, upon the order 

of the intervals which compose it. 

§ 3. The Authorities. 

The sources of our knowledge are the various 

systematic treatises upon music which have come down 

to us from Greek antiquity, together with incidental 

references in other authors, chiefly poets and philo- 

sophers. Of the systematic or ‘technical’ writers the 

earliest and most important is Aristoxenus, a pupil of 

Aristotle. His treatise on Harmonics (appyovixj) has 

reached us in a fragmentary condition, but may be 

supplemented to some extent from later works of the 

same school. Among the incidental notices of music 

the most considerable are the passages in the Republic 

and the Politics already referred to. To these we have 

to add a few other references in Plato and Aristotle; 

a long fragment from the Platonic philosopher Hera- 

clides Ponticus, containing some interesting quotations 

from earlier poets; a number of detached observations 

collected in the nineteenth section of the Aristotelian 

Problems; and one or two notices preserved in lexico- 

graphical works, such as the Onomasticon of Pollux. 
In these groups of authorities the scholars above 

mentioned find the double use which they believe to 

have been made of the names Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian 

and the rest. In Aristoxenus they recognise that these 

names are applied to a series of keys (revo), which 

differed in pitch only. In Plato and Aristotle they find 
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the same names applied to scales called dpyovéa, and 
these scales, they maintain, differed primarily in the 
order of their intervals. [ shall endeavour to show 

that there was no such double use: that in the earlier 

periods of Greek music the scales in use, whether 

called révor or dppovia, differed primarily in pzfch: that 
the statements of ancient authors about them, down to 

and including Aristoxenus, agree as closely as there is 

reason to expect: and that the passages on which the 

opposite view is based—all of them drawn from com- 

paratively late writers—either do not relate to these 

ancient scales at all, or point to the emergence in 

post-classical times of some new forms or tendencies 
of musical art. I propose in any case to adhere as 

closely as possible to a chronological treatment of the 

evidence which is at our command, and I hope to make 

it probable that the difficulties of the question may be 

best dealt with on this method. 

§ 4. The Early Poets. 

The earliest of the passages now in question comes 

from the poet Pratinas, a contemporary of Aeschylus. 

It is quoted by Heraclides Ponticus, in the course of 

a long fragment preserved by Athenaeus (xiv. cc. 19-21, 

p. 624c—626a). The words are: 

pyre ovvTovoy SlwKe mite Tay avelpevav 

"lacti potoav, G\AG Tay pecoay ved 

dpovpav aiddrle TO pede. 

‘Follow neither a highly-strung music nor the low- 

pitched Ionian, but turning over the middle plough-land 

be-an Aeolian in your melody.’ Westphal takes the 

word 'laoré with odvrovoy as well as with avepévar, and 

infers that there were two kinds of Ionian, a ‘highly- 
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strung’ and a ‘relaxed’ or low-pitched. But this is not 

required by the words, and seems less natural than the 

interpretation which I have given. All that the passage 
proves is that in the time of Pratinas a composer had 

the choice of at least three scales: one (or more) of 

which the pitch was high (cdvvrovos); another of low 

pitch (aveiuévn), which was called /onzan; and a third, 

intermediate between the others, and known as Aeolian. 

Later in the same passage we are told that Pratinas 

spoke of the ‘Aeolian harmony’ (mpére to. maou 

ao.loAaBpdkrais AloXis appovia). And the term is also 

found, with the epithet ‘deep-sounding,’ in a passage 

quoted from the hymn to Demeter of a contemporary 

poet, Lasus of Hermione (Athen. xiv. 624 e): 

Adpatpa péAm@ Képav te KAvpévoro GAoxov MediBouar, 

tpvov avaywv Alors’ aya BaptBpopov appoviar. 

With regard to the Phrygian and Lydian scales 

Heraclides (/. c.) quotes an interesting passage from 

Telestes of Selinus, in which their introduction is 

ascribed to the colony that was said to have followed 

Pelops from Asia Minor to the Peloponnesus: 

Tp@To. Tapa Kpatnpas “EAAjvev ev avdots 
\ / A > 4 , BA , 

acvvoTadolt [leAomros patpos dpetas Ppvytov Gevoav voor’ 

tol & dévdevors mKTiOwy arpots KpéKov 

Avorov tpvov. 

‘The comrades of Pelops were the first who beside 

the Grecian cups sang with the flute (avAds) the Phrygian 

measure of the Great Mother; and these again by shrill- 

voiced notes of the fectits sounded a Lydian hymn.’ 

The epithet gv¢@vos is worth notice in connexion with 
other evidence of the high pitch of the music known as 

Lydian. sata 
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The Lydian mode is mentioned by Pindar, Nem. 4. 45: 

ebpawe ydoxeta kat 169’ airika pdpury€ 

Avdia civ appovia pédos TeptAnpevor. 

The Dorian is the subject of an elaborate jest made 

at the expense of Cleon in the Kuzghits of Aristophanes, 

Il. 985-996 : 

G\AG Kal 760’ eyd ye Oavpadlw THs dopovcias 

avrov' acl yap avrov ot matdes ot Evvedhoirwy 

Tv Awpioti povnv evappotrecOar Papa tHv Avdpav, 

dAAnv & ovk eOéAew AaBetv' Kata Tov KiapioTHY 

épyicbevr amayew Kedevev, @S Appoviay 6 Tats 
Con > A a ‘\ \ 4 

ovTos ov dovvatat padeivy nv pn Awpodoxnoti. 

§ 5. Plato. 

Following the order of time, we come next to the 

passage in the Republic (p. 398), where Socrates is 
endeavouring to determine the kinds of music to be 

admitted for the use of his future ‘guardians,’ in 

accordance with the general principles which are to 

govern their education. First among these principles 

is the condemnation of all undue expression of grief. 

‘What modes of music (éppoviar),’ he asks, ‘are plaintive 

(Opynvddes)?’ ‘The Mrxo-lydian, Glaucon replies, ‘and 
the Syntono-lydian, and such-like.’ These accordingly 

Socrates excludes. ‘But again, drunkenness and sloth- 

fulness are no less forbidden to the guardians; which 

of the modes are soft and convivial (uadakal re Kal 

oupmotixal)?’ ‘Jonian, says Glaucon, ‘and Lydian, 

those which are called slack (yaAapai). ‘Which then 

remain?’ ‘Seemingly Dorian and Phrygian. ‘1 do 

not know the modes,’ says Socrates, ‘but leave me one 

that will imitate the tones and accents of a brave man 

enduring danger or distress, fighting with constancy 
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against fortune: and also one fitted for the work of 

peace, for prayer heard by the gods, for the successful 

persuasion or exhortation of men, and generally for the 

sober enjoyment of ease and prosperity.’ Two such 

modes, one for Courage and one for Temperance, are 
declared by Glaucon to be found in the Dorian and the 

Phrygian. In the Laches (p. 188) there is a passing 

reference in which a similar view is expressed. Plato 

is speaking of the character of a brave man as being 

metaphorically a ‘harmony,’ by which his life is made 

consonant to reason—‘a Dorian harmony,’ he adds— 

playing upon the musical sense of the word—‘not an 

Ionian, certainly not a Phrygian or a Lydian, but that 
one which only is truly Hellenic’ (dreyva@s Awpiori, adr’ 
ovK laori, olopar dé ovdé Ppvytati ovde AvdioTi, adr’ H TrEp 

povn “EAAnviKH €or appovia). The exclusion of Phrygian 

may be due to the fact that the virtue discussed in the 

Laches is courage; but it is in agreement with Aristotle’s 

opinion. The absence of Aeolian from both the Platonic 

passages seems to show that it had gone out of use 

in his time (but cp. p. 11). 

The point of view from which Plato professes to 
determine the right modes to be used in his ideal 

education appears clearly in the passage of the Republic. 

The modes first rejected are those which are high in 

pitch. The Syntono-lydian or ‘high-strung Lydian’ 

is shown by its name to be of this class. The Mixo- 

lydian is similar, as we shall see from Aristotle and 

other writers. The second group which he condemns 

is that of the ‘slack’ or low-pitched. Thus it is on the 

profoundly Hellenic principle of choosing the mean 

between opposite extremes that he approves: of the 

Dorian and Phrygian pitch. The application of this 
principle was not a new one, for it had been already 
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laid down by Pratinas: pyre otvvrovoy diwxe mite Tav 

avelpmevav. 

The three chapters which Aristotle devotes to a dis- 

cussion of the use of music in the state (Politics viii. 

cc. 5-7), and in which he reviews and criticises the 
Platonic treatment of the same subject, will be found 
entirely to bear out the view now taken. It is also 

supported by the commentary of Plutarch, in his dia- 

logue on Music (cc. 15-17), of which we shall have 

something to say hereafter. Meanwhile, following 

the chronological order of our authorities, we come 

next to the fragment of Heraclides Ponticus already 

mentioned (Athen. xiv. p. 624 c-626 a). 

§ 6. Heraclides Ponticus. 

The chief doctrine maintained by Heraclides Ponticus 
is that there are three modes (éppovia:), belonging to 

the three Greek races—Dorian, Aeolian, Ionian. The 

Phrygian and Lydian, in his view, had no right to the 

name of mode or ‘harmony’ (ové appoviay pyot dev 

Karelobar tiv Ppvyov, KaOdmrep ovde tiv Advdiov). The 

three which he recognized had each a marked ethos. 

The Dorian reflected the military traditions and temper 

of Sparta. The Aeolian, which Heraclides identified 

with the Hypo-dorian of his own time, answered to the 

national character of the Thessalians, which was bold 

and gay, somewhat overweening and self-indulgent, but 

hospitable and chivalrous. Some said that it was called 

Hypo-dorian because it was below the Dorian on the 

avdés or flute; but Heraclides thinks that the name 

merely expressed likeness to the Dorian character 

(Adpiov piv adriy ob vopifev, mporeupepy 5€ mas Exetv7). 

The Ionian, again, was harsh and severe, expressive of 
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the unkindly disposition fostered amid the pride and 

material welfare of Miletus. Heraclides is inclined to 

say that it was not properly a distinct musical scale or 
‘harmony, but a strange aberration in the form of the 

musical scale (rpdémov 6€ Twa Oavpacroy cxjparos ap- 

povias). He goes on to protest against those who do 

not appreciate differences of kind (ras kar’ e@dos diapopas), 

and are guided only by the high or low pitch of the 

notes (77 Tav POdyywv o€trntt Kat Bapdrnri); so that 

they make a Hyper-mixolydian, and another again 

above that. ‘I do not see,’ he adds, ‘that the Hyper- 

phrygian has a distinct ethos; and yet some say that 

they have discovered a new mode (dépporia), the Hypo- 

phrygian. But a mode ought to have a distinct moral 

or emotional character (efdos yew ous 7) mdéOous), as 

the Locrian, which was in use in the time of Simonides 

and Pindar, but went out of fashion again.’ The 

Phrygian and Lydian, as we have seen, were said to 

have been brought to the Peloponnesus by the followers 
of Pelops. 

The tone as well as the substance of this extract 

makes it evident that the opinions of Heraclides on 
questions of theoretical music must be accepted with 

considerable reserve. The notion that the Phrygian 

and Lydian scales were ‘barbarous’ and opposed to 

Hellenic ethos was apparently common enough, though 

largely due (as we may gather from several indications) 

to national prejudice. But no one, except Heraclides, 

goes so far as to deny them the name of dppovia. The 

jthreefold division into Dorian, Aeolian and Ionian must 

also be arbitrary. It is to be observed that Heraclides 

obtains his Aeolian by identifying the Aeolian of Pratinas 

and other early poets with the mode called Hypo-dorian 

in his own time. The circumstance that Plato mentions 
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neither Aeolian nor Hypo-dorian suggests rather that 

Aeolian had gone out of use before Hypo-dorian came 
in. . The conjecture of Boeckh that Ionian was the 

same as the later Hypo-phrygian (De Metr. Pind. i. 8) 

is open to a similar objection. The Ionian mode was 

at least as old as Pratinas, whereas the Hypo-phrygian 

was a novelty in the time of Heraclides. The protest 

which Heraclides makes against classifying modes 

merely according to their pitch is chiefly valuable as 

proving that the modes were as a matter of fact usually 

classified from that point of view. It is far from proving 

that there was any other principle which Heraclides 

wished to adopt—such, for example, as difference in the 

intervals employed, or in their succession. His ‘differ- 

ences of kind’ (ras car’ efdos Stagopds) are not necessarily 

to be explained from the technical use of e@dos for the 

‘species’ of the octave. What he complains of seems 

to be the multiplication of modes—Hyper-mixolydian, 

Hyper-phrygian, Hypo-phrygian—beyond the legiti- 

mate requirements of the art. The Mixo-lydian (e.g.) 

is high-pitched and plaintive: what more can the 

Hyper-mixolydian be? The Hypo-phrygian is a new 

mode: Heraclides denies it a distinctive ethos. His 

view seems to be that the number of modes should not 

be gréater than the number of varieties in temper or 

emotion of which music is capable. But there is 

nothing to show that he did not regard pitch as the 

chief element, or one of the chief elements, of musical 

expression. 

The absence of the name Hypo-lydian, taken with 

the description of Hypo-dorian as ‘below the Dorian,’ 

would indicate that the Hypo-dorian of Heraclides was 

not the later mode of that name, but was a semitone 

below the Dorian, in the place afterwards occupied by 
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the Hypo-lydian. This is confirmed, as we shall see, 

by Aristoxenus (p. 18). 

§ 7. Aristotle—the Politics. 

Of the writers who deal with music from the point 
of view of the cultivated layman, Aristotle is un- 

doubtedly the most instructive. The chapters in his 
Politics which treat of music in its relation to the state 

and to morality go much more deeply than Plato does 

into the grounds of the influence which musical forms 

exert upon temper and feeling. Moreover, Aristotle's 

scope is wider, not being confined to the education of 

the young; and his treatment is evidently a more 

faithful reflexion of the ordinary Greek notions and 

sentiment. He begins (Pol. vill. 5, p. 1340 @ 38) by 

agreeing with Plato as to the great importance of the 

subject for practical politics. Musical forms, he holds, 

are not mere symbols (onpeta), acting through associa- 

tion, but are an actual copy or reflex of the forms of 

moral temper (ev 6€ Tois pédeouy adrots €oTe pipnpata TOV 

70av); and this is the ground of the different moral 

influence exercised by different modes (apyovia). By 

some of them, especially by the Mixo-lydian, we are 
moved to a plaintive and depressed temper (diari0eoOax 

dduprikotépws Kal cvveotnkét@s wadAov); by others, such 

as those which are called the ‘ relaxed’ (ave:pevac), we are 

disposed to ‘softness’ of mind (uadakwrépws thy did- 

voav). The Dorian, again, is the only one under whose 

influence men are in a middle and settled mood (pécas 

Kal kabeotnkoTos paédtora): while the Phrygian makes 

them excited (é€vOovo.acrixovs). Ina later chapter (Pol. 

Vili. 7, p. 1342 @ 32), he returns to the subject of the, 

Phrygian. Socrates, he thinks, ought not to have left 

it with the Dorian, especially since he condemned the 
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flute (avdés), which has the same character among 

instruments as the Phrygian among modes, both being 

orgiastic and emotional. The Dorian, as all agree, is 

“the most steadfast (cracipordrn), and has most of the 

ethos of courage ; and, as compared with other modes, it 

has the character which Aristotle himself regards as the 

universal criterion of excellence, viz. that of being the 

mean between opposite excesses. Aristotle, therefore, 

certainly understood Plato to have approved the 

Dorian and the Phrygian as representing the mean 

in respect of pitch, while other modes were either too 

high or too low. He goes on to defend the use of 

the ‘ relaxed’ modes on the ground that they furnish a 

music that is still within the powers of those whose 

voice has failed from age, and who therefore are not 

able to sing the high-pitched modes (ofov rots diretpnxoce 

did xpovov od padioy dda Tas cuvTévovs appovias, ara 

ras dvepévas * dbors broBdAXeL Tos THALKOUTOLs). In 

this passage the meaning of the words odvrovos and 

ave.mévos is especially clear. 

In the same discussion (c. 6), Aristotle refers to the 

distinction between music that is ethical, music suited 

to action, and music that inspires religious excitement 

(rd pty HOrkd, ra O& mpaxtikd, Ta 8 EvOovotacTika). The 

last of these kinds serves as a ‘ purification’ (ké@apors). 

The excitement is calmed by giving it vent; and the 

morbid condition of the ethos is met by music of high 

pitch and exceptional ‘colour’ (rév éppoviav mapexBaces 

kal TOV ped@v TA CUVTOVa Kal TapaKEXpwo[LEVa). 

In a different connexion (Pol. iv. 3, p. 1290 @ 20), 

dealing with the opinion that all forms of government 

are ultimately reducible to two, viz. oligarchy and 

democracy, Aristotle compares the view of some who 

held that there are properly only two musical modes, 
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Dorian and Phrygian,—the other scales being mere 

varieties of these two. Rather, he says, there is in 

each case a right form, or two right forms at most, 

from which the rest are declensions (mapexBdcers),—on 

- one side to ‘high-pitched’ and imperious oligarchies, 

on the other to ‘relaxed’ and ‘soft’ forms of popular 

government (dAvyapyikas pev Tas ocvvToveTépas Kat 

deomotikwrépas, Tas & dveywévas Kal padaxas dnporikas). 

This is obviously the Platonic doctrine of two right 

keys, holding the mean between high and low. 

§ 8. The Aristotelian Problems. 

Some further notices of the d&pyovia: or modes are 

contained in the so-called Problems,—a collection which 

is probably not the work of Aristotle himself, but 

can hardly be later than the Aristotelian age. What 

is said in it of the modes is clearly of the period before 
the reform of Aristoxenus. In one place (Probl. xix. 

48) the question is asked why the Hypo-dorian and. 

Hypo-phrygian are not used in the chorus of tragedy. 

One answer is that the Hypo-phrygian has the ethos 

of action (740s éyer mpaxrixév), and that the Hypo-dorian 

is the expression of a lofty and unshaken character ; 

both of these things being proper to the heroic 

personages on the stage, but not to the chorus, which 

represents the average spectator, and takes no part in 

the action. Hence the music suited to the chorus is 

that of emotion venting itself in passive complaint :—a 

description which fits the other modes, but least of all 

the exciting and orgiastic Hypo-phrygian. On the 

contrary (the writer adds) the passive attitude is 

especially expressed.-by~the Mixo-lydi: -lydian. The view 
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here taken of the Hypo-dorian evidently agrees with 
that of Heraclides Ponticus (supra, p. 10). 

The relation which Plato assumes between high 

pitch and the excitement of passion, and again between 
lowness of pitch and ‘softness’ or self-indulgence 
(uarakia Kai adpyia), is recognized in the Problems, 

XIX. 49 é7rei de 6 pev Bapds POdyyos padrakos Kal Hpepaids 

éoriv, 6 O€ d€ds KivynTikés, k.T.A.: ‘since a deep note is 

soft and calm, and a high note is exciting, &c.’ 

§9. Lhe Rhetoric. 

The word réves occurs several times in Aristotle 
with the sense of ‘pitch,’ but is not applied by him to 

the keys of music. The nearest approach to such a 

use may be found in a passage of the /theforic (ill. 1, 

p- 1403 6 27). 

Speaking of the rise of acting (dméxpicrs), which was 
originally the business of the poet himself, but had 

grown into a distinct art, capable of theoretical as well 

as practical treatment, he observes that a similar art 

might be formed for oratory. ‘Such an art would lay 

down rules directing how to use the voice so as to 

suit each variety of feeling,—when it should be loud, 

when low, when intermediate ;—and how to use the 

keys, when the pitch of the voice should be high or low 

or middle (xai mas Trois Tévors, ofov d€eia Kai Bapeta Kat 

péon, sc. dovj); and the rhythms, which to use for each 

case. For there are three things which men study, 

viz. quantity (¢.e. loudness of sound), tune, and 

rhythm (rpia ydép éote wept ay cKomobct, TatTa dO EoTi 

péyebos, dppovia, pvOpuos). The passage is interesting as 

showing the value which Aristotle set upon pitch as an 

element of effect. And the use of &pyovéa in reference 
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to the pitch of the voice, and as virtually equivalent to 
Tovos, is especially worthy of note. 

§ 10. Aristoxenus. 

Our next source of information is the technical writer 
Aristoxenus, a contemporary and pupil of Aristotle. 

Of his many works on the subject of music three books 
only have survived, bearing the title appovika oroyeta}, 

In the treatment adopted by Aristoxenus the chapter 

on keys follows the chapter on ‘systems’ (cvo7r7jpara), 

By a ovornua he means a scale consisting of a certain 
succession of intervals: in other words, a series of 

notes whose relative pitch is determined. Sucha system 

may vary in absolute pitch, and the 7éva or keys are 

simply the different degrees of pitch at which a particular 
system is taken (rods révous éf’ av TIOemeva Ta TVOTH MATA 

per@deira:). When the system and the key are both 

given it is evident that the whole series of notes is 
determined. 

Aristoxenus is the chief authority on the keys of 

Greek music. In this department he is considered 

to have done for Greece what Bach’s Wohltemperirtes 

Clavier did for modern Europe. It is true that the 

scheme of keys which later writers ascribe to him 

1 It is foreign to our purpose to discuss the critical problems presented by 

the text of Aristoxenus. Of the three extant books the first is obviously 

a distinct treatise, and should probably be entitled wept dpyav. The other 

two books will then bear the old title dppovixea otoxeia. They deal with the 
same subjects, for the most part, as the first book, and in the same order,— 

a species of repetition of which there are well-known instances in the 

Aristotelian writings. The conclusion is abrupt, and some important topics 

are omitted. It seems an exaggeration, however, to describe the Harmonics 

of Aristoxenus as a mere collection of excerpts, which is the view taken by 

Marquard (Die harmonischen Fragmente des Aristoxenus, pp. 359-393). See 

Westphal’s Harmonik und Melopéie der Griechen (p. 41, ed. 1863), and the 
reply to Marquard in his Amistoxenus von Tarent (pp. 165-172). 
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is not given in the Harmonics which we have: but we 

find there what is in some respects more valuable, 

namely, a vivid account of the state of things in respect 

of tonality which he observed in the music of his time. 

‘No one,’ says Aristoxenus (p. 37 Meib.), ‘has told 

us a word about the keys, either how they are to be 
arrived at (riva tpémov Anmréov), or from what point of 

view their number is to be determined. Musicians 
assign the place of the keys very much as the different 

cities regulate the days of the month. The Corinthians, 

for example, will be found counting a day as the tenth 

of the month, while with the Athenians it is the fifth, 

and in some other place the eighth. Some authorities 

on music (a&ppovkot) say that the Hypo-dorian is the 

lowest key, the Mixo-lydian a semitone higher, the 

Dorian again a semitone higher, the Phrygian a tone 

above the Dorian, and similarly the Lydian a tone above 

the Phrygian. Others add the Hypo-phrygian flute 

[z.e. the scale of the flute so called] at the lower end 

of the list. Others, again, looking to the holes of the 
flute (1rpés tiv Tay abrA@v TpvTnoW BdézovTES), Separate 

the three lowest keys, viz. the Hypo-phrygian, Hypo- 

dorian, and Dorian, by the interval of three-quarters of 

a tone (rpict dréceowv), but the Phrygian from the Dorian 
by a tone, the Lydian from the Phrygian again by 

three-quarters of a tone, and the Mixo-lydian from the 

Lydian by a like interval. But as to what determines 

the interval between one key and another they have 

told us nothing.’ 

It will be seen that (with one marked exception) there 

was agreement about the order of the keys in respect 

of pitch, and that some at least had reduced the intervals 

to the succession of tones and semitones which charac- 

terises the diatonic scale. The exception is the Mixo- 

C 
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lydian, which some ranked immediately below the 

Dorian, others above the Lydian. Westphal attributes 

this strange discrepancy to the accidental displacing 

of some words in the MSS. of Aristoxenus!. However 

this may be, it is plain that in the time of Aristoxenus 

considerable progress had been made towards the 

scheme of keys which was afterwards connected with 

his name. This may be represented by the following 

table, in which for the sake of comparison the later 

Hypo-lydian and Hypo-dorian are added in brackets: 

Mixo-lydian 
semitone | Lydian 

tone . eae 

ae . pe 

art Hypo-dorian [Hypo-lydian ] 

or Hypo-phrygian 

aR [ Hypo-dorian] 

' Harm. p. 37, 19 Meib. ottw ydp of pév tay aGpporinGv A€yovo. Bapitarov 

pev Tov “Yrodwpiov Tav Tovev, hyutoviw 5& dgdTepov TovToV Tov MifoAvdsov, TovTOU 
5e Huctoviw Tov Awptov, Tod 5é Awpiou Tévw Tov Spvy.ov* waavTws 5é kal Tov Ppuyiou 
Tov Avéiov érépw Tovw. Westphal (Harmonik und Melopéte, p. 165) would 

transfer the words jyToviw...MigoAvd.ov to the end of the sentence, and insert 

efvtepoyv before tov Awpov. The necessity for this insertion shows that 

Westphal’s transposition is not in itself an easy one. The only reason for it 

is the difficulty of supposing that there could have been so great a difference 

in the pitch of the Mixo-lydian scale. As to this, however, see p. 23 (note). 

The words Tov ‘Yropptyov avAdy have also been condemned by Westphal 

(Anistoxenus, p. 453). He points out the curious contradiction between 

mpos THY TaY avA@y TpUmnaw BA€movTes and the complaint ti & éart mpos 6 BAE- 

movTes ... ovdevelipnxacw. But if mpos 77 .. . BA€movTes was a marginal gloss, 

as Westphal suggests, it was doubtless a gloss on avAdrv, and if so, avdAdr is 

presumably sound. Since the atAds was especially a Phrygian instrument, 

and regularly associated with the Phrygian mode (as we know from Aristotle, 

see p. 13), nothing is more probable than that there was a variety of flute 

called Hypo-phrygian, because tuned so as to yield the Hypo-phrygian key, 

either by itself or as a modulation from the Phrygian. 
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In this scheme the important feature—that which 

marks it as an advance on the others referred to by 
Aristoxenus—is the conformity which it exhibits with 

the diatonic scale. The result of this conformity is 

that the keys stand in a certain relation to each other. 

Taking any two, we find that certain notes are common 

to them. So long as the intervals of pitch were quite 

arbitrary, or were practically irrational quantities, such 

as three-quarters of a tone, no such relation could exist. 

It now became possible to pass from one key to another, 

7.e. to employ modulation (peraBody) as a source of 

musical effect. This new system had evidently made 

some progress when Aristoxenus wrote, though it was 

not perfected, and had not passed into general use. 

§ 11. Names of Keys (t1o-). 

A point that deserves special notice at this place is 

the use of the prefix Hyfo- (t7o-) in the names of keys. 

In the final Aristoxenean system Hyfo- implies that 

a key is lower by the interval of a Fourth than the key 

to whose name it is prefixed. This convention served 

to bring out the special relation between the two keys, 

viz. to show that they are related (to use modern lan- 

guage) as the keys of a tonic and dominant. In the 

scheme of keys now in question there is only one 

instance of this use of AHypo-, namely in the Hypo- 

phrygian, the most recently introduced. It must have 

been on the analogy of this name that the term Hypo- 

dorian was shifted from the key immediately below the 

Dorian to the new key a Fourth below it, and that 

the new term Hypo-lydian was given to the old Hypo- 

dorian in accordance with its similar relation to the 

Lydian. In the time of Aristoxenus, then, this technical 

G2 
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sense of Hyfo- had not yet been established, but was 

coming into use. It led naturally to the employment 

of Hyper- in the inverse sense, viz. to denote a key 

a Fourth higher (the key of the sub-dominant). By 

further steps, of which there is no record, the Greek 

musicians arrived at the idea of a key for every sem1- 

tone in the octave; and thus was formed the system 

of thirteen keys, ascribed to Aristoxenus by later 

writers. (See the scheme at the end of this book, 

Table II.) Whether in fact it was entirely his work 

may be doubted. In any case he had formed a clear 

conception—the want of which he noted in his prede- 

cessors—of the principles on which a theoretically 

complete scheme of keys should be constructed. 

In the discussions to which we have been referring, 

Aristoxenus invariably employs the word révos in the 

sense of ‘key. The word édppovia in his writings is 

equivalent to ‘Enharmonic genus’ (yévos évappovior), the 

genus of music which made use of the Enharmonic 

diésis or quarter-tone. Thus he never speaks, as Plato 

and Aristotle do, of the Dorian (or Phrygian or Lydian) 

dppovia, but only of the rovo. so named. There is 

indeed one passage in which certain octave scales are 

said by Aristoxenus to have been called d&ppovia:: but 

this, as will be shown, is a use which is to be other- 

wise explained (see p. 54). 

§ 12. Plutarch’s Dialogue on Music. 

After the time of Aristoxenus the technical writers 

on music make little or no use of the term dppovia. 

Their word for ‘ key’ is tévos ; and the octachord scales 

which are distinguished by the succession of their 

intervals are called ‘species of the octave’ (e/dn Tod dia 
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macov). The modes of the classical period, however, 

were still objects of antiquarian and_ philosophic 

interest, and authors who treated them from this point 

of view naturally kept up the old designation. A good 

specimen of the writings of this class has survived in 
the dialogus de musicad of Plutarch. Like most pro- 

ductions of the time, it is mainly a compilation from 

earlier works now lost. Much of it comes from Aris- 

toxenus, and there is therefore a special fitness in 

dealing with it in this place, by way of supplement 

to the arguments drawn directly from the Aristoxenean 

Flarmonics. The following are the chief passages 

bearing on the subject of our enquiry: 

(1) In cc. 15-17 we find a commentary of some 

interest on the- Platonic treatment of the modes. 

Plutarch is dwelling on the superiority of the older 

and simpler music, and appeals to the opinion of Plato. 

‘The Lydian mode (éppovia) Plato objects to because 

it is high (deta) and suited to lamentation. Indeed it 

is said to have been originally devised for that purpose: 

for Aristoxenus tells us, in his first book on Music, that 

Olympus first employed the Lydian mode on the flute 

in a dirge (émixydevov adrAHAoat Avdior/) over the Python. 

But some say that Melanippides began this kind of 

music. And Pindar in his paeans says that the Lydian 

mode (aéppovia) was first brought in by Anthippus in an 

ode on the marriage of Niobe. But others say that 

Torrhebus first used that mode, as Dionysius the 

lambus relates.’ 
‘The Mixo-lydian, too, is pathetic and suitable to 

tragedy. And Aristoxenus says that Sappho was 

the inventor of the Mixo-lydian, and that from her 
the tragic poets learned it. They combined it with 

the Dorian, since that mode gives grandeur and dignity, 
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and the other pathos, and these are the two elements 

of tragedy. But in his Historical Treause on Music 

(icropika THs appovias brouvjpara) he says that Pytho- 

clides the flute-player was the discoverer of it. And 

Lysis says that Lamprocles the Athenian, perceiving 

that in it the disjunctive tone (d:é¢evgis) is not where it 

was generally supposed to be, but is at the upper 

end of the scale, made the form of it to be that of the 

octave from Paramesé to Hypaté Hypat6én (roodrov 

abtiis dmepydcacba 75 oXApa olov 7d amd Tapapéons emt 

imdrnv brarév). Moreover, it is said that the relaxed 

Lydian (éraveimévny Avéiri), which is the opposite 

of the Mixo-lydian, being similar to the Ionian (apa- 

TAnotav ovoav tH Idd), was invented by Damon the 

Athenian.’ 

‘These modes then, the one plaintive, the other 

relaxed (éxAeAvpévn), Plato properly rejected, and chose 
the Dorian, as befitting warlike and temperate men.’ 

In this passage the ‘high-pitched Lydian’ (Suvrovo- 

Avéior’) of Plato is called simply Lydian. There is 

every reason to suppose that it is the mode called 

Lydian by Aristotle and Heraclides Ponticus'. If this 

is so, it follows almost of necessity that the Lydian 

of Plato, called slack (yadAapé) by him—Plutarch’s 
éraveyevn Avdiori—is to be identified with the later 

1 An objection to this identification has been based on the words of 

Pollux, Onom. iv. 78 «at dppovia pev abAnrixh Awpioti, Spuyoti, Avdios nat 

Iowkn, kat cdvtovos Aviat iv” AvOimmos éfevpe. The source of this statement, 

or at least of the latter part of it, is evidently the same as that of the notice 

in Plutarch. The agreement with Plato’s list makes it probable that this 

source was some comment on the passage in the Republic. If so, it can 

hardly be doubted that Pollux gives the original terms, the Platonic Avisori 

and SvuvrovoAviiori, and consequently that the later Lydian is not to be found 

in his Avé:os (which is a ‘ relaxed’ mode), but in his ovytovos Aviioti. There 

is no difficulty in supposing that the mode was called ovvrovos merely in 

contrast to the other. 
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Hypo-lydian. The point, however, is not free from 

difficulty: for (as we have: seen, p. 18), the name 
Hypo-lydian is not in the list of keys given by 

Aristoxenus—the key which was ultimately called 

Hypo-lydian being known to him as the Hypo-dorian. 
If, however, the confusion in the nomenclature of the 

keys was as great as Aristoxenus himself describes, such 

a contradiction as this cannot be taken to prove much!. 

The statement that the ‘relaxed Lydian’ was the 

opposite of the Mixo-lydian, and similar to the Ionian, 

has given rise to much speculation. In what sense, 

we naturally ask, can a key or a mode be said to be 

Popposite” or’ ‘similar® to another? I venture to 

think that it is evidently a mere paraphrase of Plato’s 

language. The relaxed Lydian is opposed to the 

Mixo-lydian because it is at the other end of the scale 

in pitch; and it is similar to the Ionian because the 

two are classed together (as yaAapai) by Plato. 

The Mixo-lydian, according to Aristoxenus, was 

employed by the tragic poets in close union with the 

Dorian mode (AaBovras ovgebEar 7H Awpiori). The 

fact that the Mixo-lydian was just a Fourth higher than 

the Dorian must have made the transition from the one 

to the other a natural and melodious one. As Aris- 

toxenus suggested, it would be especially used to 

mark the passage from grandeur and dignity to pathos 

which is the chief characteristic of tragedy ( pev 76 

1 It seems not impossible that this difficulty with regard to the ‘ slack 

Lydian’ and Hypo-lydian may be connected with the contradiction in the 

statement of Aristoxenus about the schemes of keys in his time (p. 18). 

According to that account, if the text is sound, some musicians placed the 

Mixo-lydian a semitone below the Dorian—the Hypo-dorian being again 

a semitone lower. In this scheme, then, the Mixo-lydian held the place 

of the later Hypo-lydian. The conjecture may perhaps be hazarded, that 

this lower Mixo-lydian somehow represents Plato’s ‘slack Lydian,’ and 

eventually passed into the Hypo-lydian. 
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peyarorperées Kal aéioparikdy amrodidwow, 7 dé TO 7aOy- 

tikov, pépixtar d€ dia TovT@y Tpaye@dia). It is worth 

noticing that this relation obtained in the scheme of the 

musicians who did not arrange the keys according 

to the diatonic scale, but in some way suggested by 

the form of the flute (of wpds tiv Tov avrAdy TpITNOLY 

Brérovres). It may therefore be supposed to have 

been established before the relative pitch of other keys 

had been settled. 
So far the passage of Plutarch goes to confirm the 

view of the Platonic modes according to which they 

were distinguished chiefly, if not wholly, by difference 

of pitch, We come now, however, to a statement 

which apparently tends in the opposite direction, viz. 

that a certain Lamprocles of Athens noticed that in 

the Mixo-lydian mode the Disjunctive Tone (d:é¢evéis) 

was at the upper end of the scale (émi 76 oé¥), and 

reformed the scale accordingly. This must refer to 

an octave scale of the form bcdefga bd, consisting of 

the two tetrachords b-e and e-a, and the tone a-d. 

Such an octave may or may not be in the Mixo-lydian 

key: it is certainly of the Mixo-lydian species (p. 57). 

In estimating the value of this piece of evidence it is 

necessary to remark, in the first place, that the authority 

is no longer that of Aristoxenus, but of a certain Lysis, 

of whom nothing else seems to be known. That he 

was later than Aristoxenus is made probable by his 

way of describing the Mixo-lydian octave, viz. by 

reference to the notes in the Perfect System by which 

it is exemplified (Hypaté Hypaton to Paramesé). In 

Aristoxenus, as we shall see (p. 31), the primitive 

octave (from Hypaté to Nété) is the only scale the 

notes of which are mentioned by name. But even if- 
the notice is comparatively early, it is worth observing 
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that the Mixo-lydian scale thus ascribed to Lam- 

procles consists of two tetrachords of the normal type, 
viz. with the semitone or wuxvéy at the lower end of 

the scale (Diatonic ef g a, Enharmonic ee* fa). The 

difference is that they are conjunct, whereas in the 

primitive standard octave (e—e) the tetrachords are 
disjunct (e-a b-e). This, however, is a variety which 

is provided for by the tetrachord Synémmenon in the 

Perfect System, and which may have been allowed 

in the less complete scales of earlier times. In any 

case the existence of a scale of this particular form 

does not prove that the octaves of other species were 

recognised in the same way. 

(2) In another passage (c. 6) Plutarch says of the 

ancient music of the cithara that it was characterised 

by perfect simplicity. It was not allowed, he tells us, 

to change the mode (peragéperv ras dppovias) or the 

rhythm: for in the primitive lyrical compositions 

called ‘Nomes’ (véu0:) they preserved in each its 

proper pitch (rijv olketay tdéowv). Here the word raors 

indicates that by épyovéa: Plutarch (or the older author 

from whom he was quoting) meant particular keys. This 

is fully confirmed by the use of zévos in a passage a 

little further on (c. 8), where Plutarch gives an account 

of an innovation in this matter made by Sacadas of 

Argos (fl. 590 B.c.). ‘There being three keys (révor) in 

the time of Polymnastus and Sacadas, viz. the Dorian, 

Phrygian and Lydian, it is said that Sacadas composed 

a strophe in each of these keys, and taught the chorus 

to sing them, the first in the Dorian, the second in the 

Phrygian, and the third in the Lydian key: and this 

composition was called the “three-part Nome” (vépos 

tpywepys) on account of the change of key. In West- 

phal’s Harmonik und Melopéve (ed. 1863, p- 76, cp. p- 62) 
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he explains this notice of the ancient modes (dppoviat, 

Tonarten), observing that the word 7évos is there used 

improperly for what the technical writers call «idos 

Tov Ola Tracey. 

(3) Ina somewhat similar passage of the same work 
(c. 19) Plutarch is contending that the fewness of the 

notes in the scales used by the early musicians did not 

arise from ignorance, but was characteristic of their 

art, and necessary to its peculiar ethos. Among other 

points he notices that the tetrachord Hypatén was not 

used in Dorian music (ev Tots Awpéois), and this, he says, 
was not because they did not know of that tetrachord 

—for they used it in other keys (76vo.)—but they left it 

out in the Dorian key for the sake of preserving its 

ethos, the beauty of which they valued (da 6% riv rob 

nOovs ghvdakiy adnpovy tod Awplov Tévou, Tim@vTEes TO 

kadov avtod). Here again Westphal (Avistoxenus, 

p- 476) has to take révos to mean dppovia or ‘mode’ 

(in his language Zouart, not Transpositionsscala). For 

in the view of those who distinguish appovia from révos 

it is the a&ppovia upon which the ethos of music de- 

pends. Plutarch himself had just been saying (in c. 17) 

that Plato preferred the Dorian épyovia on account of 

its grave and elevated character (é7el moAd 76 cepvov 

éoviv €v TH Awpioti, TabTnyv mpovtiuynoev). On the other 

hand the usual sense of révos is supported by the con- 

sideration that the want of the tetrachord Hypaton 

would affect the pitch of the scale rather than the suc- 

cession of its intervals. 

It seems to follow from a comparison of these three 

passages that Plutarch was not aware of any difference 

of meaning between the words révos and dppovia, or 

any distinction in the scales of Greek music such as 

has been supposed to be conveyed by these words. 
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Another synonym of rovos which becomes very 

common in the later writers on music is the word 
tporos1. In the course of the passage of Plutarch 

already referred to (De Mus. c. 17) it is applied to the 
Dorian mode, which Plutarch has just called dppovia. 

As zpémos is always used in the later writers of the 

keys (révor) of Aristoxenus, this may be added to the 

places in which dppovia has the same meaning. 

§ 13. Modes employed on different Instruments. 

In the anonymous treatise on music published by 

Bellermann? (c. 28), we find the following statement 

regarding the use of the modes or keys in the scales of 

different instruments : 
‘The Phrygian mode (éppovia) has the first place 

on wind-instruments: witness the first discoverers— 

Marsyas, Hyagnis, Olympus—who were Phrygians. 

Players on the water-organ (tdpaidar) use only six 

modes (7pézo), viz. Hyper-lydian, Hyper-ionian, Ly- 

dian, Phrygian, Hypo-lydian, Hypo-phrygian. Players 

on the cithara tune their instrument to these four, 

viz. Hyper-ionian, Lydian, Hypo-lydian, Ionian. Flute-_ 
players employ seven, viz. Hyper-aeolian, Hyper-ionian, 

Hypo-lydian, Lydian, Phrygian, Ionian, Hypo-phrygian. 

Musicians who concern themselves with orchestic 

(choral music) use seven, viz. Hyper-dorian, Lydian, 

1 Aristides Quintilianus uses tpémos as the regular word for ‘key:’ e.g. 

in p. 136 év 7H Tv rpdmwy, obs Kal révous éxaréoaper, ExPéoe. So Alypius 

(p. 2 Meib.) S:eAciy eis rods Acyouévous Tpdmous Te Kat Tévous, bvTas TevTEKAI- 

dexa Tov dpOudv. Also Bacchius in his catechism (p. 12 Meib.) of rots tpets 

rpémous dbovres Tivas ddovor; Avdiov, Ppvyov, Adprov. of 5é rods Ewra Tivas ; 

Miforviiov, Avdiov, Ppd-yov, Awpiov, “Lrodvs.ov, ‘Lroppuyov, “Cnodwprov, TOUTWY 

moids éotw o€drepos; 6 MigoAvdos, «.7.A. And Gaudentius (p. 21, 1. 2) xa? 

txaorov tpérov 4 révov. Cp. Dionys. Hal. De Comp. Verb. c. 19. 
2 Anonymi scriptio de Musica (Berlin, 1841). 
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Phrygian, Dorian, Hypo-lydian, Hypo-phrygian, Hypo- 

dorian... 
In this passage it is evident that we have to do with 

keys of the scheme attributed to Aristoxenus, including 

the two (Hyper-aeolian and Hyper-lydian) which were 

said to have been added after his time. The number 

of scales mentioned is sufficient to prove that the re- 

ference is not to the seven species of the octave. Yet 

the word dpyovia is used of these keys, and with it, 

seemingly as an equivalent, the word zpézros. 
Pollux (Onom. iv. 78) gives a somewhat different 

account of the modes used on the flute: kat dppovia 

pev addrAntixh Awpioti, Ppvytori, Avdios Kat “lovixy, Kat 

cvvrovos Avé.oti hv “AvOimmos egedpe. But this statement, 

as has been already pointed out (p. 22), is a piece of 

antiquarian learning, and therefore takes no notice of the 

more recent keys, as Hyper-aeolian and Hyper-ionian, 

or even Hypo-phrygian (unless that is the Ionian of 

Pollux). The absence of Dorian from the list given 

by the Anonymus is curious: but it seems that at that 

time it was equally unknown to the cithara and the 

water-organ. There is therefore no reason to think 

that the two lists are framed with reference to different 

things. That is to say, épuovia in Pollux has the same 

meaning as déppovia in the Anonymus, and is equivalent 

to Tovos. 

§ 14. Recapitulation—dppovia and Tovos. 

The inquiry has now reached a stage at which we 

may stop to consider what result has been reached, 

especially in regard to the question whether the two 

words dppovia and révos denote two sets of musical 

forms, or are merely two different names for the same 
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thing. The latter alternative appears to be supported 

by several considerations. 
1. From various passages, especially in Plato and 

Aristotle, it has been shown that the modes anciently 

called dppovia: differed in pitch, and that this difference 

in pitch was regarded as the chief source of the peculiar 
ethical character of the modes. 

2. The list of épuovia: as gathered from the writers 

who treat of them, viz. Plato, Aristotle, and Heraclides 

Ponticus, is substantially the same as the list of révoe 

described by Aristoxenus (p. 18): and moreover, there 

is an agreement in detail between the two lists which 

cannot be purely accidental. Thus Heraclides says 

that certain people had found out a new dppovia, the 

Hypo-phrygian ; and Aristoxenus speaks of the Hypo- 

phrygian révos as a comparatively new one. Again, the 

account which Aristoxenus gives of the Hypo-dorian 

révos aS a key immediately below the Dorian agrees 

with what Heraclides says of the Hypo-dorian éppovia, 

and also with the mention of Hypo-dorian and Hypo- 

phrygian (but not Hypo-lydian) in the Aristotelian 

Problems. Once more, the absence of Ionian from the 

list of révoc in Aristoxenus is an exception which proves 

the rule: since the name of the Ionian éppovia is 

similarly absent from Aristotle. 
3. The usage of the words appovia and révos is never 

such as to suggest that they refer to different things. 

In the earlier writers, down to and including Aristotle, 

éppyovia is used, never tévos. In Aristoxenus and his 

school we find révos, and in later writers rpézos, but 

not dpyovia. The few writers (such as Plutarch) who 

use both révos and dppyovia do not observe any consistent 

distinction between them. Those who (like Westphal) 

believe that there was a distinction, are obliged to 
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admit that d&pyuovta is occasionally used for tévos and 

conversely. 

4. If a series of names such as Dorian, Phrygian, 

Lydian and the rest were applied to two sets of things 

so distinct from each other, and at the same time so 

important in the practice of music, as what we now call 

modes and keys, it is incredible that there should be 

no trace of the double usage. Yet our authors show no 

sense even of possible ambiguity. Indeed, they seem 

to prefer, in referring to modes or keys, to use the 

adverbial forms Swpiori, dpvyiori, &c., or the neuter 

ra ddpia, TX Ppvyra, &c., where there is nothing to show 

whether ‘mode’ or ‘key,’ &ppovia or révos, is intended. 

§ 15. The Systems of Greek Music. 

The arguments in favour of identifying the primitive 

national Modes (dppoviar) with the 7évo or keys may 

be reinforced by some considerations drawn from the 

history and use of another ancient term, namely 

oVOTH LG. 

A System (cvo7npa) is defined by the Greek technical 

writers as a group or complex of intervals (76 €x mAev0- 

vev ) évds Siactnudrav ovykeipevoy Ps. Eucl.). That is 

to say, any three or more notes whose relative pitch 

is fixed may be regarded as forming a particular 

System. If the notes are such as might be used in 

the same melody, they are said to form a musical 

System (ctvornpa éupedrés). As a matter of abstract 

theory it is evident that there are very many combina- 

tions of intervals which in this sense form a musical 

System. In fact, however, the variety of systems recog- 

nised in the theory of Greek music was strictly limited. 

The notion of a small number of scales, of a par- 
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ticular compass, available for the use of the musician, 

was naturally suggested by the ancient lyre, with its 

fixed and conventional number of strings. The word 

for string (xopéj) came to be used with the general 
sense of a zofe of music; and in this way the several 

strings of the lyre gave their names to the notes of the 

Greek gamut!. 

§ 16. The Standard Octachord System. 

In the age of the great melic poets the lyre had no 

more than seven strings: but the octave was completed 
in the earliest times of which we have accurate infor- 

mation. The scale which is assumed as matter of 

common knowledge in the Aristotelian Problems and 
the Harmonics of Aristoxenus consists of eight notes, 
named as follows from their place on the lyre: 

Nété (veérn or v4rn, lit. ‘lowest,’ our ‘ highest’). 

Paranété (xapavyrn, ‘next to Nété’). 

Trité (rpirn, z.e. ‘third’ string). 

Paramesé (rapapéon or mapdépecos, ‘next to Mesé’). 

Mesé (“éo7n, ‘ middle string’). 

Lichanos (Acxavés, z.e. ‘forefinger’ string). 

Parhypaté (rapumarn). 
Hypaté (é7drn, lit. ‘uppermost,’ our ‘ lowest’). 

It will be seen that the conventional sense of high 

and low in the words bdr and vedtn was the reverse 

of the modern usage. 

The musical scale formed by these eight notes con- 

sists of two ¢etrachords or scales of four notes, and a 

1 This is especially evident in the case of the Lichanos ; as was observed 

by Aristides Quintilianus, who says (p. 10 Meib.): ai kat 7T@ yéver ALxavot 

TpoonyopevOncav, suwvvpws TH TANTTOVTL SaxtiAw tiv HXovVGaY avTas Xopdnv 

évopacbeioa. But Trité also is doubtless originally the ‘third string’ rather 

than the ‘ third note.’ 
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major tone. The lower of the tetrachords consists of 

the notes from Hypaté to Mesé, the higher of those 

from Paramesé to Nété: the interval between Mesé 

and Paramesé being the so-called Drsyunctive Tone 

(révos Siagevkrixds). Within each tetrachord the in- 

tervals depend upon the Genus (yévos). Thus the four 

notes just mentioned—Hypatée, Mesé, Paramesé, Neté 

—are the same for every genus, and accordingly are 

called the ‘standing’ or ‘immoveable’ notes (¢0dyyou 

éotares, axivnrot), while the others vary with the genus, 

and are therefore ‘moveable’ (pepépevor). 

In the ordinary Diatonic genus the intervals of the 

tetrachords are, in the ascending order, semitone + tone 

4+tone: ze. Parhypaté is a semitone above Hypaté, and 

Lichanos a tone above Parhypaté. In the Enharmonic 

genus the intervals are two successive quarter-tones 

(dtecrs) followed by a ditone or major Third: conse- 

quently Parhypaté is only a quarter of a tone above 

Hypaté, and Lichanos again a quarter of a tone above 

Parhypaté. The group of three notes separated in this 

way by small intervals (viz. two successive quarter- 

tones) is called a wuxvév. If we use an asterisk to 

denote that a note is raised a quarter of a tone, these 

two scales may be represented in modern notation as 

follows: 
Diatonie. Enharmonic. 

e Nété e Nété : 

d Paranété a Paranété | 

e Trité = ( b* Trité 

b Paramesé c b Paramesé 

a Mesé a Mesé 

g Lichanos 3 , £ Lichanos 

f Parhypaté x | e* Parhypaté 

e Hypaté E \ e Hypaté 
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In the Chromatic genus and its varieties the division 
is of an intermediate kind. The interval between 
Lichanos and Mesé is more than one tone, but less 
than two: and the two other intervals, as in the enhar- 
monic, are equal. 

The most characteristic feature of this scale, in 
contrast to those of the modern Major and Minor, 
is the place of the small intervals (semitone or zuxvév), 
which are always the lowest intervals of a tetrachord. 
It is hardly necessary to quote passages from Aristotle 
and Aristoxenus to show that this is the succession of 
intervals assumed by them. The question is asked 
in the Aristotelian Problems (xix. 4), why Parhypaté is 
difficult to sing, while Hypaté is easy, although there is 

only a diesis between them (kairo. Sieois éxarépas). 

Again (Prodl. xix. 47), speaking of the old heptachord 
scale, the writer says that the Paramesé was left out, 

and consequently the Mesé became the lowest note 

of the upper mukvév, 7.e. the group of ‘close’ notes 

consisting of Mesé, Trité, and Paranété. Similarly 

Aristoxenus (Harm. p. 23) observes that the ‘space’ 

of the Lichanos, z.e. the limit within which it varies in 

the different genera, is a tone; while the space of the 
Parhypaté is only a diesis, for it is never nearer Hypaté 
than a diesis or further off than a semitone. 

§ 17. Larlier Heptachord Scales. 

Regarding the earlier seven-stringed scales which 

preceded this octave our information is scanty and 

somewhat obscure. The chief notice on the subject 

is the following passage of the Aristotelian Problems : 

Probl. xix. 47 va ti of dpyator Extaxdpdovs wovodyTes Tas 

appovias tiv vmatTnvy GAN od THy virnv KaTéALTOV: 7) OU THY 

D 
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wndrnv (leg. vijrnv), GAAd Thy viv Tapapéonv Kadovpevny 

apypovv kal Td Toviatoy didotnwa; expGvto S€ TH EoXaTN MEoN 
Ba eN ES 2558 a, Ue ae ! DUN , . Te rod émt rd b€¥ ruKvod" 816 Kal péonv adryy mpoocnydpevoar’ [7] 

4 > a SS o , , a iN , b) / \ OTL HV TOU Mev Avw TETPAXOpbov TEETH, TOU OE KATW apx7, Kal 
/ = , / la ¥ é 

Meov €lxe AOYOY TOVH TOV AKpwp 5 

‘Why did the ancient seven-stringed scales include 

Hypaté but not Nété? Or should we say that the note 

omitted was not Nété, but the present Paramesé and the 

interval of a tone (z.¢. the disjunctive tone)? The Mesé, 

then, was the lowest note of the upper muxvév: whence the 

name péon, because it was the end of the upper tetrachord 

and beginning of the lower one, and was in pitch the 

middle between the extremes.’ 

This clearly implies two conjunct tetrachords— 

ef ££ Wak 
ee © eee 

c ad 
SS a eee 

In another place (Prod/. xix. 32) the question is asked, 

why the interval of the octave is called da racayv, not dv’ 

6xT#,—as the Fourth is da recodpov, the Fifth dia wévre. 

The answer suggested is that there were anciently seven 

strings, and that Terpander left out the Trité and added 

the Nété. That is to say, Terpander increased the com- 

pass of the scale from the ancient two tetrachords to 

a full Octave; but he did not increase the number of 

strings to eight. Thus he produced a scale like the 

standard octave, but with one note wanting; so that 

the term 6 ox7é was inappropriate. 

Among later writers who confirm this account we 

may notice Nicomachus, p. 7 Meib. péon d1a recodpov 

mpos auporepa ev TH EmTaydpdw KaTa TO TadaLdy OlecTaoa: 

and p. 20 7H Toivuy adpxa.otpimm Upa, ToTégTL TH EmTA- 

x6pdo, Kata cuvadgiy ex dvo TeTpaxdpdav cuvertdon K.T.X. 

It appears then that two kinds of seven-stringed 
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scales were known, at least by tradition: viz. (1) a scale 
composed of two conjunct tetrachords, and therefore 
of a compass less than an octave by one tone; and 
(2) a scale of the compass of an octave, but wanting 
a note, viz. the note above Mesé. The existence of 
this incomplete scale is interesting as a testimony to 
the force of the tradition which limited the number of 
strings to seven. 

§ 18. Zhe Perfect System. 

The term ‘Perfect System’ (ctvornya rédeiov) is 
applied by the technical writers to a scale which is 
evidently formed by successive additions to the hepta- 
chord and octachord scales explained in the preceding 
chapter. It may be described as a combination of two 
scales, called the Greater and Lesser Perfect System. 
The Greater Perfect System (ctornua rédevoy peifor) 

consists of two octaves formed from the primitive 
octachord System by adding a tetrachord at each end 
of the scale. The new notes are named like those of 
the adjoining tetrachord of the original octave, but with 
the name of the tetrachord added by way of distinction. 
Thus below the original Hypaté we have a new tetra- 

chord Hypaton (rerpéyxopdov braze), the notes of which 

are accordingly called Hypaté Hypaton, Parhypaté 

Hypaton, and Lichanos Hypaton: and similarly above 

Nété we have a tetrachord Hyperbolaion. Finally the 

octave downwards from Mesé is completed by the addi- 

tion of a note appropriately called Proslambanomenos. 

The Lesser Perfect System (evornpa rédctov édaccov) 

is apparently based upon the ancient heptachord which 

consisted of two ‘ conjunct’ tetrachords meeting in the 

Mesé. This scale was extended downwards in the 

D2 
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same way as the Greater System, and thus became 

a scale of three tetrachords and a tone. 

These two Systems together constitute the Perfect 

and ‘unmodulating’ System (ovornpa rédeLov dpera- 

Bodov), which may be represented in modern notation ! 
as follows: 

a = Neéte ales eta ge ees a 

g Paranété Hyperbolaién ta eer 

f Trité Hyperbolaion as as 

e Nété Diezeugmenon 

ad Paranété Diezeugmenén | Tetrachord 

e Trité Diezeugmenon | Diezeugmenon 
b Paramesé : 

ae Nee SyneMIMENOD | ce a: 

e Paranété Synémmenon ; : 

b? Trité Synémmenoén Synemeaag 
a Mesé 

g Lichanos Mesén {| Tetrachord 

f Parhypaté Meson Meson 
e Hypaté Meson 

dad Lichanos Hypaton 

e Parhypaté Hypaton es 

b Hypaté Hypaton a 

a Proslambanomenos 

No account of the Perfect System is given by 

Aristoxenus, and there is no trace in his writings of 

an extension of the standard scale beyond the limits 

of the original octave. In one place indeed (Harm. 

p. 8, 12 Meib.) Aristoxenus promises to treat of Sys- 
tems, ‘and among them of the perfect System’ (zrepé re 

Tov dd\wv Kal Tod TeXeiov). But we cannot assume that 

' The correspondence between ancient and modern musical notation was 

first determined in a satisfactory way by Bellermann (Die Tonleitern und 

Mustknoten der Griechen), and Fortlage (Das musicalische System der Griechen). 
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the phrase here had the technical sense which it bore 
in later writers. More probably it meant simply the 
octave scale, in contrast to the tetrachord and penta- 

chord—a sense in which it is used by Aristides 
Quintilianus, p. 11 Meib. cuvyppévoy de exrAHOn 7d 6rov 

CUVCTHMA OTL TO TPOKELMEVH TEAELO TO péxpe péons cvvar- 

tat, ‘the whole scale was called conjunct because it 

is conjoined to the complete scale that reaches up to 

Mesé’ (7.e. the octave extending from Proslambano- 

menos to Mesé). So p. 16 kal & pev airav éori TédELA, 
& & ov, ateAh pev TeTpa Xopdor, mevTdyxopdov, TEXELOV OE OKTE- 

xopdov. This is a use of 7éAevos which is likely enough 

to have come from Aristoxenus. The word was doubt- 

less applied in each period to the most complete scale 

which musical theory had then recognised. 
Little is known of the steps by which this enlarge- 

ment of the Greek scale was brought about. We shall 

not be wrong in conjecturing that it was connected 

with the advance made from time to time in the form 

and compass of musical instruments’. Along with the 

lyre, which kept its primitive simplicity as the instru- 

ment of education and everyday use, the Greeks had 

the cithara (xOépa), an enlarged and improved lyre, 

which, to judge from the representations on ancient 

monuments, was generally seen in the hands of pro- 

fessional players (x:Oap@doi). The development of the 

cithara showed itself in the increase, of which we have 

good evidence even before the time of Plato, in the 

number of the strings. The poet Ion, the contemporary 

of Sophocles, was the author of an epigram on a certain 

1 This observation was made by ancient writers, e.g. by Adrastus (Peri- 

patetic philosopher of the second cent. a.D.): émnugnperns 5é Ths Moves Kal 

ToAVXdpdav Kai ToAVPOdyywv yeyoudTav bpyavev TE mpooanpojvor kal ént Td 

Bapd Kai ént 70 dd Tots mpovmapxovaw dKTA POoyyors dAAous tA€lovas, Ouws K.T.A. 

(Theon Smyrn. c. 6). 
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ten-stringed lyre, which seems to have had a scale 

closely approaching that of the Lesser Perfect System’. 
A little later we hear of the comic poet Pherecrates 

attacking the musician Timotheus for various innova- 

tions tending to the loss of primitive simplicity, in 

particular the use of twelve strings®. According to 

a tradition mentioned by Pausanias, the Spartans con- 

demned Timotheus because in his cithara he had added 

four strings to the ancient seven. The offending instru- 

ment was hung up in the Scias (the place of meeting 

of the Spartan assembly), and apparently was seen 

there by Pausanias himself (Paus. ili. 12, 8). 

A similar or still more rapid development took place 

in the flute (avAés). The flute-player Pronomus of 

Thebes, who was said to have been one of the instruc- 

tors of Alcibiades, invented a flute on which it was 

possible to play in all the modes. ‘Up to his time,’ 
says Pausanias (ix. 12, 5), ‘flute-players had three 

forms of flute: with one they played Dorian music ; 

a different set of flutes served for the Phrygian mode 

(a4ppyovia); and the so-called Lydian was played on 

another kind again. Pronomus was the first who 

devised flutes fitted for every sort of mode, and played 

melodies different in mode on the same flute. The 

1 The epigram is quoted in the pseudo-Euclidean Jntroductio, p. 19 (Meib.): 
6 5& (sc.”Iwv) év 5exaxdpdw Avpa (7.e. in a poem on the subject of the ten-stringed 

lyre) :— 
THY dSexaBapova taf e€xovoa 

Tas guppwvovaas appovias Tp.iddous* 
mpiv pév o° Entarovoy YaddAov bia Técoapa mavTes 

“EAAnves, omaviav povoay depapevot. 

‘ The triple ways of music that are in concord’ must be the three conjunct 

tetrachords that can be formed with ten notes (bc defgab)c ad). 

This is the scale of the Lesser Perfect System before the addition of the 

Proslambanomenos. 
2 Pherecrates yefpwy fr. 1 (quoted by Plut. de Mus. c. 30). It is needless 

to refer to the other traditions on the subject, such as we find in Nicomachus 

(Harm. p. 35) and Boethius. . 
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use of the new invention soon became general, since in 

Plato’s time the flute was the instrument most distin- 

guished by the multiplicity of its notes: cp. Rep. p. 399 
Ti 8€; avdorrolods 7) avrANTaS Trapadé~er Els Tiy TOALY ; 7} OV 

TodTo moAvxopddrarov ; Plato may have had the inven- 

tion of Pronomus in mind when he wrote these words. 

With regard to the order in which the new notes 

obtained a place in the schemes of theoretical musicians 
we have no trustworthy information. The name zpoc- 

AapBavouevos, applied to the lowest note of the Perfect 

System, points to a time when it was the last new 

addition to the scale. Plutarch in his work on the 

Timaeus of Plato (epi rs év Tisai Wuyxoyovias) speaks 
of the Proslambanomenos as having been added in com- 

paratively recent times (p. 1029 c of de vewrepor Tov mpoc- 

apBavopevoy Tévw Siadépovra THs bradtyns emt 7d Bapd 

rdéavres TO pev brov OidoTynpa dis did macav Eemoinoar). 

The rest of the Perfect System he ascribes to ‘the 
ancients’ (rods madaods iopev brdras pev dvo, Tpels O€ 

viras, play d& péonv Kal play mrapapéony TLeuevovs). An 

earlier addition—perhaps the first made to the primitive 

octave—was a note called Hyperhypaté, which was 

a tone below the old Hypaté, in the place afterwards 

occupied on the Diatonic scale by Lichanos Hypaton. 

It naturally disappeared when the tetrachord Hypaton 

came into use. It is only mentioned by one author, 

Thrasyllus (quoted by Theon Smyrnaeus, cc. 35-36’). 

1 The term frepundrn had all but disappeared from the text of Theon 

Smyrnaeus in the edition of Bullialdus (Paris, 1644), having been corrupted 

into barn or mapuTdty in every place except one (p. 141, 3). It has been 

restored from MSS. in the edition of Hiller (Teubner, Leipzig, 1878). The 

word occurs also in Aristides Quintilianus (p. ro Meib.), where the plural 

inepundra: is used for the notes below Hypaté, and in Boethius (Mus. i. 20). 

It may be worth noticing also that Thrasyllus uses the words dreCevypevn 

and imepBodaia in the sense of vqrn dieCevypévav and vqT7 imepBodaiov (Theon 

Smyrn. /.¢.). 
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The notes of the Perfect System, with the intervals 

of the scale which they formed, are fully set out in the 

two treatises that pass under the name of the geometer 

Euclid, viz. the /utroductio Harmonica and the Sectio 

Canonis. Unfortunately the authorship of both these 

works is doubtful#. All that we can say is that if the 

Perfect System was elaborated in the brief interval 

between the time of Aristotle and that of Euclid, the 

materials for it must have already existed in musical 

practice. 

§ 19. Relation of System and Key. 

Let us now consider the relation between this fixed 

or standard scale and the varieties denoted by the 

terms éppovia and révos. 

With regard to the 7évo. or Keys of Aristoxenus we 

are not left in doubt. A system, as we have seen, is 

a series of notes whose relative pitch is fixed. The 

key in which the System is taken fixes the absolute 

pitch of the series. As Aristoxenus expresses it, the 

Systems are melodies set at the pitch of the different 
keys (rods Tévous, €f ov TiWéueva Ta ovoTHpaTa pedo- 

detra). If then we speak of Hypaté or Mesé (just as 
1 The Introduction to Harmonics (eicaywy) appouxn) which bears ‘the 

name of Euclid in modern editions (beginning with J. Pena, Paris, 1557) cannot 

be his work. In some MSS. it is ascribed to Cleonides, in others to Pappus, 

who was, probably of the fourth century a.p. The author is one of the 

adppowkot or Aristoxeneans, who adopt the method of equal temperament. 

He may perhaps be assigned to a comparatively early period on the ground 

that he recognises only the thirteen keys ascribed to Aristoxenus—not 

the fifteen keys given by most later writers (Aristides Quint., p. 22 Meib.). 

For some curious evidence connecting it with the name of the other- 

wise unknown writer Cleonides, see K. von Jan, Die Harmonik des Arts- 

toxenianers Kleonides (Landsberg, 1870). The Section of the Canon (kavoévos 

kataToun) belongs to the mathematical or Pythagorean school, dividing the 

tetrachord into two major tones and a Aetupya which is somewhat less than 

asemitone. In point of form it is decidedly Euclidean: but we do not find 

it referred to by any writer before the third century a.p.—the earliest 

testimony being that of Porphyry (pp. 272-276 in Wallis’ edition). 
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when we speak of a moveable Do), we mean as many 

different notes as there are keys: but the Dorian 

Hypaté or the Lydian Mesé has an ascertained pitch. 

The Keys of Aristoxenus, in short, are so many trans- 

positions of the scale called the Perfect System. 

Such being the relation of the standard System to 

the key, can we suppose any different relation to have 

subsisted between the standard System and the ancient 

‘modes’ known to Plato and Aristotle under the name 

of d&ppovia ? 

It appears from the language used by Plato in the 

Republic that Greek musical instruments differed very 

much in the variety of modes or éppovia: of which they 

were susceptible. After Socrates has determined, in 

the passage quoted above (p. 7), that he will admit 

only two modes, the Dorian and Phrygian, he goes 

on to observe that the music of his state will not need 

a multitude of strings, or an instrument of all the modes 

(ravappovioyv)'. ‘There will be no custom therefore for 

craftsmen who make triangles and harps and other 

instruments of many notes and many modes. How 

then about makers of the flute (avAés) and players on 

the flute? Has not the flute the greatest number of 

notes, and are not the scales which admit all the modes 

simply imitations of the flute? There remain then 

1 Plato, Rep. p. 399: ov« dpa, Hv 8 éyw, moAvxopdias ye ov5e Tavappoviou 

nptv Senoe ev Tais wdais Te Kal pereow, OV por, pn, paiverar. Tprywrwv dpa 

kai THKTIOwY Kal TaVTwWY Opyavwv boa TOAVXOpda Kal ToAVappdMa SnpLovpyods ov 

OpeYoper. Ov pavdpeba. Ti 5€; avdrAomo.ods 7 abAnTras Tapadéfeu eis THY TOALY; 
7] Ov TOUTO TOAVXOPSdTaTOY, Kal a’TA TA TavappoMia avAOU TYYXaVE dVTA pipnpa ; 

Anara 67, 7 8 bs. Avpa 69 co, ny 8 eyw, kal KiOdpa AElreTaL, Kal KaTa TOALY 

XpHoiwa’ Kal av Kar’ aypovs Tots vopevor ovpryé av T1s Ein. 
The avAds was not exactly a flute. It had a mouthpiece which gave it the 

character rather of the modern oboe or clarinet: see the Dictionary of 

Antiquities, s.v. TIBIA. The mavappovioy is not otherwise known, and the 

passage in Plato does not enable us to decide whether it was a real 

instrument or only a scale or arrangement of notes. 
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the lyre and the cithara for use in our city; and for 

shepherds in the country a syrinx (pan’s pipes). The 

' lyre, it is plain, did not admit of changes of mode. 
_ The seven or eight strings were tuned to furnish the 

' scale of one mode, not of more. What then is the 

relation between the mode or appovia of a lyre and the 

standard scale or ovornua which (as we have seen) was 

based upon the lyre and its primitive gamut? 

If &ppovia means ‘key,’ there is no difficulty. The 

scale of a lyre was usually the standard octave from 

Hypaté to Nété: and that octave might be in any one 

key. But if a mode is somehow characterised by a 

particular succession of intervals, what becomes of the 

standard octave? No one succession of intervals can 

then be singled out. It may be said that the standard 

octave is in fact the scale of a particular mode, which 

had come to be regarded as the type, viz. the Dorian. 

But there is no trace of any such prominence of the 

Dorian mode as this would necessitate. The philosophers 

who recognise its elevation and Hellenic purity are very 

far from implying that it had the chief place in popular 

regard. Indeed the contrary was evidently the case’. 

§ 20. Tonality of the Greek musical scale. 

It may be said here that the value of a series of notes 

as the basis of a distinct mode—in the modern sense of 
the word—depends essentially upon the fenality. A 

single scale might yield music of different modes if the 

key-note were different. It is necessary therefore to 

collect the scanty notices which we possess bearing 

upon the tonality of Greek music. The chief evidence 
1 The passage quoted above from the Knights of Aristophanes (p. 7) 

is sufficient to show that a marked preference for the Dorian mode would 

be a matter for jest. 
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on the subject is a passage of the Problems, the impor- 

tance of which was first pointed out by Helmholtz!. It 
is as follows: 

Arist. Probl, xix. 20: Awd ti éav peév tis THY peony Kyo 

UG, Gpuooas Tas GAAas xopdas, Kal xpijTar TO dpydve, ov povov 
4 SS \ ce / ld 4 cal \ , 
Gray KaTa TOV THs peons yevyntat POoyyov AvTEt Kal daiverar 

avapwootov, GAAG Kal Kata THY GAAnY peA@diav, édy SE TH 

Ayavov 7 Twa Gdrov POdyyov, tote hatverar Siap€pew pdvov 

Oray Kaxketvn Tis xphtar; 7 evAdyws TotTo ovpBatver; mavTa. 

yap Ta xpnoTa peAn TOAAAKLS TH pEoN XpHTal, Kal wavtes ob 
24 \ ‘ Ni Q \ / 2) a x 3 / 

aya0ol TroiTat TUKVa TpOs THY pEeonY aTavT@oL, Kav aTEhOwor 
Ne S / \ Saee e Ig / 5 

TAXY éemravepxovTat, Tpos S€ GAANVY OUTwS oOvdEWLaY. KabaTeEp EK 

tay Adyov evioy eaipeOevtwy ovvdéopwv ovK Et 6 Adyos 

‘EAAnvikés, olov TO TE Kal TO Kal, €vior b€ OHev AvTodaL, dia Td 
an \ 3 a i nt / > ee , a ~ 

Tols wey avayKatov iva xpnoOa ToAAAKLs, El EaTAL Aoyos, Tots dE 

un, obTw Kal TV POdyywv h wérn BoTep oivdeopuds ott, Kal pa- 

iota TGV KAAGL, dia TO TAELOTAKLS EvUTapXELY TOV POdyyov avTis. 

‘Why is it that if the Mesé is altered, after the other 

strings have been tuned, the instrument is felt to be out 

of tune, not only when the Mesé is sounded, but through 

the whole of the music,—whereas if the Lichanos or any 

other note is out of tune, it seems to be perceived only 

when that note is struck? Is it to be explained on the 

ground that all good melodies often use the Mesé, and all 

good composers resort to it frequently, and if they leave it 

soon return again, but do not make the same use of any 

other note? just as language cannot be Greek if certain 

conjunctions are omitted, such as re and xat, while others 

may be dispensed with, because the one class is necessary 

for language, but not the other: so with musical sounds 

the Mesé is a kind of ‘conjunction,’ especially of beautiful 

sounds, since it is most often heard among these. 

1 Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen, p. 367, ed. 1863. 
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In another place (xix. 36) the question is answered by 

saying that the notes of a scale stand in a certain rela- 

tion to the Mesé, which determines them with reference 

to it () rd €us 4 Exdorns 76n dv exeivny): so that the loss 

of the Mesé means the loss of the ground and unifying 

element of the scale (ap0évros Tod airiov Tod HppdcOa Kai 

Tob cuvéxovTos)*. 

These passages imply that in the scale known to 

Aristotle, viz. the octave e — e, the Mesé a had the 

character of a Tonic or key-note. This must have 

been true a fortiori of the older seven-stringed scale, 

in which the Mesé united the two conjunct tetrachords. 

It was quite in accordance with this state of things 

that the later enlargement completed the octaves from 

Mesé downwards and upwards, so that the scale 

consisted of two octaves of the form a — a. As to the 

question how the Tonic character of the Mesé was 

shown, in what parts of the melody it was necessarily 

heard, and the like, we can but guess. The statement 

of the Problems is not repeated by any technical writer, 

and accordingly it does not appear that any rules on 

the subject had been arrived at. It is significant, 

perhaps, that the frequent use of the Mesé is spoken 

of as characteristic of good melody (mdévra 7a xpnora 

pédn TOAAEKLS TH péon XpATa.), as though tonality were 

a merit rather than a necessity. 

Another passage of the Problems has been thought to 

show that in Greek music the melody ended on the 

Hypaté. The words are these (Probl. xix. 33): 
n \ xX A a 

A.d ti evappoortdrepov amd Tod dE€os emt TO Bapv n amo Tod 

1 So in the Euclidean Sectio Canonis the propositions which deal with the 
‘movable’ notes, viz. Paranété and Lichanos (Theor. xvii) and Parhypate 

and Trité (Theor. xviii), begin by postulating the Mesé (éo7w ydp peon 6 

Beer). 
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Bapeos emt 76 060 ; TéTEpov Sri 7d amd THs apyts ylverar Upye- 

wba; % yap péeon Kal Hyeuov d&vtdtyn Tod TeTpaxdpdov' Td dé 

ovk am apyxis GAN’ amo TeAeurAs. 

‘Why is a descending scale more musical than an 

ascending one? Is it that in this order we begin with 

the beginning,-—since the Mesé or leading note! is the 

highest of the tetrachord,—but with the reverse order 

we begin with the end?’ 

There is here no explicit statement that the melody 

ended on the Hypaté, or even that it began with the 

Mesé. In what sense, then, was the Mesé a ‘ beginning’ 

(apx74), and the Hypaté an ‘end’? In Aristotelian 

language the word apy has various senses. It might 

be used to express the relation of the Mesé to the other 

notes as the basis or ground-work of the scale. Other 

passages, however, point to a simpler explanation, viz. 

that the order in question was merely conventional. In 

Probl. xix. 44 it is said that the Mesé is the beginning 

(apxy) of one of the two tetrachords which form the 

ordinary octave scale (viz. the tetrachord Meson); and 

again in Probl. xix. 47 that in the old heptachord which 

consisted of two conjunct tetrachords (e-a-d) the 

Mesé (a) was the end of the upper tetrachord and the 
beginning of the lower one (é7e jv Tod pev ave TeTpa- 

xopdov TeAevTH, TOD dé KdTw apxy). In this last passage 

it is evident that there is no reference to the beginning 

or end of the melody. 

1 The term #yexmv or ‘leading note’ of the tetrachord Meson, here 

applied to the Mesé, is found in the same sense in Plutarch, De Mus. c. 11, 

where 6 tept rov wyepdva keiwevos tOvos means the disjunctive tone. 
Similarly Ptolemy (Harm. i. 16) speaks of the tones in a diatonic scale 

as being év rots fyoupévors Témoxs, the semitones év Tois Emopévors (sc. of the 

tetrachord) : and again of the ratio 5: 4 (the major Third) as the ‘ leading ; 

one of an Enharmonic tetrachord (rdv émréraprov Os éorw wyyovpevos TOU 

évappoviou “yévous). 
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Another instance of the use of épx7 in connexion with 

the musical scale is to be found in the Metaphysics 

(iv. 11, p. 1018 6 26), where Aristotle is speaking of the 

different senses in which things may be prior and 

posterior : 

Ta d€ xara taéw* ratra 8 éotly dca mpds Te ev wpiopevor 

SuéoTnKE KaTa TOV Adyov, Clov TapacTaTyns TpITOTTATOV TpOTEpor, 

Kal tapavntn vytns’ év0a pev yap 6 Kopudaios, évOa de 7 peon 

apx7. 

‘Other things [are prior and posterior] in order: viz. 

those which are at a varying interval from some one 

definite thing ; as the second man in the rank is prior to 

the third man, and the Paranété to the Nété: for in the 

one case the coryphaeus is the starting-point, in the other 

the Mesé.’ 

Here the Mesé is again the dépy7 or beginning, but 

the order is the ascending one, and consequently the 

Nété is the end. The passage confirms what we have 

learned of the relative importance of the Mesé: but it 

certainly negatives any inference regarding the note on 

which the melody ended. 

It appears, then, that the Mesé of the Greek standard 

System had the functions of a key-note in that System. 
In other words, the music was in the mode (using 

that term in the modern sense) represented by the 

octave a-a of the natural key—the Hypo-dorian or 

Common Species. We do not indeed know how the 
predominant character of the Mesé was shown— 

whether, for example, the melody ended on the Mesé. 

The supposed evidence for an ending on the Hypaté 

has been shown to be insufficient. But we may at 

least hold that as far as the Mesé was a key-note, so 

far the Greek scale was that of the modern Minor 
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mode (descending). The only way of escape from this 

conclusion is to deny that the Mesé of Prodl. xix. 20 

was the note which we have understood by the term— 

the Mesé of the standard System. This, as we shall 

presently see, is the plea to which Westphal has 

recourse. 

§ 21. Lhe Species of a Scale. 

The object of the preceding discussion has been to 

make it clear that the theory of a system of modes— 

in the modern sense of the word—finds no support 

from the earlier authorities on Greek music. There 

is, however, evidence to show that Aristoxenus, and 

perhaps other writers of the time, gave much thought 

to the varieties to be obtained by taking the intervals of 

a scale in different order. These varieties they spoke 

of as the forms or species (cyjpara, eid) of the interval 

which measured the compass of the scale in question. 

Thus, the interval of the Octave (é:a racer) is divided 

into seven intervals, and these are, in the Diatonic 

genus, five tones and two semitones, in the Enharmonic 

two ditones, four quarter-tones, and a tone. As we 
shall presently see in detail, there are seven species of 

the Octave in each genus. That is to say, there are 

seven admissible octachord scales (cvotjpara €pupedn), 

differing only in the succession of the intervals which 

compose them. 

Further, there is evidence which goes to connect the 

seven species of the Octave with the Modes or 4pyoviac. 

In some writers these species are described under 
names which are familiar to us in their application 

to the modes. A certain succession of intervals is 
called the Dorian species of the Octave, another suc- 
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cession is called the Phrygian species, and so on for 

the Lydian, Mixo-lydian, Hypo-dorian, Hypo-phrygian, 

and Hypo-lydian. It seems natural to conclude that 

the species or successions of intervals so named were 

characteristic in some way of the modes which bore the 

same names, consequently that the modes were not keys, 

but modes in the modern sense of the term. 

In order to estimate the value of this argument, it 1s 

necessary to ask, (1) how far back we can date the use 

of these names for the species of the Octave, and (2) in 

what degree the species of the Octave can be shown to 

have entered into the practice of music at any period. 

The answer to these questions must be gathered from 

a careful examination of all that Aristoxenus and other 

early writers say of the different musical scales in 

reference to the order of their intervals. 

§ 22. The Scales as treated by Aristoxenus. 

The subject of the musical scales (cvorjpara) is 

treated by Aristoxenus as a general problem, without 

reference to the scales in actual use. He complains 

that his predecessors dealt only with the octave scale, 

and only with the Enharmonic genus, and did not 

address themselves to the real question of the melodious 

sequence of intervals. Accordingly, instead of beginning 

with a particular scale, such as the octave, he supposes 

a scale of indefinite compass,—just as a mathematician 

postulates lines and surfaces of unlimited magnitude. 

His problem virtually is, given any interval known 

to the particular genus supposed, to determine what 

intervals can follow it on a musical scale, either ascend- 

ing or descending. In the Diatonic genus, for example, 

a semitone must be followed by two tones, so as to 
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make up the interval of a Fourth. In the Enharmonic 

genus the dieses or quarter-tones can only occur two 

together, and every such pair of dieses (7uxvév) must 

be followed in the ascending order by a ditone, in the 

descending order by a ditone ora tone. By these and 

similar rules, which he deduces mathematically from 

one or two general principles of melody, Aristoxenus in 

effect determines all the possible scales of each genus, 

without restriction of compass or pitch!. But whenever 

he refers for the purpose of illustration to a scale in 

actual use, it is always the standard octave already 

described (from Hypaté to Nété), or a part of it. Thus 

nothing can be clearer than the distinction which he 

makes between the theoretically infinite scale, subject 

only to certain principles or laws determining the 

succession of intervals, and the eight notes, of fixed 

relative pitch, which constituted the gamut of practical 

music. 
The passages in which Aristoxenus dwells upon the 

advance which he has made upon the methods of his 

predecessors are of considerable importance for the 

whole question of the species of the Octave. There 

are three or four places which it will be worth while to 

quote. 
1. Aristoxenus, Harm. p. 2,15 Meib.: ra yap dvaypdupara 

atrots TGy évapyoviwy (appovrdv MSS.) €xxevtar pdvoy ovatn- 

patwv, dvatovev 8 7) xpwpyatik@y ovdels THéT00 Edpakev’ Kairor 

Ta Siaypdppata y adtdv ednAov Thy Tacay THs pedwdlas Taku, 

€v ols Tept cvoTnuatav OxTaxdpdwv evappoviwy (apnoviav MSS.) 

povov €Aeyov, Tept b€ TGV GAAwY yevOv TE Kal oxXNMaTwY ev 

avT® Te TO yever ToUTw Kal Tots AoiTots odd’ emrExElper OddElS 

KatapavOdvew. 

' The investigation occupies a considerable space in his Harmonics, viz. 
Ppp. 27-29 Meib. (from the words qepi 5 cuvexeias xal Tod éffs), and again 

pp. 58-72 Meib. 

1 
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‘The diagrams of the earlier writers set forth Systems 

in the Enharmonic genus only, never in the Diatonic or 

Chromatic: and yet these diagrams professed to give the 

whole scheme of their music, and in them they treated of 

Enharmonic octave Systems only; of other genera and 

other forms of this or any genus no one attempted to 

discover anything.’ | 

2. Ibid. p. 6, 20 Meib.: rév & GAdAwy Kadddov péev Kabarrep 
yi ¥ 3 \ e eo oN S tf ’ nx 
éutpoobev eimomey ovdels TTAL, EvOS 6€ GvoTHMaTos EpatoKAns 
b] if > A / pd Cp N i a x an 
étmexeipnoe Kad” ev yevos eLapiOunoa Ta cXHyaTa Tod 1a TaTGv 
3 n a n a I (pees 3 

GTOOELKTLK@S TH TEpLpopa TaV SiaoTnpaTwy SEtKvUs’ OV KaTa- 

pabay Ort, py MpocamoderyOevtwy (qu. TpoaT0d.) TOY TE Tod dia 

MEVTE OXNMATHV Kal TOV TOD bia Tecodpwy Tpds 5€ TovTOLS Kal 
im f > ra if Pea \ - Lari 3 a , 

THs cvvOecEMs aVTOV Tis TOT EoTi KAO HY Euped@s ovyTLOEVTAL, 

moAAaTAdowa TOY ETTAa ovpBaive ylyvecOat SeixvuTat. 

‘The other Systems no one has dealt with by a general 

method: but Eratocles has attempted in the case of one 

System, in one genus, to enumerate the forms or species of 

the Octave, and to determine them mathematically by the 

periodic recurrence of the intervals: not perceiving that 

unless we have first demonstrated the forms of the Fifth 

and the Fourth, and the manner of their melodious com- 

bination, the forms of the Octave will come to be many 

morye than seven.’ 

The ‘periodic recurrence of intervals’ here spoken of 

may be illustrated on the key-board of a piano. If we 

take successive octaves of white notes, a —a, 6 — 6, and 

So on, we obtain each time a different order of intervals 

(z.e. the semitones occur in different places), until we 

reach a —a again, when the series begins afresh. In 

this way it is shown that only seven species of the 

Octave can be found on any particular scale. Aris- 

toxenus shows how to prove this from first principles, 
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viz. by analysing the Octave as the combination of 
a Fifth with a Fourth. 

3. Ibid. p. 36, 29 Meib.: trav b& cvornparwy tas diadopas 

of pev GAws ovK eTeXelpovy eEapiOueiv, GAAG TeEpl adTav povov 
a e , A >) / c , X\ 3 / 3 an e 

TOV éEnTaxdpdwv & exadovy Gpyovias THY eTioKkeiy eTroLodrTO, of 

6& EmLyelpnoavtTes ovdEva TpdTOV EENpLOwovvTO. 

For émrayépé@v Meibomius and other editors read 
émTa oxTayxépdwv—a correction strongly suggested by 

the parallel words cvarnydrwy dxraxdépdy in the first 

passage quoted. 

‘Some did not attempt to enumerate the differences of 

the Systems, but confined their view to the seven octachord 

Systems which they called apyovia.; others who did make 

the attempt did not succeed.’ 

It appears from these passages that before the time 

of Aristoxenus musicians had framed diagrams or tables 

showing the division of the octave scale according to 

the Enharmonic genus: and that a certain Eratocles— 

of whom nothing else is known—had recognised seven 

forms or species of the octachord scale, and had shown 

how the order of the intervals in the several species 

passes through a sort of cycle. Finally, if the correction 

proposed in the third passage is right, the seven species 

of the Octave were somehow shown in the diagrams 

of which the first passage speaks. In what respect 

Eratocles failed in his treatment of the seven species 

can hardly be conjectured. 

Elsewhere the diagrams are described by Aristoxenus 

somewhat differently, as though they exhibited a division 

into Enharmonic dieses or quarter-tones, without refer- 
ence to the melodious character of the scale. Thus we 

find him saying— 
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4. Harm. p. 28 Meib.: (yrnréov € 7d cvvexés odx os of 

Gppovikol év tats TOv Siaypappdrev KaranvKvdceow arodiddvat 

TELpOVTal, TOTOYs aTodaivovtes TOV POdyywv ELjs AdAjAwY 

ketoOat ots ovpBéByke TO eAdxioTOy SidoTnua Oiexey ap avTav. 

ov yap TO py SvvacOat Siécers GKTH Kal elkoow, EEjs pehodetoOat 

THs Pwvijs éoriv, GAAG THY Tpltnv diecw Tavra ToLodca ovx ola 

T éotl mpooTievat. 

‘We must seek continuity of succession, not as theoretical 

musicians do in filling up their diagrams with small intervals, 

making those notes successive which are separated from 

each other by the least interval. For it is not merely that 

the voice cannot sing twenty-eight successive dieses: with 

all its efforts it cannot sing a third diesis! 

This representation of the musical diagrams is borne 

1 This point is one which Aristoxenus is fond of insisting upon: cp. p. Io, 

16 ob mpos Ty Katanixvwow BrémovTas WoreEp of dppovtkol: p. 38, 3 bre SE éoTw 
h KaTanvnvwors éxpedrs Kal mavTa TpoTov axpnoTos paveEpdy : p. 53, 3 KaTa THY 
Tov péAous pvow CnTnTéov TO Effs Kal ovx ws of eis THY KaTaTiKvwoLW BA€rOVTES 

eiwOacw damodibdvat TO ef7s. 
The statement that the ancient diagrams gave a series of twenty-eight 

successive dieses or quarter-tones has not been explained. The number of 

quarter-tones in an octave is only twenty-four. Possibly it is a mere error 

of transcription («7 for «d5). If not, we may perhaps connect it with the 

seven intervals of the ordinary octave scale, and the simple method by 

which the enharmonic intervals were expressed in the instrumental notation. 

It has been explained that raising a note a quarter of a tone was shown by 

turning it through a quarter of a circle. Thus, our c being denoted by E, 

c* wasw, and c# was 9. Now the ancient diagrams, which divided every 

tone into four parts, must have had a character for c#*, or the note 

three-quarters of a tone above c. Naturally this would be the remaining 

position of E, namely m. Again, we have seen that when the interval 

between two notes on the diatonic scale is only a semitone, the result 

of the notation is to produce a certain number of duplicates, so to speak. 

Thus: K stands for 6, and therefore y force: but ¢ is a note of the original 
scale, and as such is written f]. It may be that the diagrams to which 

Aristoxenus refers made use of these duplicates: that is to say, they may 

have made use of all four positions of a character (such as K“% A 
whether the interval to be filled was a tone or a semitone. If so, the seven 

intervals would give twenty-eight characters (besides the upper octave-note), 

and apparently therefore twenty-eight dieses. Some traces of this use of 

characters in four positions have been noticed by Bellermann (Toulestern, 

p- 65). 
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out by the passage in the Republic in which Plato 

derides the experimental study of music: 

Rep. p. 531 a tas yap axovopevas ad cvppovias kal pOdyyous 

GAAHAots GvaweTpoovTes AvyvuTA, GaTEp ot GoTpovduot, Tovovouy. 

N}) rods Oeods, én, Kal yedolws ye, TuKvduar’ drta dvopacovtes 

kal mapaSddAovtes Ta @Ta, olov x yeitovay hwvijy Onpevdpevor, 

of wév gaow ere Katakovew ey péow TVA HXIV Kat opLKpOTAaTOV 

elvat TodTO SidoTHMa, © METPNTEOY, Ot OE K.T.A. 

Here Socrates is insisting that the theory of music 

should be studied as a branch of mathematics, not by 

observation of the sounds and concords actually heard, 

about which musicians spend toil in vain. ‘ Yes,’ says 

Glaucon, ‘they talk of the close-fitting of intervals, and 

put their ears down to listen for the smallest possible 

interval, which is then to be the measure.’ The smallest 

interval was of course the Enharmonic diesis or quarter 

of a tone, and this accordingly was the measure or unit 

into which the scale was divided. A group of notes 

separated by a diesis was called ‘close’ (ruxvov, or 

a mixvepa), and the filling up of the scale in that way 

was therefore a xatarvixvocts Tod Siaypépparos—a filling 

up with ‘close-set’ notes, by the division of every tone 

into four equal parts. 

An example of a diagram of this kind has perhaps 

survived in a comparatively late writer, viz. Aristides 

Quintilianus, who gives a scale of two octaves, one 

divided into twenty-four dieses, the next into twelve 

semitones (De Mus. p. 15 Meib.). The characters used 

are not otherwise known, being quite different from the 

ordinary notation: but the nature of the diagram is 

plain from the accompanying words: atry éorly ) mapa 

Trois apxaios Kara diévers appovia, Ews Kd diécewr TS Tp- 

repov didyovca did Twacav, TO SedTEpoy dia TaV npcToviav 

aiéjoaca: ‘this is the d&ppoviéa (division of the scale) 
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according to dieses in use among the ancients, carried 

in the case of the first octave as far as twenty-four 

dieses, and dividing the second into semitones’. 

The phrase 4 xar& Siécers dppovia, used for the divi- 

sion of an octave scale into quarter-tones, serves to 

explain the statement of Aristoxenus (in the third of 

the passages above quoted) that the writers who treated 

of octave Systems called them ‘harmonies’ (@ exédouv 

dppovias). That statement has usually been taken to 

refer to the ancient Modes called a&ppovia: by Plato and 

Aristotle, and has been used accordingly as proof that 

the scales of these Modes were based upon the different 

species («ién) of the Octave. But the form of the refer- 

ence—‘ which ¢hey called &ppyoviac’—implies some for- 

gotten or at least unfamiliar use of the word by the 

older technical writers. It is very much more proba- 

ble that the dppovéa in question are divisions of the 

octave scale, as shown in theoretical diagrams, and had 

no necessary connexion with the Modes. Apparently 

some at least of these diagrams were not musical scales, 

but tables of all the notes in the compass of an octave ; 

and the Enharmonic diesis was used, not merely on 

account of the importance of that genus, but because it 

was the smallest interval, and therefore the natural unit 

of measurement? 
The use of dppovéa as an equivalent for ‘System’ or 

1 The fullest account of this curious fragment of notation is that given 

by Bellermann in his admirable book, Die Tonleitern und Mustknoten der 
Griechen, pp. 61-65. His conjectures as to its origin do not claim a high 

degree of probability. See the remarks on pp. 97-99. 

2 Cp. Plato, Rep. p. 531: Kal opunpétatoy civa rodTo Sidornpa, w heTpHTEoV. 

It may even be that this sense of dpyovia was connected with the use 

for the Enharmonic genus. It is at least worth notice that the phrase 

& éxdAovv dppovias in this passage answers to the adjective évappoviwr in the 
passage first quoted (compare the words mp! adra@v pdvov Ta Entra dnTaxdpdav 
& éxdAovv dppovias with rept cvaTnpatwv dxTaxopdwy évappoviay povov). 
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‘division of the scale’ appears in an important passage 
in Plato’s Philebus (p. 17): GAN, @ Hire, erredav AEBns Ta 

SiactHmara oméca éotl Tov apLOudy Ths dovans ogdrnTds TE 

mépt Kai Baptrntos, Kal dota, Kal Tods dpovs Tov dia- 

oThmatov, Kal Ta €k ToUT@Y boa oVvoTHWAaTA yéeyover, & 

Kar.oovres of mpbabev mapédocay Hpiv Tols émropevors Exeivols 

Karey atta appovias, x.7.A. In this passage,—which 

has an air of technical accuracy not usual in Plato’s 

references to music (though perhaps characteristic of the 

Philebus),—there is a close agreement with the technical 

writers, especially Aristoxenus. The main thought is 

the application of limit or measure to matter which is 
given as unlimited or indefinite—the distinction drawn 

out by Aristoxenus in a passage quoted below (p. 81). 

The treatment of the term ‘System’ is notably Arist- 

oxenean (cp. Harm. p. 36 Ta ovoThpara Oewpjoa rica TE 

éort Kai mola drra, kal mOs ek Te Tov SiacTHnudTeY Kal 

p0dyyav ovvectnkora). Further, the use of dppovia for 

otvernpa, or rather of the plural éppovia for the cvorjipara 

observed by the older musical theorists, is exactly what 

is noticed by Aristoxenus as if it were more or less 

antiquated. Even in the time of Plato it appears as 

a word of traditional character (of mpéc0ev mapédocar), 

his own word being c’ornpa. It need not be said that 

there is no such hesitation, either in Plato or in Aristotle, 

about the use of dppovia: for the modes. 

The same use of dppovéa is found in the Aristotelian 

Problems (xix. 26), where the question is asked, da ré 

péon Kadelrae év rails dppoviass, Toy 6 dxTw oK eaTL pETOr, 

i.e. how can we speak of the Mesé or ‘middle note’ 

of a scale of eight notes ? 

We have now reviewed all the passages in Aristo- 

xenus which can be thought to bear upon the ques- 

tion whether the dpyovia or Modes of early Greek 
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music are the same as the révo. or Keys discussed by 

Aristoxenus himself. The result seems to be that we 

have found nothing to set against the positive argu- 

ments for the identification already urged. It may be 

thought, perhaps, that the variety of senses ascribed to 

the word dppovia goes beyond what is probable. In 

itself however the word meant simply ‘musical scale.’ 

The Pythagorean use of it in the sense of ‘octave 

scale,’ and the very similar use in reference to diagrams 

which represented the division of that scale, were anti- 

quated in the time of Aristoxenus. The sense of | 

‘key’ was doubtless limited in the first instance to the 

use in conjunction with the names Dorian, &c., which 

suggested a distinction of pitch. From the meaning 

‘Dorian scale’ to ‘Dorian key’ is an easy step. Finally, 

in reference to genus dppyovia meant the Enharmonic 

scale. It is not surprising that a word with so many 

meanings did not keep its place in technical language, 
but was replaced by unambiguous words, viz. révos in 

one sense, ovornwa in another, yévos évapyévoy in 

a third. Naturally, too, the more precise terms would 

be first employed by technical writers. 

§ 23. The Seven Species. 

(See the Appendix, Table I.) 

In the Harmonics of Aristoxenus an account of the 

seven species of the Octave followed the elaborate 

theory of Systems already referred to (p. 48), and 

doubtless exhibited the application of that general theory 

to the particular cases of the Fourth, Fifth, and Octave. 

Unfortunately the existing manuscripts have only 

1 So in Plato, Leg. p. 665 a: 1H 5% THs Kwwnoews Ta€E PvOpos dvopa ein, TH T 
avy THS pwvys, Tov Te df€os Gua Kal Bapéos ovykepayvupévwv, appovia dvoya 

TpogayopEevoiTo. 
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preserved the first few lines of this chapter of the 

Aristoxenean work (p. 74, ll. ro-24 Meib.). 

The next source from which we learn anything of 

this part of the subject is the pseudo-Euclidean /nitro- 

ductio Harmonica. The writer enumerates the species 

of the Fourth, the Fifth, and the Octave, first in the 

Enharmonic and then in the Diatonic genus. He 

shows that if we take Fourths on a Diatonic scale, 

beginning with Hypaté Hypaton (our 0), we get suc- 

cessively 6 c de (a scale with the intervals 3 1 1), 

cdef(1 14) anddefg (rt 31). Similarly on the 

Enharmonic scale we get— 

Hypaté Hypaton to Hypaté Meson 6 b*c e (} 7% 2) 

Parhypaté __,, ** Eariiy pate: 5; b*c e eF(4 2 t) 

Lichanos _,, ~ biehanos —,; C6 CP l(234 

In the case of the Octave the species is distinguished 

on the Enharmonic scale by the place of the tone which 

separates the tetrachords, the so-called Disjunctive Tone 

(révos Stagevtixés). Thus in the octave from Hypaté 

Hypaton to Paramesé (6 — 0) this tone (a — 6) is the 

highest interval; in the next octave, from Parhypate 

Hypaton to Trité Diezeugmenén (c -c), it is the second 

highest ; and so on. These octaves, or species of the 

Octave, the writer goes on to tell us, were anciently 

called by the same names as the seven oldest Keys, as 

follows : 

Mixo-lydian. . 5-06 Oe oe Ae ae | 

edie 600) (08-0 2S a ge Pee Eg 

Piryeian 2-4/\ 6 = ¢ ae ae age He aa 
Weraa we =e Se areas er ee 

Pypeivdam eet 2 ao ap a 2a 
Hypo-phrygian f/f - f Pa te S20 ra 2 
Hypo-dorian . a@-a ee ae 
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On the Diatonic scale, according to the same writer, 

the species of an Octave is distinguished by the places 
of the two semitones. Thus in the first species, } — 8, 

the semitones are the first and fourth intervals (6-—c 

and e-—/): in the second, c — ¢, they are the third and 

the seventh, and so on. He does not however say, 

as he does in the case of the Enharmonic scale, that 

these species were known by the names of the Keys. 

This statement is first made by Gaudentius (p. 20 Meib.), 

a writer of unknown date. If we adopt it provisionally, 

the species of the Diatonic octave will be as follows: 

[Mixo-lydian]. . 5-6 es Oo ae eee 

[Lydian]. °. 2 2 Se te) 2 3) Se ee 

[Phrygian] ©... @ ad rye T° aoe 

[ Dorian] , @ Se t° ] © 2 22 ee 
[Hypo-lydian] . f-/ Ee tS eae 

[Hypo-phrygian] g - g 2 eas ee 

[ Hypo-dorian] a-a Per 2S ee 

§ 24. Relation of the Species to the Keys. 

Looking at the octaves which on our key-board, as 

on the Greek scale, exhibit the several species, we 

cannot but be struck with the peculiar relation in which 

they stand to the Keys. In the tables given above the 

keys stand in the order of their pitch, from the Mixo- 

lydian down to the Hypo-dorian: the species of the 

same names follow the reverse order, from 4-6 up- 

wards to a-—a. This, it is obvious, cannot be an 

accidental coincidence. The two uses of this famous 

series of names cannot have originated independently. 

Either the naming of the species was founded on that 

of the keys, or the converse relation obtained between 

them. Which of these two uses, then, was the original 
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and which the derived one? Those who hold that the 
species were the basis of the ancient Modes or dppoviat 
must regard the keys as derivative. Now Aristoxenus 

tells us, in one of the passages just quoted, that the 

seven species had long been recognised by theorists. 

If the scheme of keys was founded upon the seven 

species, it would at once have been complete, both in 
the number of the keys and in the determination of the 

intervals between them. But Aristoxenus also tells us 

that down to his time there were only six keys,—one 

of them not yet generally recognised,—and that their 

relative pitch was not settled. Evidently then the 

keys, which were scales in practical use, were still 

incomplete when the species of the Octave had been 

worked out in the theory of music. 

If on the other hand we regard the names Dorian, 

&c. as originally applied to keys, we have only to 

suppose that these names were extended to the species 

after the number of seven keys had been completed. 

This supposition is borne out by the fact that Aristo- 
xenus, who mentions the seven species as well known, 

does not give them names, or connect them with the 

keys. This step was apparently taken by some 
follower of Aristoxenus, who wished to connect the 

species of the older theorists with the system of keys 

which Aristoxenus had perfected. 
The view now taken of the seven species is supported 

by the whole treatment of musical scales (svo7#para) as 

we find it in Aristoxenus. That treatment from first 

to last is purely abstract and theoretical. The rules 

which Aristoxenus lays down serve to determine the 

sequence of intervals, but are not confined to scales of 

any particular compass. His Systems, accordingly, are 

not scales in practical use: they are parts taken any- 
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where on an ideal unlimited scale. And the seven 

species of the Octave are regarded by Aristoxenus as 
a scheme of the same abstract order. They represent 

the earlier teaching on which he had improved. He 

condemned that teaching for its want of generality, 

because it was confined to the compass of the Octave 

and to the Enharmonic genus, and also because it 

rested on no principles that would necessarily limit 

the species of the Octave to seven. On the other hand 

the diagrams of the earlier musicians were unscientific, 

in the opinion of Aristoxenus, on the ground that they 

divided the scale into a succession of quarter-tones. 

Such a division, he urged, is impossible in practice and 

musically wrong (éxpedés). All this goes to show that 
the earlier treatment of Systems, including the seven 

Species, had the same theoretical character as his own 

exposition. The only System which he recognises 

for practical purposes is the old standard octave, 

from Hypaté to Nété: and that System, with the 

enlargements which turned it into the Perfect System, 

kept its ground with all writers of the Aristoxenean 

school. 

Even in the accounts of the pseudo-Euclid and the 

later writers, who treat of the Species of the Octave 

under the names of the Keys, there is much to show 

that the species existed chiefly or wholly in musical 
theory. The seven species of the Octave are given 
along with the three species of the Fourth and the 
four species of the Fifth, neither of which appear to 
have had any practical application. Another indication 
of this may be seen in the seventh or Hypo-dorian 
species, which was also called Locrian and Common 
(ps. Eucl. p. 16 Meib.). Why should this species have 
more than one name? In the Perfect System it is 
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singular in being exemplified by two different octaves, 

viz. that from Proslambanomenos to Mesé, and that 

from Mesé to Nété Hyperbolaién. Now we have seen 

that the higher the octave which represents a species, 

the lower the key of the same name. In this case, 

then, the upper of the two octaves answers to the 

Hypo-dorian key, and the lower to the Locrian. But if 

the species has its two names from these two keys, 

it follows that the names of the species are derived 

from the keys. The fact that the Hypo-dorian or 
Locrian species was also called Common is a further 

argument to the same purpose. It was doubtless 

‘common’ in the sense that it characterised the two 

octaves which made up the Perfect System. Thus the 

Perfect System was recognised as the really important 

scale. 
Another consideration, which has been overlooked 

by Westphal and those who follow him, is the differ- 

ence between the species of the Octave in the several 

genera, especially the difference between the Diatonic 

and the Enharmonic. This is not felt as a difficulty 

with all the species. Thus the so-called Dorian octave 

e-—eis in the Enharmonic genus e e*fa b b* ce, a scale 

which may be regarded as the Diatonic with g and d 

omitted, and the semitones divided. But the Phrygian 

_d- d cannot pass in any such way into the Enharmonic 

Phrygian c e e*f a 6 b*c, which answers rather to the 

Diatonic scale of the species c-—c (the Lydian). The 

scholars who connect the ancient Modes with the 

species, generally confine themselves to octaves of the 

Diatonic genus. In this they are supported by later 

Greek writers—notably, as we shall see, by Ptolemy— 

and by the analogy of the mediaeval Modes or Tones. 

But on the other side we have the repeated complaints 
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of Aristoxenus that the earlier theorists confined them- 

selves to Enharmonic octave scales. We have also the 

circumstance that the writer or compiler of the pseudo- 

Euclidean treatise, who is our earliest authority for 

the names of the species, gives these names for the 

Enharmonic genus only. Here, once more, we feel 

the difference between theory and practice. To 

a theorist there is no great difficulty in the terms 

Diatonic Phrygian and Enharmonic Phrygian meaning 

essentially different things. But the ‘Phrygian Mode’ 

in practical music must have been a tolerably definite 

musical form. 

§ 25. The Ethos of Music. 

From Plato and Aristotle we have learned some 

elements of what may be called the gamut of sensi- 

bility. Between the higher keys which in Greece, as in 

Oriental countries generally, were the familiar vehicle of 

passion, especially of the passion of grief, and the lower 

keys which were regarded, by Plato at least, as the 

natural language of ease and license, there were keys 

expressive of calm and balanced states of mind, free 

from the violent extremes of pain and pleasure. In 

some later writers on music we find this classification 

reduced toa more regular form, and clothed in technical 

language. We find also, what is still more to our 

purpose, an attempt to define more precisely the musical 

forms which answered to the several states of temper or 
emotion. 1 
Among the writers in question the most instructive 

is Aristides Quintilianus. He discusses the subject of 

musical ethos under the first of the usual seven heads, 
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that which deals with sounds or notes (epi $0éyyor). 
Among the distinctions to be drawn in regard to notes 

he reckons that of ethos: the ethos of notes, he says, 

is different as they are higher or lower, and also as 

they are in the place of a Parhypaté or in the place 
of a Lichanos (p. 13 Meib. érepa yap 76n rots o€vrépors, 

érepa Tois BapuTépois emiTpexel, Kal ETEPA fev TAapUTTATO- 

edéowy, Erepa O& ALyavoedéow). Again, under the seventh 

head, that of eAomowa or composition, he treats of the 

‘regions of the voice’ (ré7ra r7s ov7js). There are three 

kinds of composition, he tells us (p. 28), viz. that which 

is akin to Hypaté (iaroedys), that which is akin to Mesé 
(uecoe:dys), and that which is akin to Nété (vy7oedys). 

The first part of the art of composition is the choice 
(Afvis) which the musician is able to make of the 

region of the voice to be employed (Aj ys pev & 7s 
eipiokely TO LovalkO trepiylyveTat ad Totov THS pwvys TO 

ovoTnpa Tomov ToLnTéov, TOTEpoY UTraToELoods 7) THY AoLTT@Y 

twos). He then proceeds to connect these regions, 

or different parts of the musical scale, with different 

branches of lyrical poetry. ‘There are three styles of 

musical composition (rpémo. THs pedororias), viz. the 

Nomic, the Dithyrambic, and the Tragic; and of these 

the Nomic is netoid, the Dithyrambic is mesoid, and 

fie ‘Tragic is hypatoid... ..-. They are called styles 
(rpémo1) because according to the melody adopted they 

express the ethos of the mind. Thus it happens that 

composition (weAomova) may differ in genus, as Enhar- 

monic, Chromatic: in System, as Hypatoid, Mesoid, 

Netoid: in fey, as Dorian, Phrygian: in style, as Nomic, 

Dithyrambic: in ethos, as we call one kind of composition 

“contracting” (sveraArikh), viz. that by which we move 

painful feelings ; another “expanding” (dcaeraArix7), that 

by which we arouse the spirit (@vués); and another 
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“middle” (uéon), that by which we bring round the soul 

to calmness.’ 

This passage does not quite explicitly connect the 

three kinds of ethos—the diastaltic, the systaltic, the 

intermediate—with the three regions of the voice; 

but the connexion was evidently implied, and is laid 
down in express terms in the pseudo-Euclidean /ntro- 

ductio (p. 21 Meib.). According to this Aristoxenean 

writer, ‘the diastaltic ethos of musical composition is 

that which expresses grandeur and manly elevation of 

soul (peyadrompérera Kai diappa wuyns avdpodes), and 

heroic actions; and these are employed by tragedy and 

all poetry that approaches the tragic type. The systaltic 

ethos is that by which the soul is brought down into 

a humble and unmanly frame; and such a disposition will 

be fitting for amatory effusions and dirges and lamenta- 

tions and the like. And the hesychastic or tranquilly dis- 

posed ethos ()0vyaorixdy 760s) of musical composition is 
that which is followed by calmness of soul and a liberal 

and peaceful disposition: and this temper will fit hymns, 

paeans, laudations, didactic poetry and the lke. It 

appears then that difference in the ‘place’ (7ézros) of the 

notes employed in a composition—difference, that is to 

say, of pitch—was the element which chiefly determined 

its ethos, and (by consequence) which distinguished 
the music appropriate to the several kinds of lyrical 

poetry. : 

A slightly different version of this piece of theory is 

preserved in the anonymous treatise edited by Beller- 

mann ($$ 63, 64), where the ‘regions of the voice’ are 

said to be four in number, viz. the three already men- 

tioned, and a fourth which takes its name from the 

tetrachord Hyperbolai6n (rémos trepBodroedys). In the 

same passage the boundaries of the several regions 
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are laid down by reference to the keys. ‘The lowest 

or hypatoid region reaches from the Hypo-dorian 

Hypaté Meson to the Dorian Mesé; the intermediate 
or mesoid region from the Phrygian Hypaté Meson 

to the Lydian Mesé; the netoid region from the 
Lydian Mesé to the Nété Synemmenoén; the hyper- 
boloid region embracing all above the last point.’ 

The text of this passage is uncertain; but the general 

character of the réo: or regions of the voice is clearly 

enough indicated. 

The three regions are mentioned in the catechism of 

Bacchius (p. 11 Meib.): zézovs (MSS. rpézovs) de ris 
dhovijs mécous Aé€yomev eivar; Tpels. Tivas; TovTous’ d€dvy, 

pécov, Baptv. The varieties of ethos also appear (p. 14 

Meib.): 1 6 peraBody Kata 700s; bray éx Tamevod els 

peyaromperés’ 7 €€ HovXou Kal ovyVOU Els TApAKEKLKOS. 

‘What is change of ethos? when a change is made from 

the humble to the magnificent; or from the tranquil 

and sober to violent emotion.’ 
When we compare the doctrine of musical ethos as 

we find it in these later writers with the indications 

to be gathered from Plato and Aristotle, the chief 

difference appears to be’ that we no longer hear of 

the ethos of particular modes, but only of that of three or 

(at the most) four portions of the scale. The principle 

of the division, it is evident, is simply difference of 

pitch. But if that was the basis of the ethical effect 

of music in later times, the circumstance goes far to 

confirm us in the conclusion that it was the pitch of 

the music, rather than any difference in the succession 

of the intervals, that principally determined the ethical 

character of the older modes. 
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§ 26. The Ethos of the Genera and Species. 

Although the pitch of a musical composition—as 

these passages confirm us in believing—was the chief 

ground of its ethical character, it cannot be said that no 

other element entered into the case. 

In the passage quoted above from Aristides Quin- 
tilianus (p. 13 Meib.) it is said that ethos depends first 

on pitch (€repa 70 rois dgurépors, Erepa tois Baputépors), 

and secondly on the moveable notes, that is to say, on 

the genus. For that is evidently involved in the words 
that follow: Kat érepa péev mapuTaroedéow, grepa 8 

Aryavoedéow. By mapumaroedeis and Arxavoedets he 

means all the moveable notes (f@dyyor depopevor): the 

first are those which hold the place of Parhypaté in 

their tetrachord, viz. the notes called Parhypaté or 

Trité: the second are similarly the notes called Lichanos 

or Paranété. These moveable notes, then, give an ethos 

to the music because they determine the genus of the 

scale. Regarding the particular ethos belonging to the 

different genera, there is a statement of the same author 

(p. 11) to the effect that the Diatonic is masculine and 

austere (appevwroy 8 éotl Kal avornpdrepov), the Chro- 

matic sweet and plaintive (#d.crév Te Kal yoepédv), the 

Enharmonic stirring and pleasing (deyeprixdy & éori 

Tovro kal 7#mov). The criticism doubtless came from 
some earlier source. 

Do we ever find ethos attributed to this or that sfeczes 

of the Octave? I can find no passage in which this 

source of ethos is indicated. Even Ptolemy, who is the 

chief authority (as we shall see) for the value of the 

species, and who makes least of mere difference of 
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pitch, recognises only two forms of modulation in the 
course of a melody, viz. change of genus and change of 

pitch}. 

§27. The Musical Notation. 

As the preceding argument turns very much upon 

the practical importance of the scale which we have 
been discussing, first as the single octave from the 

original Hypaté to Nété, then in its enlarged form as 

the Perfect System, it may be worth while to show 
that some such scale is implied in the history of the 

Greek musical notation. 
The use of written characters (onpeta) to represent 

the sounds of music appears to date from a com- 

paratively early period in Greece. In the time of 

Aristoxenus the art of writing down a melody (apa- 

onpavtikn) had come to be considered by some persons 

identical with the science of music (éppoviky)),—an error 

which Aristoxenus is at some pains to refute. It is 

true that the authorities from whom we derive our 

knowledge of the Greek notation are post-classical. 

But the characters themselves, as we shall presently 

see, furnish sufficient evidence of their antiquity. 

The Greek musical notation is curiously complicated. 

1 Ptol. Harm. ii.6. After drawing a distinction between difference of key 

as affecting the whole of a melody or piece of music and as a means of 

change in the course of it—the distinction, in short, between transposition 

and modulation proper—he says of the latter: airy 5¢ Gomep éxmintew adriy 

(sc. iv aicOnow) moe Tod cvv|Povs Kal mpocdoxwpévou pédous, OTaY éml mA€ov 

pev ovvelpnra 7d dxddovdov, peraBaivy 5é my mpds Erepov Eidos, Hrow Kata TO 

yévos #) xaTa THv Tdow. That is to say, the sense of change is produced 

by a change of genus or of pitch. A change of sfecies is not suggested. So 

Dionys. Hal. De Comp. Verb. c. 19 of 5é ye &iBuvpapBororo! Kai Tovs T poTrous 

(keys) peTéBaddAov, Awpixods Te Kal Ppuylovs Kal Avdious ev 7 avT@ donate 

mo.odvTes’ Kal Tas wedmdias EfMAAaTTOV, TOTe piv Evappovivs TULOUIYTES, H.T.A. 

EZ 
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There is a double set of characters, one for the note 

assigned to the singer, the other for those of the lyre 

or other instrument. The notes for the voice are 

obviously derived from the letters of the ordinary Ionic 

alphabet, multiplied by the use of accents and other 

diacritical marks. . The instrumental notes were first 

explained less than thirty years ago by Westphal. In 

his work Harmontk und Melopoie der Griechen (c. vil 

Die Semantik) he showed, in a manner as conclusive as 

it is ingenious, that they were originally taken from the 

first fourteen letters of an alphabet of archaic type, akin 

to the alphabets found in certain parts of Peloponnesus. 

Among the letters which he traces, and which point to 

this conclusion, the most significant are the digamma, 

the primitive crooked iota 4, and two forms of lambda, 

< and F, the latter of which is peculiar to the alphabet 

of Argos. Of the other characters M, which stands for 

alpha, is best derived from the archaic form X. For 

beta we find E, which may come from an archaic form 

of the letter’. The character 4, as Westphal shows, is 

for 7, or delta with part of one side left out. Similarly 

the ancient ©, when the circle was incomplete, yielded 

the character Cc. The crooked iota (4) appears as h. 

The two forms of lambda serve for different notes, thus 

bringing the number of symbols up to fifteen. Besides 

these there are two characters, a and €, which cannot 

1 Since this was written I have learned from Mr. H. S. Jones that the 

form E for beta occurs on an inscription dated about 500 B.c , viz. Count 

Tyszkiewicz’s bronze plate, published simultaneously by Robert in the 

Monumenti Antichi pubblicati per cura della reale Accademia det Lincet, i. 

pp. 593 ff. (with plate), and Fréhner in the Revue Archéologique, 1891 

July-August, pp. 51 ff. Pl. xix. Mr. Jones points out that this E connects 

the crescent beta (C) of Naxos, Delos, &c. with the common form, and is 

evidently therefore an early form of the letter. 
I take this opportunity of thanking Mr. Jones for other help, especially in 

regard to the subject of this section. 
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be derived in the same way from any alphabet. As 

they stand for the lowest notes of the scale, they are 
probably an addition, later than the rest of the system. 

At the upper end, again, the scale is extended by the 
simple device of using the same characters for notes an 

octave higher, distinguishing them in this use by an 

accent. The original fifteen characters, with the letters 

from which they are derived, and the corresponding 

notes in the modern musical scale, are as follows: 

eee teh Ce Cok, Tl ek Ne eM 
Media ee, NE of yes FY Oo KR ON Bo een ee 

eR Ce 8 a Or PS oe DO a ne an Bee 

These notes, it will be seen, compose two octaves of 

the Diatonic scale, identical with the two octaves of 

the Greater Perfect System. They may be regarded 

as answering to the white notes of the modern key- 

-board,—those which form the complete scale in the 

so-called ‘natural’ key. 
The other notes, viz. those which are required not 

only in different keys of the Diatonic scale, but also in 
all Enharmonic and Chromatic scales, are represented 

by the same characters modified in some simple way. 

Usually a character is turned half round backwards to 

raise it by one small interval (as from Hypaté to Par- 
hypaté), and reversed to raise it by both (Hypaté to 

Lichanos). Thus the letter epsilon, E, stands for our 

c: and accordingly W (E aveorpappévoy or trruor). 

stands for c*, and 3 (E dmeorpappévov) for cf. The 

Enharmonic’ scale c-c*-—c$-f is therefore written 

E Ww a V/, the two modifications of the letter E repre- 

senting the two ‘moveable’ notes of the tetrachord. 

Similarly we have the triads HOH, Ft4, F L74, 

KMR2ACuUdn,KY>», <V>,CUD. As some letters 
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do not admit of this kind of differentiation, other 

methods are employed. Thus A is made to yield the 

forms 7 (for 7) 4 A: from H (or B) are obtained the 

forms H and A: and from Z (or ©) the forms A and A. 

The modifications of N are / and \: those of M are 
f and %. 

The method of writing a Chromatic tetrachord is the 

same, except that the higher of the two moveable notes 

is marked by a bar or accent. Thus the tetrachord 

ccf d/f is written E Ww a’ ¥. 

In the Diatonic genus we should have expected that 

the original characters would have been used for the 

tetrachords cde and ef ga; and that in other tetra- 

chords the second note, being a semitone above the 

first, would have been represented by a reversed letter 

(ypdéppa ameotpappevov). In fact, however, the Diatonic 

Parhypaté and Trité are written with the same character 

as the Enharmonic. That is to say, the tetrachord 

bcdeis notwritten HEFTS, but HET: anddafeg 
is notk4/F, butk4/F. 

Let us now consider how this scheme of symbols is 

related to the Systems already described and the Keys 

in which those Systems may be set (réva €f @v TLO€- 

fEeva TA TVOTHMATA peA@OEITAL). 

The fifteen characters, it has been noticed, form two 

diatonic octaves. It will appear on a little further 

examination that the scheme must have been con- 

structed with a view to these two octaves. The 

successive notes are not expressed by the letters of the 

alphabet in their usual order (as is done in the case of 

the vocal notes). The highest note is represented by 

the first letter, A: and then the remaining fourteen 

notes are taken in pairs, each with its octave: and each 

of the pairs of notes is represented by two successive 
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letters—the two forms of lambda counting as one such 

pair of letters. Thus: 

The higher and lower e are denoted by f and y 

”) ”) ” Cc ” ” 6 ’) € 

”) ”) ” & ”) ”) F ”) ¢ 

”) ” ”) a ” ”) 7) ”) 6 

”) ” ) b ” ” l ) K 

9) ”) ” ad ” ”) At ”) d? 

”) ” ” Ji ” ”) ‘ad ” ¥ 

On this plan the alphabetical order of the letters serves 

as a series of links connecting the highest and lowest 

notes of every one of the seven octaves that can be 

taken on the scale. It is evident that the scheme 

cannot have grown up by degrees, but is the work of 

an inventor who contrived it for the practical require- 

ments of the music of his time. 
Two questions now arise, which it is impossible to 

separate. What is the scale or System for which the 

notation was originally devised? And how and when 

was the notation adapted to exhibit the several keys in 

which any such System might be set ? 

The enquiry must start from the remarkable fact that 

the two octaves represented by the fifteen original 

letters are in the Hyfo-lydian key—the key which 

down to the time of Aristoxenus was called the Hypo- 

dorian. Are we to suppose that the scheme was devised 

in the first instance for that key only? This assumption 

forms the basis of the ingenious and elaborate theory 

by which M. Gevaert explains the development of the 
notation (Musique de l’ Antiquité, t. 1. pp. 244 ff.). It is 
open to the obvious objection that the Hypo-lydian 

(or Hypo-dorian) cannot have been the oldest key. 
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M. Gevaert meets this difficulty by supposing that the 

original scale was in the Dorian key, and that subse- 

quently, from some cause the nature of which we cannot 

guess, a change of pitch took place by which the Dorian 

scale became a semitone higher. It is perhaps simpler 

to conjecture that the original Dorian became split up, 

so to speak, into two keys by difference of local usage, 

and that the lower of the two came to be called 

Hypo-dorian, but kept the original notation. A more 

serious difficulty is raised by the high antiquity which 

M. Gevaert assigns to the Perfect System. He sup- 

poses that the inventor of the notation made use of an 

instrument (the magadis) which ‘magadised’ or repeated 

the notes an octave higher. But this would give us 

a repetition of the primitive octave e-—e, rather than an 

enlargement by the addition of tetrachords at both ends. 

M. Gevaert regards the adaptation of the scheme to 

the other keys as the result of a gradual process of 

extension. Here we may distinguish between the 

recourse to the modified characters—which served 

essentially the same purpose as the ‘sharps’ and ‘flats’ 

in the signature of a modern key—and the additional 

notes obtained either by means of new characters (@ 

and €), or by the use of accents ('T’, &c.). The Hypo- 

dorian and Hypo-phrygian, which employ the new 

characters a and €, are known to be comparatively 

recent. The Phrygian and Lydian, it is true, employ 

the accented notes; but they do so only in the highest 

tetrachord (Hyperbolaién), which may not have been 

originally used in these high keys. The modified 

characters doubtless belong to an earlier period. They 

are needed for the three oldest keys—Dorian, Phrygian, 

Lydian—and also for the Enharmonic and Chromatic 

genera. If they are not part of the original scheme, 
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the musician who devised them may fairly be counted 

as the second inventor of the instrumental notation. 
In setting out the scales of the several keys it will 

be unnecessary to give more than the standing notes 

(pOdyyo éorares), which are nearly all represented by 

original or unmodified letters—the moveable notes being 

represented by the modified forms described above. 

The following list includes the standing notes, viz. 

Proslambanomenos, Hypaté Hypaton, Hypaté Meson, 

Mesé, Paramesé, Nété Diezeugmenon and Nété Hyper- 

bolaién in the seven oldest keys: the two lowest are 

marked as doubtful :— 

E rs 

fae eee Sm ee tan 

Mixo-lydian ares OH x = e)- eD 
Lydian ie eh et te) Bi =d-d 

Paige SKE Fiero utp << Z ="¢' ="¢ 

Dorian lee OS OF ONO ee 09 OD 

Pypedvdan i Hoh °F Cc K+ Lt Ma -—a@ 

| Hypo-phrygian re Eee) Cah 2 Se 

[ Hypo-dorian Bese Shira 

It will be evident that this scheme of notation tallies 

fairly well with what we know of the compass of Greek 

instruments about the-end of the fifth century, and also 

with the account which Aristoxenus gives of the keys 

in use up to his time. We need only refer to what has 

been said above on p. 17 and p. 37. 

It would be beyond the scope of this essay to discuss 

the date of the Greek musical notation. A few remarks, 

however, may be made, especially with reference to the 

high antiquity assigned to it by Westphal. 

The alphabet from which it was derived was certainly 
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an archaic one. It contained several characters, in 

particular F for digamma, 4 for iota, and F for lambda, 

which belong to the period before the introduction of 

the Ionian alphabet. Indeed if we were to judge from 

these letters alone we should be led to assign the 

instrumental notation (as Westphal does) to the time of 

Solon. The three-stroke iota (4), in particular, does 
not occur in any alphabet later than the sixth century 

B.c. On the other hand, when we find that the notation 

implies the use of a musical System in advance of any 

scale recognised in Aristotle, or even in Aristoxenus, 

such a date becomes incredible. We can only suppose 

either (1) that the use of 4 in the fifth century was 

confined to localities of which we have no complete 

epigraphic record, or (2) that ., as a form of iota was 

still known—as archaic forms must have been—from 

the older public inscriptions, and was adopted by the 

inventor of the notation as being better suited to his 

purpose than I. 

With regard to the place of origin of the notation 

the chief fact which we have to deal with is the use 

of the character F for lambda, which is distinctive of the 

alphabet of Argos, along with the commoner form <. 

Westphal indeed asserts that both these forms are 

found in the Argive alphabet. But the inscription 

(C. I. 1) which he quotes?! for < really contains only F 

in a slightly different form. We cannot therefore say 

that the inventor of the notation derived it entirely 

from the alphabet of Argos, but only that he shows an 

acquaintance with that alphabet. This is confirmed by 

the fact that the form 4 for iota is not found at Argos. 

Probably therefore the inventor drew upon more than 

1 Harmonik und Melopéie, p. 286 (ed. 1863). The true form of the letter is 

given by Mr. Roberts, Greek Epigraphy, p. 109. 
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one alphabet for his purpose, the Argive alphabet 
being one. 

The special fitness of the notation for the scales of 
the Enharmonic genus may be regarded as a further 

indication of its date. We shall see presently that that 

genus held a peculiar predominance in the earliest 
period of musical theory—that, namely, which was 
brought to an end by Aristoxenus. 

If the author of the notation—or the second author, 

inventor of the modified characters—was one of the 

musicians whose names have come down to us, it would 

be difficult to find a more probable one than that of 

Pronomus of Thebes. One of the most striking features 

of the notation, at the time when it was framed, must 

have been the adjustment of the keys. Even in the time 

of Aristoxenus, as we know from the passage so often 

quoted, that adjustment was not universal. But it is 
precisely what Pronomus of Thebes is said to have 

done for the music of the flute (swfra, p. 38). The 

circumstance that the system was only used for instru- 

mental music is at least in harmony with this conjecture. 

If it is thought that Thebes is too far from Argos, we 

may fall back upon the notice that Sacadas of Argos 

was the chief composer for the flute before the time of 
Pronomus?, and doubtless Argos was one of the first 

cities to share in the advance which Pronomus made in 

the technique of his art. 

§ 28. Traces of the Species in the Notation. 

Before leaving this part of the subject it will be well 

to notice the attempt which Westphal makes to connect 

1 Pausanias (iv. 27, 4) says of the founding of Messene: eipyda(ovTo de kai 
bmO povatkhs GAAns pev ovdemas, avA@y 5é BowTiwy Kal ’Apyeiwy’ Ta TE Zaxdda 

kat TIpovopov pédn Tore 57) mponxOn pad.ota eis GuiAdav. 
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the species of the Octave with the form of the musical 
notation. 

The basis of the notation, as has been explained 

(p. 69), is formed by two Diatonic octaves, denoted by 

the letters of the alphabet from a to y, as follows: 

Hee Ny le P.O IK a OA Ube) eee 

WR Ue ae fa De ae ee 

In this scale, as has been pointed out (p. 71), the 

notes which are at the distance of an octave from each 

other are always expressed by two successive letters 

of the alphabet. Thus we find— 

8B —y is the octave e-e, the Dorian species. 
6 -€ ‘ ‘, c —c, the Lydian species. 

Pig ty »  £-g, the Hypo-phrygian species. 
7-6 is ,  @-da,the Hypo-dorian species. 

Westphal adopts the theory of Boeckh (as to which 

see p. 11) that the Hypo-phrygian and Hypo-dorian 

species answered to the ancient Ionian and Aeolian 

modes. On this assumption he argues that the order 

of the pairs of letters representing the species agrees 

with the order of the Modes in the historical develop- 

ment of Greek music. For the priority of Dorian, 

Tonian, and Aeolian he appeals to the authority of 

Heraclides Ponticus, quoted above (p. 9). The Lydian, 

he supposes, was interposed in the second place on 

account of its importance in education,—recognised, as 
we have seen, by Aristotle in the Politics (viii. 7 ad _fin.). 

Hence he regards the notation as confirming his theory 

of the nature and history of the Modes. 

The weakness of this reasoning is manifold. Granting 
that the Hypo-dorian and Hypo-phrygian answer to the 

old Aeolian and Ionian respectively, we have to ask 

what is the nature of the priority which Heraclides 
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Ponticus claims for his three modes, and what is the 

value of his testimony. What he says is, in substance, 

that these are the only kinds of music that are truly 

Hellenic, and worthy of the name of modes (appoviat). 

It can hardly be thought that this is a criticism likely 

to have weighed with the inventor of the notation. 

But if it did, why did he give an equally prominent 

place to Lydian, one of the modes which Heraclides 

condemned? In fact, the introduction of Lydian goes 
far to show that the coincidence—such as it is—with 

the views of Heraclides is mere accident. Apart, 

however, from these difficulties, there are at least two 

considerations which seem fatal to Westphal’s theory: 

1. The notation, so far as the original two octaves are 

concerned, must have been devised and worked out at 

some one time. No part of these two octaves can have 

been completed before the rest. Hence the order in 

which the letters are taken for the several notes has no 

historical importance. 
2. The notation does not represent only the sfeczes 

of a scale, that is to say, the relative pitch of the notes 

which compose it, but it represents also the absolute 

pitch of each note. Thus the octaves which are defined 

by the successive pairs of letters, 8 - y, 6-.«, and the 

rest, are octaves of definite notes. If they were framed 
with a view to the ancient modes, as Westphal thinks, 

they must be the actual scales employed in these modes. 

If so, the modes followed each other, in respect of pitch, 

in an order exactly the reverse of the order observed 

in the keys. It need hardly be said that this is quite 

impossible. 
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§ 29. Ptolemy s Scheme of Modes. 

The first writer who takes the Species of the Octave 

as the basis of the musical scales is the mathematician 

Claudius Ptolemaeus (fl. 140-160 a.p.). In his Har- 

monics he virtually sets aside the scheme of keys 

elaborated by Aristoxenus and his school, and adopts 

in their place a system of scales answering in their 

main features to the mediaeval Tones or Modes. The 

object of difference of key, he says, is not that the 

music as a whole may be of a higher or lower pitch, 

but that a melody may be brought within a certain 

compass. For this purpose it is necessary to vary the 

succession of intervals (as a modern musician does 

by changing the signature of the clef). If, for example, 

we take the Perfect System (cvornpa aperdéBodor) in the 

key of a minor—which is its natural key,—and trans- 

pose it to the key of d minor, we do so, according to 

Ptolemy, not in order to raise the general pitch of our 

music by a Fourth, but because we wish to have a scale 

with b flat instead of 5 natural. The flattening of this 

note, however, means that the two octaves change their 

species. They are now of the species e-e. Thus, 

instead of transposing the Perfect System into different 

keys, we arrive more directly at the desired result by 

changing the species of its octaves. And as there are 

seven possible species of the Octave, we obtain seven 

different Systems or scales. From these assumptions 

it follows, as Ptolemy shows in some detail, that any 

greater number of keys is useless. If a key is an 

octave higher than another, it is superfluous because 

it gives us a mere repetition of the same intervals’. 

1 Harm. ii. 8 of St brepextinrovtes TOD Sid Tacav Tois am avTov Tov dia 

Tacav dnwrépw mapeAndvTws troriPevTat, Tors avTOvs del yLyopEvoUS Tots Tpoet- 

Anmpevos. 
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If we interpose a key between (e.g.) the Hypo-dorian 

and the Hypo-phrygian, it must give us over again 

either the Hypo-dorian or the Hypo-phrygian scale’. 

Thus the fifteen keys of the Aristoxeneans are reduced 

to seven, and these seven are not transpositions of 

a single scale, but are all of the same pitch. See the 

table at the end of the book. 

With this scheme of Keys Ptolemy combined a new 

method of naming the individual notes. The old 

method, by which a note was named from its relative 

place in the Perfect System, must evidently have 

become inconvenient. The Lydian Mesé, for example, 

was two tones higher than the Dorian Mesé, because 

the Lydian scale as a whole was two tones higher than 

the Dorian. But when the two scales were reduced to 

the same compass, the old Lydian Mesé was no longer 

in the middle of the scale, and the name ceased to have 

ameaning. It is as though the term ‘dominant’ when 

applied to a Minor key were made to mean the domi- 

nant of the relative Major key. On Ptolemy’s method 

the notes of each scale were named from their places in 

it. The old names were used, Proslambanomenos for 

the lowest, Hypaté Hypaton for the next, and so on, 

but without regard to the intervals between the notes. 

Thus there were two methods of naming, that which 

had been in use hitherto, termed ‘nomenclature accord- 

ing to value’ (dvopacia Kara dévamy), and the new 

method of naming from the various scales, termed 

‘nomenclature according to position’ (dvopacia Kara 

déow). The former was in effect a retention of the 

Perfect System and the Keys: the latter put in their 

place a scheme of seven different standard Systems. 

1 Harm. ii, 11 bore pnd av Erepov ere ddgar TH €idee Tov Tdvov mapa TOV 
/ / 

mporepov, GAN trodwpiov modu, i) Tov aitov bmoppUyiov, ofupwveTEpoy 7LVOS 

t Bapupwyvdrepov povov. 
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In illustration of his theory Ptolemy gives tables 

showing in numbers the intervals of the octaves used 

in the different keys and genera. He shows two 

octaves in each key, viz. that from Hypaté Meson (xara 

Oéow) to Nété Diezeugmen6én (called the octave dé 

vyTns), and that from Proslambanomenos to Mesé (the 

octave amd péons). As he also gives the divisions of 

five different ‘colours’ or varieties of genus, the whole 

number of octaves is no less than seventy. 
Ptolemy does not exclude difference of pitch alto- 

gether. The whole instrument, he says, may be tuned 

higher or lower at pleasure’. Thus the pitch is treated 

by him as modern notation treats the /empo, viz. as 

something which is not absolutely given, but has to be 

supplied by the individual performer. 
Although the language of Ptolemy’s exposition is 

studiously impersonal, it may be gathered that his 

reduction of the number of keys from fifteen to seven 

was an innovation proposed by himself?. If this is so, 

the rest of the scheme,—the elimination of the element of 

pitch, and the ‘nomenclature by position, —must also be 

due to him. Here, however, we find ourselves at issue 

with Westphal and those who agree with him on the 

main question of the Modes. According to Westphal the 

nomenclature by position is mentioned by Aristoxenus, 

and is implied in at least one important passage of the 

Aristotelian Problems. We have now to examine the 

evidence which he adduces to support his contention. 

1 Harm. ii. 7 wpos thy To.adTynv Siapopay 7 THY dpyavev Sdrwv émitacts 7 TAAL 
aveois anapKe. 

2 This may be traced in the occasionally controversial tone; as Harm. ii. 7 

of pev ém EAaTTov TOU bia Tacav POdoayTes, of 5 én’ avTo povov, of 5& ent 70 
pei(ov TovTov, mpoxonny twa oxeddv To.altny del TV VvewTépwv Tapa Tos 
madaoTépous Onpwpévwv, Gvoikecov THs TeEpt TO Hppotpévoy picews TE Kat ao- 

KaTacTagEws y pdvn Tepaivey avayKaidy éoTt THY TOY égopevwY Gkpwy TdvaVv 
didoTtaciv. We may compare c. II. 
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§ 30. Nomenclature by Position. 

Two passages of Aristoxenus are quoted by Westphal 

in support of his contention. The first (p.6 Meib.) is one 

in which Aristoxenus announces his intention to treat 

of Systems, their number and nature: ‘setting out their 

differences in respect of compass (péye@os), and for each 

compass the differences in form and composition and 

position (rés te kata ocyfpa kal Kara otyOecw Kal Kata 

déo.v), so that no element of melody,—either compass or 

form or composition or position,—may be unexplained.’ 

But the word 6éo1s, when applied to Systems, does not 

mean the ‘position’ of single notes, but of groups of 

notes. Elsewhere (p. 54 Meib.) he speaks of the position 

of tetrachords towards each other (ras trav rerpaxdpdwv 

mpos &d\Anvra Oéces), laying it down that any two tetra- 

chords in the same System must be consonant either 

with each other or with some third tetrachord. The 

other passage quoted by Westphal (p. 69 Meib.) is also 

in the discussion of Systems. Aristoxenus is pointing 

out the necessity of recognising that some elements of 

melodious succession are fixed and limited, others are 

unlimited : 

Kata pev ovy Ta meyeOn TOv StacTHudTwY Kat Tas TOV POdyyov 

tdcoes dmreipd mos galvetar eivar Ta Tepl pédAos, KaTa OE Tas 

duvduers kal kata Ta €ldn Kal Kata Tas Oécers TETEpacpEva TE 

Kal TeTaypéva. 

‘In the size of the intervals and the pitch of the notes 

the elements of melody seem to be infinite ; but in respect 

of the values (z.¢. the relative places of’ the notes) and in 
respect of the forms (z.¢. the succession of the intervals) and 
in respect of the positions they are limited and settled.’ 

Aristoxenus goes on to illustrate this by supposing that 

we wish to continue a scale downwards from a muxvov or 

G 
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pair of small intervals (Chromatic or Enharmonic). In 

‘this case, as the wuxvév forms the lower part of a tetra- 
chord, there are two possibilities. If the next lower 

tetrachord is disjunct, the next interval is a tone; if it 

is conjunct, the next interval is the large interval of the 

genus (7) pév yap Kara Tévor els didgevéiv &yet TO TOU ouC- 

tharos €lSos, 9 8 Kata Odrepoy Sidotnpa 6 te OHmoT’ Exel 

péyebos eis cvvagdyjv). Thus the succession of intervals 

is determined by the relative position of the two tetra- 

chords, as to which there is a choice between two defin- 

ite alternatives. This then is evidently what is meant 

by the words xara tas Oéceis1. On the other hand the 

6éc1s of Ptolemy’s nomenclature is the absolute pitch 

(Harm. ii. 5 more pev rap’ avtiy tiv Oéow, 76 ofdrepov 

dmhos 7) Baptrepov, dvoudgopuerv), and this is one of the 

elements which according to Aristoxenus are indefinite. 

Westphal also finds the nomenclature by position 

implied in the passage of the Aristotelian Problems 

(xix. 20) which deals with the peculiar relation of the 

Mesé to the rest of the musical scale. The passage has 

already been quoted and discussed (supra, p. 43), and 

it has been pointed out that if the Mesé of the Perfect 

System (uéon kara dvvapiy) is the key-note, the scale 

must have been an octave of the a-species. If octaves 

of other species were used, as Westphal maintains, it 

becomes necessary to take the Mesé of this passage to 

be the péon xara Oéo.v, or Mesé by position. That is, 

Westphal is obliged by his theory of the Modes to take 

the term Mesé in a sense of which there is no other 

trace before the time of Ptolemy. But— 

(1) It is highly improbable that the names of the 
notes—Mesé, Hypaté, Nété and the rest—should have 

‘ So Bacch. p. 19 Meib. Oéces 5& rerpaxdpdwy ofs 7d péAos dpiferai ciow 

emra; suvagn, diaCevgis, brodiaCev{éis, «.7.A. (see the whole passage). 
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had two distinct meanings. Such an ambiguity would 
have been intolerable, and only to be compared with 

the similar ambiguity which Westphal’s theory implies 

in the use of the terms Dorian, &c. 

(2) If the different species of the octave were the 
practically important scales, as Westphal maintains, the 

position of the notes in these scales must have been 
correspondingly important. Hence the nomenclature 

by position must have been the more usual and familiar 

one. Yet, as we have shown, it is not found in 

Aristotle, Aristoxenus or Euclid—to say nothing of 
later writers. 

(3) The nomenclature by position is an essential part 

of the scheme of Keys proposed by Ptolemy. It bears 

the same relation to Ptolemy’s octaves as the nomen- 

clature by ‘value’ bears to the old standard octave and 

the Perfect System. It was probably therefore devised 
about the time of Ptolemy, if not actually by him. 

§ 31. Scales of the Lyre and Cithara. 

The earliest evidence in practical music of any 

octaves other than those of the standard System is to 

be found in the account given by Ptolemy of certain 

scales employed on the lyre and cithara. According to 

this account the scales of the lyre (the simpler and 

commoner instrument) were of two kinds. One was 

Diatonic, of the ‘colour’ or variety which Ptolemy 

recognises as the prevailing one, viz. the ‘ Middle Soft’ 

or ‘Tonic’ (diérovov rovatov)!, The other was a ‘ mix- 

ture’ of this Diatonic with the standard Chromatic 
(xp@pna otvvrovoy): that is to say, the octave consisted of 

* We may think of this as a scale in which the semitones are considerably 

smaller, z.e. in which ¢ and fare nearly a quarter of a tone flat. 

G2 
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a tetrachord of each genus. These octaves apparently 
might be of any species, according to the key chosen}. 

On the cithara,—which was a more elaborate form of 

lyre, confined in practice to professional musicians,— 

six different octave scales were employed, each of 

a particular species and key. ‘They are enumerated 

and described by Ptolemy in two passages (Harm. 1. 16 

and 1. 16), which in some points serve to correct 

each other?. Of the six scales two are of the Hypo- 

1 Ptol. Harm. ii. 16 mepréxerar 5¢ Ta pev &v TH Avpa Kadrovpeva OTEpEd TOVOU 
Tivos Und TaY TOD Tovaiov SiaTdvov apiOuav TOU avToOv TOvoV, TA 5 padraKa bd 
TOV éy TO piypatt TOU padakov ypwpaTos apiOuav Tov av’Tov Tovov. Here Tévov 

t.vés evidently means ‘ of any given key,’ and Tov a’rov rovovu ‘ of that key.’ 
There is either no restriction, or none that Ptolemy thought worth mention- 

ing, in the choice of the key and species. 

2 The two passages enumerate the scales in a slightly different manner. 

In i. 16 they are arranged in view of the genus or colour into— 

Pure Middle Soft Diatonic, viz.— 

oreped, of the lyre. 

TpiTat 
i : of the cithara. 
UTEpT poTa 

Mixture of Chromatic, viz.— 

padakd, of the lyre. 

tpomx«da, of the cithara. 

Mixture of Soft Diatonic, viz.— 

mapuTarat, of the cithara. 

Mixture of d:arovoy avvtovoy, viz.— 

AVb.a ; 
eae, of the cithara. 

It is added, however, that in their use of this last ‘mixture’ musicians are 

in the habit of tuning the cithara in the Pythagorean manner, with two 

Major tones and a Aetuya (called d:a7ovov d:tomaiov). 

In the second passage (ii. 16) the scales of the lyre are given first, then 

those of the cithara with the key of each. The order is the same, except 

that wapyrara comes before rpomxd (now called rpémo), and Av&ia is placed 
last. The words 7a 6 Avia of Tod Tovatov diardévov [sc. apiOpol mepréxovat] 
Tov dwpiov cannot be correct, not merely because they contradict the state- 

ment of the earlier passage that Avdisa denoted a mixture with S:drovov 

guvrovoy (or in practice d:arovoy S:tomaioy), but also because the scales that 

do not admit mixture are placed first in the list in both passages. Hence 

we should doubtless read 7a 5é Avéisa of (rot piypatos) Tod (5: )Tomaiou diaTdvov 
Tov Awpiou, 
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dorian or Common species (a-a). One of these, called 
tpirat, is purely Diatonic of the Middle Soft variety ; 

the intervals expressed by fractions are as follows : 

azbeetdrterfirgia 
The other, called tpé7r0 or tpomxd, is a mixture, Middle 

Soft Diatonic in the upper tetrachord, and Chromatic 

in the lower: 

Pe ee ees Se 
Two scales are of the Dorian or e-species, viz. mapv- 

wdrat, a combination of Soft and Middle Soft Diatonic : 

exnfiegiazbictdie 
and Avda, in which the upper tetrachord is of the strict 

or ‘highly strung’ Diatonic (d:étovoy otvtovoy — our 

‘natural’ temperament) : 

enftgtazbiicid ye 
Westphal (Harmonik und Melopéie, 1863, p.255) supposes a much deeper 

corruption. He would restore 7a 5& Avda [Kal idoria of Tod piypatos Tov 

ovyrévou Siatdvov TOD... 7a 5...) of Tod Tovaiov Siardvov Tot Awpiov. This 

introduces a serious discrepancy between the two passages, as the number 

of scales in the second list is raised to eight (Westphal making iao7va and 

iacriaodvaia distinct scales, and furthermore inserting a new scale, of 

unknown name). Moreover the (unknown) scale of unmixed diarovov 

Toviaioy is out of its place at the end of the list. Westphal’s objection to 

Avdua. as the name of a scale of the Dorian species of course only holds good 

on his theory of the Modes. 
The only other differences between the two passages are : 

(1) In the scales of the lyre called padaxd the admixture, according to 

i. 16, is one of xpwparindy otvTovoy, according to ii. 16 of xp. padakév. But, 

as Westphal shows, Soft Chromatic is not admitted by Ptolemy as in 

practical use. It would seem that in the second passage the copyist was 

led astray by the word padaxa just before. 

(2) The idorsa of i. 16 is called iaoraodaia in ii. 16. We need not 

suppose the text to be faulty, since the two forms may have been both in use. 

Another point overlooked in Westphal’s treatment is that ddrovoy ovvTovov 

and 8. d:roviaiov are not really distinguished by Ptolemy. In one passage 

(i. 16) he gives his Avda and idoma as a mixture with 6. ovvrovov, adding 

that in practice it was 5. derovatov. In the other (ii. 16) he speaks at once of 

8. Stoviaiov. This consideration brings the two places into such close agree- 

ment that any hypothesis involving discrepancy is most improbable. 
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In practice it appears that musicians tuned the tetra- 

chord b-e of this scale with the Pythagorean two 
Major tones and Aeltupa. 

Of the remaining scales one, called wtéprpoma, is 

Phrygian in species (d-d), and of the standard genus: 

dsessfrezazbserd 

One, called idoria, or lacriaodiaia, is of the Hypo- 

phrygian or g-species, the tetrachord J-e being 
‘highly strung’ Diatonic or (in practice) Pythagorean, 

Viz. : 

Regarding the tonality of these scales there is not 

very much to be said. In the case of the Hypo-dorian 
and Dorian octaves it will be generally thought probable 

that the key-note is a (the péon xara divamw). If 

so, the difference between the two species is not one of 

‘mode, —in the modern sense,—but consists in the fact 

that in the Hypo-dorian the compass of the melody is 

from the key-note upwards, while in the Dorian it 

extends a Fourth below the key-note. It is possible, 
however, that the lowest note (e) of the Dorian octave 

was sometimes the key-note: in which case the mode 

was properly Dorian. In the Phrygian octave of 

Ptolemy’s description the key-note cannot be the 

Fourth or Mesé xara @éa.w (g), since the interval g-c 

is not consonant ($ x $x 2$ being less than $). Possibly 

the lowest note (d) is the key-note ; if so the scale is of 

the Phrygian mode (in the modern sense). In the 

Hypo-phrygian octave there is a similar objection to 

regarding the Mesé xard& Oéovv (c) as the key-note, and 

some probability in favour of the lowest note (g). If 

the Pythagorean division of the tetrachord g-c were 
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replaced by the natural temperament, which the lan- 

guage used by Ptolemy! leads us to regard as the true 

division, the scale would exhibit the intervals— 

gibsdifisg 
which give the natural chord of the Seventh. This 

however is no more than a hypothesis. 

It evidently follows from all this that Ptolemy's 
octaves do not constitute a system of modes. They 

are merely the groups of notes, of the compass of an 

octave, which are most likely to be used in the several 

keys, and which Ptolemy or some earlier theorist chose 

to call by the names of those keys. 

§ 32. Remains of Greek Music. 

The extant specimens of Greek music are mostly of 

the second century a.p., and therefore nearly contem- 

porary with Ptolemy. The most considerable are the 

melodies of three lyrical pieces or hymns, viz. (1) 

a hymn to Calliope, (2) a hymn to Apollo (or Helios),— 

both ascribed to a certain Dionysius,—and (3) a hymn 

to Nemesis, ascribed to Mesomedes”. Besides these 

there are (4) some short instrumental passages or exer- 

cises given by Bellermann’s Anonymus (pp. 94-96). 

And quite recently the list has been increased by (5) an 

1 Harm. i. 16 whi Kaddcov Gdovat pev akodrovbas TO dederypevy ovyTdvy dia- 

rovik@, Kabdmep éfécrar oKxorely dnd Ths Tov oikciwy abTod Adywv TapaBorjs, 

dppdcovra: dé Erepdv tu yévos (sc. the Pythagorean), fuveyyifov pev éxeivw, k.7.2. 

2 It seems needless to set out these melodies here. The first satisfactory 

edition of them is that of Bellermann, Die Hymnen des Dionysius und 

Mesomedes (Berlin, 1840). They are given by Westphal in his Mustk des 

griechischen Alterthumes (1883), and by Gevaert, Musique de 1’ Antiqutte, 

vol. i. pp. 445 ff.; also in Mr. W. Chappell’s History of Music (London, 1874), 

where the melodies of the first and third hymns will be found harmonised 

by the late Sir George Macfarren. 

The melody published by Kircher (Musurgia, i. p. 541) as a fragment of 

the first Pythian ode of Pindar has no attestation, and is generally regarded 

as a forgery. 
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inscription discovered by Mr. W. M. Ramsay, which 

gives a musical setting of four short gnomic sentences, 

and (6) a papyrus fragment (now in the collection of 

the Arch-duke Rainer) of the music of a chorus in 

the Orestes of Euripides. These two last additions to 

our scanty stock of Greek music are set out and dis- 

cussed by Dr. Wessely of Vienna and M. Ruelle in the 

Revue des Etudes Grecques (V. 1892, pp. 265-280), also by 

Dr. Otto Crusius in the Philologus, Vol. LII, pp. 160-2001. 

The music of the three hymns is noted in the Lydian - 

key (answering to the modern scale with one D). The 

melody of the second hymn is of the compass of an 

octave, the notes being those of the Perfect System 
from Parhypaté Hypatén to Trité Diezeugmenon (/-f 

with one Db). The first employs the same octave with 

a lower note added, viz. Hypaté Hypaton (e): the third 

adds the next higher note, Paranété Diezeugmenén (g). 

Thus the Lydian key may be said, in the case of the 

second hymn, and less exactly in the case of the two 

others, to give the Lydian or c-species of the octave 

in the most convenient part of the scale; just as on 

Ptolemy’s system of Modes we should expect it to do. 

‘This octave, however, represents merely the compass 

(ambitus or tessitura) of the melody: it has nothing to 

do with its fonality. In the first two hymns, as Beller- 

mann pointed out, the key-note is the Hypaté Meson ; 

and the mode—in the modern sense of that word—is 

that of the octave e-—e (the Dorian mode of Helmholtz’s 

theory). In the third hymn the key-note appears to be 

the Lichanos Meson, so that the mode is that of 2-92, 
viz. the Hypo-phrygian. 

Of the instrumental passages given by the Anonymus 

' Of the discovery made at Delphi, after most of this book was in type, 

I hope to say something in the Appendix. 
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three are clearly in the Hypo-dorian or common mode, 

the Mesé (a) being the key-note. (See Gevaert, 1. 

p. 141.) A fourth (§ 104) also ends on the Mesé, but 

the key-note appears to be the Parhypaté Meson (/). 

Accordingly Westphal and Gevaert assign it to the 

Hypo-lydian species (f-/). In Westphal’s view the 

circumstance of the end of the melody falling, not on 

the key-note, but on the Third or Mediant of the octave, 

was characteristic of the Modes distinguished by the 

prefix synfono-, and accordingly the passage in question 

is pronounced by him to be Syntono-lydian. All those 

passages, however, are mere fragments of two or three 

bars each, and are quoted as examples of certain pecu- 

liarities of rhythm. They can hardly be made to lend 

much support to any theory of the Modes. 

The music of Mr. Ramsay’s inscription labours under 

the same defect of excessive shortness. If, however, 

we regard the four brief sentences as set to a con- 

tinuous melody, we obtain a passage consisting of thirty- 

six notes in all, with a compass of less than an octave, 

and ending on the lowest note of that compass. Unlike 

the other extant specimens of Greek music it is written 

in the Ionian key—a curious fact which has not been 

noticed by Dr. Wessely. 

INSCRIPTION WITH MUSICAL NOTES. 

ae 

a a See he ee 

6g - ov (ns pai - vou 

pn - Sy GA = ws av Av =O. 
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The notes which enter into this melody form the 

scale ff-g-a-—b-ct-d-e |-/t], which is an octave 

of the Dorian species (e-e on the white notes). Hence 

if ff, on which the melody ends, is the key-note, the 

mode is the Dorian. On the other hand the pre- 
dominant notes are those of the triad a-—cf-e, which 

point to the key of a major, with the difference that the 

Seventh is flat (2 instead of of). On this view the 
music would be in the Hypo-phrygian mode. | 

However this may be, the most singular feature of 

this fragment remains to be mentioned, viz. the agree- 

ment between the musical notes and the accentuation 

of the words. We know from the grammarians that an 

acute accent signified that the vowel was sounded 

with arise in the pitch of the voice, and that a circum- 

flex denoted a rise followed on the same syllable by 

a lower note—every such rise and fall being quite 

independent both of syllabic quantity and of stress or 

ictus. Thus in ordinary speech the accents formed 

a species of melody,—Aoyadés ti péXos, as it is called 

by Aristoxenus?. When words were sung this ‘spoken 

melody’ was no longer heard, being superseded by the 

melody proper. Dionysius of Halicarnassus is at pains 
to explain (De Comp. Verb., c. 11), that the melody to 

which words are set does not usually follow or resemble 

1 Harm. p. 18 Meib. Aéyerat ydp 57 Kai Aoy@Sés Tt péAos, TO ovyKetpevov éx 
TOY Tpocwoiav, TO ev Tots dvdpac.' pvoikdyv yap TO émrTeivey Kal dvievan ev TH 
diadreyerOa. 
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the quasi-melody of the accents, e.g. in the following 

words of a chorus in the Orestes of Euripides (Il. 140- 

142) :— 
olya otya Nevkov txvos apBvAns 

TiOereE, hr) KTUTELTE 
3 / tM.) Zu)” 39 7? 7? 

dmompoPar €kelo airompo pot KolTas, 

he notices that the melody differs in several points from 

the spoken accents: (1) the three first words are all on 

the same note, in spite of the accents; (2) the last 
syllable of apBvAns is as high as the second, though 

that is the only accented syllable: (3) the first syllable 

of ri#ere is lower than the two others, instead of being 

higher: (4) the circumflex of kru7eire is lost (npdvioTat), 

because the word is all on the same pitch; (5) the 

fourth syllable of dzompéBare is higher in pitch, instead 

of the third. In Mr. Ramsay’s inscription, however, 

the music follows the accents as closely as possible. 

Every acute accent coincides with a rise of pitch, 
except in écov, which begins the melody, and in éo7%, 

for which we should perhaps read the orthotone €o7u. 
Of the four instances of the circumflex accent three 

exhibit the two notes and the falling pitch which we 

expect. The interval is either a major or a minor 
Third. In the other case (¢js) the next note is a 

Third lower: but it does not seem to belong to the 

circumflexed syllable. All this cannot be accidental. 

It leads us to the conclusion that the musical notes 

represent a kind of recitative, or imitation of spoken 

words, rather than a melody in the proper sense of 

the term. 
If any considerable specimen of the music of 

Euripides had survived, it might have solved many 

of the problems with which we have been dealing. 

The fragment before us extends over about six lines 
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in dochmiac metre (Orestes 338-343), with the vocal 

notation: but no single line is entire. The key is the 
Lydian. The genus is either Enharmonic or Chro-. 

matic. Assuming that it is Enharmonic—the alternative 

adopted by Dr. Wessely—the characters which are 

still legible may be represented in modern notation as 

follows : 

[EuRIPIDES, Orestes 338-344. 

eee s a a a a ee See =e ee 2 

(KaToAo)pv - po- pa pa - Té-pos(aipacds & o dva)Bak - xev - & 

6 pé - yas (GABos ob pdvipo)s ev Bpo - Tois* 

G - va (Se Aaipos &s T1)s G-Ka- TOV 80 - Gs Tt - va(gas Satuwv) 

Kat) -€ - KAv - cev (Seva Tovey) ws mov -(Touv AaBpols K.7.A. 

It should be observed that in the fragment the line 

Katoropipopar katoropvpopar comes before 338 (“arépos 

x.7.X.), not after it, as in our texts’. 

1 I need not repeat what is said by Dr. Wessely and M. Ruelle in defence 

of the genuineness of our fragment. They justly point to the remarkable 

coincidence that the music of this very play is quoted by Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus (/.c.). It would almost seem as if it was the only well-known 

specimen of music of the classical period of tragedy. 

The transcription of Dr. Crusius, with his conjectural restorations, will be 

found in the Appendix. I have only introduced one of his corrections here, 

viz. the note on the second syllable of xaréxAvoer, 
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The notes employed, according to the interpretation 
given above, give the scale g—-a-a*-—af-d-e-e*. 

If the genus is Chromatic, as M. Ruelle is disposed 
to think, they are e-a-afZ-b-—d-—e-f. When these 

scales are compared with the Perfect System we find 

that they do not entirely agree with it. Whether the 

genus is Enharmonic or Chromatic the notes from 
a to e* (or f) answer to those of the Perfect System 
(of the same genus) from Hypaté Meson to Trité Die- 

zeugmenon. But in either case the lowest note (g) 

finds no place in the System, since it can only be the 

Diatonic Lichanos Hypaton. It is possible, however, 

that the scale belongs to the period when the original 

octave had been extended by the addition of a tone 

below the Hypaté—the note, in fact, which we have 

already met with under the name of Hyper-hypaté 
(p. 39). Thus the complete scale may have consisted 
of the disjunct tetrachords a-d and e-—a, with the tone 

g-a. It may be observed here that although the scale 

in question does not fit into the Perfect System, it 
conforms to the general rules laid down by Aristoxenus 

for the melodious succession of intervals. It is un- 

necessary therefore to suppose (as Dr. Wessely and 

M. Ruelle do) that the scale exhibits a mzexture of 

different genera. 

It must be vain to attempt to discover the tonality of 

a short fragment which has neither beginning nor end. 

The only group of notes which has the character of 

a cadence is that on the word (6Ao)¢vpopar, and again on 

the words év Bporois, viz. the notes af a* a (if the 

genus is the Enharmonic). The same notes occur 
in reversed order on dkdérov and (kxar)éxAvoev. This 

seems to bear out the common view of the Enharmonic 

as produced by the introduction of an ‘accidental’ or 
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passing note. It will be seen, in fact, that the Enhar- 
monic notes (a* and e*) only occur before or after the 

‘standing’ notes (a and e). 
Relying on the fact that the lowest note is g, Dr. 

Wessely and M. Ruelle pronounce the mode to be the 

Phrygian (g-g in the key with one D, or d-d in the 

natural key). I have already put forward a different 

explanation of this 9», and will only add here that it 

occurs twice in the fragment, both times on a short 

syllable’. The important notes, so far as the evidence 

goes, are a, which twice comes at the end of a verse 

(with a pause in the sense), and e, which once has that 

position. If ais the key-note, the mode—in the modern 

sense—is Dorian (the e-species). If eis the key-note, it 

is Mixo-lydian (the d-species). 

§ 33. Modes of Aristides Quintilianus. 

The most direct testimony in support of the view that 

the ancient Modes were differentiated by the succession 

of their intervals has still to be considered. It is the 

account given by Aristides Quintilianus (p. 21 Meib.) of 

the six Modes (éppovia) of Plato’s Republic. After 

describing the genera and their varieties the ‘ colours,’ 

he goes on to say that there were other divisions of 

the tetrachord (rerpayopdixal diatpécers) which the most 

ancient musicians used for the dppovia:, and that these 

were sometimes greater in compass than the octave, 

sometimes less. He then gives the intervals of the 

scale for each of the six Modes mentioned by Plato, 

1 Dr. Crusius, however, detects a @ (the sign for g) over the first syllable 

of xaréxA\vcev and the second syllable of révrov. There is little trace of them 

in his facsimile. 
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and adds the scales in the ancient notation. They are 

of the Enharmonic genus, and may be represented by 

modern notes as follows :— 

Mixo-lydian . b-6*-c-d-e-e*-f-b 

Syntono-lydian e-e*-f-a-c 
Phrygian . . d-e-e*—-f-a-b-6*-c-d 

Dorian . . . d—-e-e*-f-a-b-b*-c-e 

yan 2's *er=/—-a-0- 0" > cee 
Ionian .. . e-e*-f-a-c-d 

Comparing these scales with the Species of the 

Octave, we find a certain amount of correspondence. 

As has been already noticed (p. 22), the names Syntono- 

lydian and Lydian answer to the ordinary Lydian and 

Hypo-lydian respectively. Accordingly the Lydian of 

Aristides agrees with the Hypo-lydian species as given 

in the pseudo-Euclidean /utroductio. The Dorian of 

Aristides is the Dorian species of the /utroductio, but 

with an additional note, a tone below the Hypateé. 

The Phrygian of Aristides is not the Enharmonic 

Phrygian species; but it is derived from the diatonic 

Phrygian octave d-e-f-g-a-—b-c-d by inserting 

the enharmonic notes e* and 6*, and omitting the 

diatonic g. By a similar process the Mixo-lydian 
of Aristides may be derived from the diatonic octave 

6-6, except that a as well as g is omitted, and on the 

other hand d is retained. If the scale of the Syntono- 

lydian is completed by the lower ¢ (as analogy would 

require), it will answer similarly to the Lydian species 

(c-c). 

§ 34. Credibility of Aristides Quintlianus. 

But what weight can be given to Aristides as an 

authority on the music of the time of Plato? The 
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answer to this question depends upon several con- 

siderations. 

1. The date of Aristides is unknown. He is certainly 

later than Cicero, since he quotes the De Republica 

(p. 70 Meib.). From the circumstance that he makes 

no reference to the musical innovations of Ptolemy it 

has been supposed that he was earlier than that writer. 

But, as Aristides usually confines himself to the theory 

of Aristoxenus and his school, the argument from silence 

is not of much value. On the other hand he gives 

a scheme of notation containing two characters, C 

and X, which extend the scale two successive semi- 

tones beyond the lowest point of the notation given 

by Alypius. For this reason it is probable that 

Aristides is one of the latest of the writers on ancient 

music. 
2. The manner in which Aristides introduces his 

information about the Platonic Modes is highly sus- 

picious. He has been describing the various divisions 

of the tetrachord according to the theory of Aristoxenus, 

and adds that there were anciently other divisions in 

use. So far Aristides is doubtless right, since Arist- 

oxenus himself says that the divisions of the tetrachord 

are theoretically infinite in number (p. 26 Meib.),—that 

it is possible, for example, to combine the Parhypaté of 

the Soft Chromatic with the Lichanos of the Diatonic 

(p. 52 Meib.). But all this concerns the genus of the 

scale, and has nothing to do with the species of the 

Octave, with which Aristides proceeds to connect it. 

It follows either that there is some confusion in the 

text, or that Aristides was compiling from sources which 

he did not understand. 

1 This argument is used, along with some others not so cogent, in 

Mr. W. Chappell’s History of Mustc (p. 130). 
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3. The Platonic Modes were a subject of interest to 

the early musical writers, and were discussed by Arist- 
oxenus himself (Plut. de Mus. c.17). If Aristoxenus 

had had access to such an account as we have in 

Aristides, we must have found some trace of it, either 

in the extant Harmonics or in the quotations of Plutarch 

and other compilers. 

4. Of the four scales which extend to the compass of 

an octave, only one, viz. the Dorian, conforms to the 

rules which are said by Aristoxenus to have prevailed 

in early Greek music. The Phrygian divides the 

Fourth a-—d into four intervals instead of three, by 

the sequence a 6 b*c d. As has been observed, it is 

neither the Enharmonic Phrygian species (c ¢e* fa b b* c), 

nor the Diatonic d-—d, but a mixture of, the two. 

Similarly the Mixo-lydian divides the Fourth 4~-e into 
four intervals (66*cde), by introducing the purely 

Diatonic note d. The Lydian is certainly the Lydian 

Enharmonic species of the pseudo-Euclid; but we 

can hardly suppose that it existed in practical music. 

Aristoxenus lays it down emphatically that a quarter- 

tone is always followed by another: and we cannot 

imagine a scale in which the highest and lowest notes 

are in no harmonic relation to the rest. 

5. Two of the scales are incomplete, viz. the Ionian, 

which has six notes and the compass of a Seventh, and 

the Syntono-lydian, which consists of five notes, with 

the compass of a Minor Sixth. We naturally look for 

parallels among the defective scales noticed in the 

Problems and in Plutarch’s dialogues. But we find 

little that even illustrates the modes of Aristides. The 

scales noticed in the Problems (xix. 7, 32, 47) are hepta- 

chord, and generally of the compass of an octave. In 

one passage of Plutarch (De Mus. c. 11) there is a 

H 
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description—quoted from Aristoxenus—of an older kind 

of Enharmonic, in which the semitones had not yet 

been divided into quarter-tones. In another chapter 

(c. 19) he speaks of the omission of the Trité and also 

of the Nété as characteristic of a form of music called 

the ozovderaxds tpdmos. It may be said that in the 

Ionian and Syntono-lydian of Aristides the Enharmonic 

Trité (6*) and the Nété (e) are wanting. But the Para- 

mesé (4) is also wanting in both these modes. And the 

Ionian is open to the observation already made with 

regard to the Phrygian, viz. that the two highest notes 

(cd) involve a mixture of Diatonic with Enharmonic 

scale. We may add that Plutarch (who evidently wrote 

with Aristoxenus before him) gives no hint that the 

omission of these notes was characteristic of any par- 
ticular modes. 

6. It is impossible to decide the question of the modes 

of Aristides without some reference to another state- 

ment of the same author. In the chapter which treats 

of Intervals (pp. 13-15 Meib.) he gives the ancient 

division of two octaves, the first into dieses or quarter- 

tones, the second into semitones. The former of these 

(} mapa Tos apxaious Kata diéces dppovia) is as follows: 

[rie 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 IO. TT "ee 

6° <> 6b) Qk 2) Ae 

O20 OSEAN ai AP ae ee 

18... 4 (55..,56 047 8: 1905 40y 31 28s ee 

a 2 be 3. ek A eS ee eee 

dE ute Gi A, AA Ree ee 

After every allowance has been made for the proba- 

bility that these signs or some of them have reached us 
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in a corrupt form, it is impossible to reduce them to the 

ordinary notation, as Meibomius sought to do. The 

scholar who first published them as they stand in the 

MSS. (F. L. Perne, see Bellermann, 7onleitern, p. 62) 

regarded them as a relic of a much older system of 

notation. This is in accordance with the language 

of Aristides, and indeed is the only view consistent with 

a belief in their genuineness. They are too like the 

ordinary notation to be quite independent, and cannot 
have been put forward as an improvement upon it. Are 

they, then, earlier? Bellermann has called our attention 

to a peculiarity which seems fatal to any such claim. 

They consist, like the ordinary signs, of two sets, one 

written above the other, and in every instance one of 

the pair is simply a reversed or inverted form of the 

other. With the ordinary signs this is not generally 

the case, since the two sets, the vocal and instrumental 

notes, are originally independent. But it is the case 

with the three lowest notes, viz. those which were 

added to the series at a later time. When these addi- 

tional signs were invented the vocal and instrumental 

notes had come to be employed together. The inventor 

therefore devised a pair of signs in each case, and not 

unnaturally made them correspond in form. In the 

scale given by Aristides this correspondence runs 
through the whole series, which must therefore be of 

later date. But if this is so, the characters can hardly 

represent a genuine system of notation. In other 

words, Aristides must have been imposed upon by 

a species of forgery. 
7. Does the fragment of the Ores¢es tell for or against 

the Modes described by Aristides? 
The scale which is formed by the notes of the frag- 

ment agrees, so far as it extends, with two of the scales 

H 2 
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now in question, viz. the Phrygian and the Dorian. 

Taking the view of its tonality expressed in the last 

chapter (p. 93), we should describe it as the Dorian 

scale of Aristides with the two highest notes omitted. 

The omission, in so short a fragment, is of little weight ; 

and the agreement in the use of an additional lower 

note (Hyper-hypaté) is certainly worth notice. On 

the other hand, the Dorian is precisely the mode, of 

those given in the list of Aristides, which least needs 

defence, as it is the most faithful copy of the Perfect 

System. Hence the fact that it is verified by an actual 

piece of music does not go far in support of the other 

scales in the same list. 

If our suspicions are well-founded, it is evident that 

they seriously affect the genuineness of all the anti- 

quarian learning which Aristides sets before his readers, 

and in particular of his account of the Platonic modes. 

I venture to think that they go far to deprive that 

account of the value which it has been supposed to 

have for the history of the earliest Greek music. 

For the later period, however, to which Aristides 

himself belongs, these apocryphal scales are a docu- 

ment of some importance. The fact that they do not 

agree entirely with the species of the Octave as given 

by the pseudo-Euclid leads us to think that they may 

be influenced by scales used in actual music. This 

applies especially to the Phrygian, which (as has been 

shown) is really diatonic. The Ionian, again, is perhaps 

merely an imperfect form of the same scale, viz. the 

octave d—d with lower d omitted. And the Syntono- 

lydian may be the Lydian diatonic octave c-c with 

a similar omission of the lower c. 
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§ 35. Evidence for Scales of different species. 

The object of the foregoing discussion has been to 

show, in the first place, that there was no such distinc- 

tion in ancient Greek music as that which scholars have 

drawn between Modes (déppoviac) and Keys (révo or 

Tpomo): and, in the second place, that the musical scales 

denoted by these terms were primarily distinguished 

by difference of fztch,—that in fact they were so many 

keys of the standard scale known in its final form as 

the Perfect System. The evidence now brought 

forward in support of these two propositions is surely 

as complete as that which has been allowed to deter- 

mine any question of ancient learning. 

It does not, however, follow that the Greeks knew of 

no musical forms analogous to our Major and Minor 

modes, or to the mediaeval Tones. On the contrary, 

the course of the discussion has led us to recognise 

distinctions of this kind in more than one instance. 

The doctrine against which the argument has been 

mainly directed is not that ancient scales were of more 

than one species or ‘mode’ (as it is now called), but 

that difference of species was the basis of the ancient 

Greek Modes. This will become clear if we bring 

together all the indications which we have observed of 

scales differing from each other in species, that is, in the 

order of the intervals in the octave. In doing so it will 

be especially important to be guided by the principle 

which we laid down at the outset, of arranging our 

materials according to chronology, and judging of each 

piece of evidence strictly with reference to the period 

to which it belongs. It is only thus that we can hope 
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to gain a conception of Greek music as the living and 

changing thing that we know it must have been. 

1. The principal scale of Greek music is undoubtedly 

of the Hypo-dorian or common species. This is suff- 

ciently proved by the facts (1) that two octaves of this 

species (a— a) constitute the scale known as the Greater 

Perfect System, and (2) that the central a of this system, 

called the Mesé, is said to have been the key-note, or at 

least to have had the kind of importance in the scale 

which we connect with the key-note (Arist. Probl. xix. 

20). This mode, it is obvious, is based on the scale 

which is the descending scale of the modern Minor 

mode. It may therefore be identified with the Minor, — 

except that it does not admit the leading note. 

It should be observed that this mode is to be recog- 

nised not merely in the Perfect System but equally in 

the primitive octave, of the form e—e, out of which the 

Perfect System grew. The important point is the tonic 

character of the Mesé (a), and this, as it happens, rests 

upon the testimony of an author who knows the primi- 

tive octave only. The fact that that octave is of the 

so-called Dorian species does not alter the mode (as we 
are now using that term), but only the compass of the 

notes employed. 

The Hypo-dorian octave is seen in two of the scales 

of the cithara given by Ptolemy (p. 85), viz. those called 

rpirac and rpdmo, and the Dorian octave (e- e) in two 

scales, wapumdra and Avdia. It is very possible (as was 

observed in commenting on them) that the two latter 

scales were in the key of a, and therefore Hypo-dorian 

in respect of mode. The Hypo-dorian mode is also 

exemplified by three at least of the instrumental passages 

given by the Anonymus (supra, p. 89). 

2. The earliest trace of a difference of species appears 
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to be found in the passage on the subject of the 

Mixo-lydian mode quoted above (p. 24) from Plutarch’s 

Dialogue on Music. In that mode, according to Plutarch, 

it was discovered by a certain Lamprocles of Athens that 

the Disjunctive Tone was the highest interval, that is to 

say, that the octave in reality consisted of two conjunct 

tetrachords and a tone: 

As the note which is the meeting-point of the two 
tetrachords is doubtless the key-note, we shall not be 

wrong in making it the Mesé, and thus finding the 

octave in question in the Perfect System and in the 

oldest part of it, viz. the tetracHords Mesén and Syném- 
menon, with the Nété Diezeugmenon. How then did 

this octave come to be recognised by Lamprocles as 

distinctively Mixo-lydian? We cannot tell with cer- 
tainty, because we do not know what the Mixo-lydian 

scale was before his treatment of it. Probably, however, 

the answer is to be sought in the relation in respect of 
pitch between the Dorian and Mixo-lydian keys. These, 

as we have seen (p. 23), were the keys chiefly employed 

in tragedy, and the Mixo-lydian was a Fourth higher 

than the other. Now when a scale consisting of white 

notes is transposed to a key a Fourth higher, it becomes 

a scale with one D. In ancient language, the tetrachord 

Synémmenon (a -6) —c - d) takes the place of the tetra- 

chord Diezeugmenon. In some such way as this the 

octave of this form may have come to be associated in 

a special way with the use of the Mixo-lydian key. 

However this may be, the change from the tetrachord 

Diezeugmenon to the tetrachord Synémmenon, or the 
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reverse, is a change of mode in the modern sense, for it 

is what the ancients classified as a change of System 

(ueraBorn Kata ovoTnpa)*. Nor is it hard to determine 

the two ‘modes’ concerned, if we may trust to the 

authority of the Aristotelian Problems (/.c.) and regard 

the Mesé as always the key-note. For if a is kept as 

the key-note, the octave a-a with one D is the so- 

called Dorian (e-—e on the white notes). In this way we 

arrive at the somewhat confusing result that the ancient 

Dorian species (e-e but with a as key-note) yields the 

Hypo-dorian or modern Minor mode: while the Dorian 

mode of modern scientific theory” has its ancient proto- 

type in the Mixo-lydian species, viz. the octave first 

brought to light by Lamprocles. The difficulty of 

course arises from the species of the Octave being 

classified according to their compass, without reference 

to the tonic character of the Mesé. 

The Dorian mode is amply represented in the extant 

remains of Greek music. It is the mode of the two 

compositions of Dionysius, the Hymn to Calliope and 

the Hymn to Apollo (p. 88), perhaps also of Mr. Ramsay's 

musical inscription (p. go). It would have been satis- 

factory if we could have found it in the much more 

important fragment of the Orestes. Such indications 

as that fragment presents seem to me to point to the 

Dorian mode (Mixo-lydian of Lamprocles). 

3. The scales of the cithara furnish one example of 

the Phrygian species (d-d), and one of the Hypo- 

phrygian (¢-): but we have no means of determining 

which note of the scale is to be treated as the key-note. 

1 Ps, Eucl. Introd. p. 20 Meib. xara ovornya 5é bray éx avvapis eis diaCevew 

4) dvamadw petaBodr yivnra. Anonym. § 65 svornpatixal dé (sc. weTaBodat) 

Snétav &k balevdfews eis cvvapny 7) Eumadw peTerOT TO MéAos. 

2 As represented primarily by the analysis of Helmholtz, Die Tonempfin- 

dungen, p. 467, ed. 1863. 



In the Hymn to Nemesis, however, in spite of the 

incomplete form in which it has reached us, there is 

a sufficiently clear example of the Hypo-phrygian mode. 

It has been suggested as possible that the melody of 

Mr. Ramsay’s inscription is also Hypo-phrygian, and if 

so the evidence for the mode would be carried back to 

the first century. 

The Hypo-phrygian is the nearest approach made by 

any specimen of Greek music to the modern Major 

mode,—the Lydian or c¢-species not being found even 

among the scales of the cithara as given by Ptolemy. 

It is therefore of peculiar interest for musical history, 

and we look with eagerness for any indication which 

would allow us to connect it with the classical period 

of Greek art. One or two sayings of Aristotle have 

been thought to bear upon this issue. 

The most interesting is a passage in the Politics (iv. 3, 

cp. p. 13), where Aristotle is speaking of the multiplicity 

of forms of government, and showing how a great 

number of varieties may nevertheless be brought under 

a few classes or types. He illustrates the point from 

the musical Modes, observing that all constitutions 

may be regarded as either oligarchical (government 

by a minority) or democratical (government by the 

majority), just as in the opinion of some musicians 
(as pact twes) all modes are essentially either Dorian 

or Phrygian. What, then, is the basis of this grouping 

of certain modes together as Dorian, while the rest are 

Phrygian in character? According to Westphal it is 

a form of the opposition between the true Hellenic 

music, represented by Dorian, and the foreign music, 

the Phrygian and-Lydian, with their varieties. More- 
over, it is in his view virtually the same distinction as that 

which obtains in modern music between the Minor and 

— 
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the Majorscales'. This account of the matter, however, 
is not supported by the context of the passage. Aristotle 

draws out the comparison between forms of government 

and musical modes in such a way as to make it plain 

that in the case of the modes the distinction was one of 
pitch (ras cuvtovwrépas .. tas O° dveipévas Kal padakds). 

The Dorian was the best, because the highest, of the 

lower keys,—the others being Hypo-dorian (in the earlier 

sense, immediately below Dorian), and Hypo-phrygian 

—while Phrygian was the first of the higher series 

which took in Lydian and Mixo-lydian. The division 

would be aided, or may even have been suggested, 

by the circumstance that it nearly coincided with the 

favourite contrast of Hellenic and ‘barbarous’ modes’. 

There is another passage, however, which can hardly be 

reconciled with a classification according to pitch alone. 

In the chapters dealing with the ethical character of 

music Aristotle dwells (as will be remembered) upon the 

exciting and orgiastic character of the Phrygian mode, 

and notices its especial fitness for the dithyramb. This 

fitness or affinity, he says, was so marked that a poet 

1 Harmontk und Melopéie, p. 356 (ed. 1863): ‘Die Alteste griechische 

Tonart ist demnach eine Molltonart. . . . Aus Kleinasien wurden zunachst 

zwei Durtonarten nach Griechenland eingefihrt, die lydische und phrygische.’ 

In the 1886 edition of the same book (p. 189) Westphal discovers a similar 

classification of modes implied in the words of Plato, Rep. p. 400 a tpi’ arra 

éativ €lin éf dv ai Baces mrA€KOVTM, WaTEp ev TOis POdyyos TéTTApa SOeV ai 
macau dppovia. But Plato is evidently referring to some matter of common 

knowledge. The three forms or elements of which all rhythms are made 

up are of course the ratios r : 1, 2: 1 and 3: 2, which yield the three kinds 

of rhythm, dactylic, iambic and cretic (answering to common, triple, and 

quintuple time). Surely the four elements of all musical scales of which 

Plato speaks are not four kinds of scale (Harmonien-Klassen), but the four 

ratios which give the primary musical intervals—viz. the ratios 2: 1, 3: 2, 

4:3 and g: 8, which give the Octave, Fifth, Fourth and Tone. 

? If Hypo-phrygian is the same as the older Ionian (p. 11), the coincidence 

is complete for the time of Aristotle. Plato treats the claim of Ionian to 

rank among the Hellenic modes as somewhat doubtful (Laches, p. 188). 
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who tried to compose a dithyramb in another mode 

found himself passing unawares into the Phrygian (Pol. 

viii. 7). It is natural to understand this of the use of 

certain sequences of intervals, or of cadences, such as 

are characteristic of a ‘mode’ in the modern sense of 

the word, rather than of a change of key. If this is 

so we may venture the further hypothesis that the 

Phrygian music, in some at least of its forms, was 

distinguished not only by pitch, but also by the more 

or less conscious use of scales which differed in type 

from the scale of the Greek standard system. 

It may be urged that this hypothesis is inconsistent 

with our interpretation of the passage of the Problems 

about the tonic character of the Mesé. If a is key- 

note, it was argued, the mode is that of the a-species 

(Hypo-dorian, our Minor), or at most—by admitting 

the tetrachord Synémmen6én—it includes the e-species 

(Dorian of Helmholtz). The answer may be that the 

statement of the Problems is not of this absolute kind. 

It is not the statement of a technical writer, laying 

down definite rules, but is a general observation, or at 

best a canon of taste. We are not told how the 

predominance of the Mesé is shown in the form of 

the melody. Moreover this predominance is not said 

to be exercised in music generally, but in all good music 

(rdévra yap Ta xpnoTd péAn TodAAGKIS TH MEoT XpyTat). 

This may mean either that tonality in Greek music was 

of an imperfect kind, a question of style and taste rather 

than of fixed rule, or that they occasionally employed 

modes of a less approved stamp, unrecognised in the 

earlier musical theory. 
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§ 36. Conclusion. 

The considerations set forth in the last chapter seem 

to show that if difference of mode or species cannot be 

entirely denied of the classical period of Greek music, 

it occupied a subordinate and almost unrecognised 

place. 

The main elements of the art were, (1) difference of 

genus,—the sub-divisions of the tetrachord which Arist- 

oxenus and Ptolemy alike recognise, though with 

important discrepancies in detail; (2) difference of pitch 

or key; and (3) rhythm. Passing over the last, as not 

belonging to the subject of Harmonics, we may now 

say that genus and key are the only grounds of distinc- 

tion which are evidently of practical importance. No 

others were associated with the early history of the art, 

with particular composers or periods, with particular 

instruments, or with the ethos of music. This, how- 

ever, is only true in the fullest sense of Greek music 

before the time of Ptolemy. The main object of 

Ptolemy’s reform of the keys was to provide a new 

set of scales, each characterised by a particular succes- 

sion of intervals, while the pitch was left to take care of 

itself. And it is clear, especially from the specimens 

which Ptolemy gives of the scales in use in his time, 

that he was only endeavouring to systematise what 

already existed, and bring theory into harmony with 

the developments of practice. We must suppose, there- 

fore, that the musical feeling which sought variety in 

differences of key came to have less influence on the 

practical art, and that musicians began to discover, or to 

appreciate more than they had done, the use of different 

‘modes’ or forms of the octave scale. 
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Along with this change we have to note the com- 

parative disuse of the Enharmonic and Chromatic 

divisions of the tetrachord. The Enharmonic, accord- 

ing to Ptolemy, had ceased to be employed. Of the 
three varieties of Chromatic given by Aristoxenus only 

one remains on Ptolemy’s list, and that the one which 

in the scheme of Aristoxenus involved no interval less 

than a semitone. And although Ptolemy distinguished 

at least three varieties of Diatonic, it 1s worth notice 

that only one of these was admitted in the tuning of 

the lyre,—the others being confined to the more 

elaborate cithara. In Ptolemy’s time, therefore, music 

was rapidly approaching the stage in which all its forms 
are based upon a single scale—the natural diatonic 

scale of modern Europe. 

In the light of these facts it must occur to us that 

Westphal’s theory of seven modes or species of the 

Octave is really open to an a priort objection as deci- 

sive in its nature as any of the testimony which has 

been brought against it. Is it possible, we may ask, 

that a system of modes analogous to the ecclesiastical 

Tones can have subsisted along with a system of scales 

such as the genera and ‘colours’ of early Greek music ? 

The reply may be that Ptolemy himself combines the 

two systems. He supposes five divisions of the tetra- 

chord, and seven modes based upon so many species of 

the Octave—ain all thirty-five different scales (or seventy, 

if we bring in the distinction of octaves dd vyArns and 

amo eons). But when we come to the scales actually 

used on the chief Greek instrument, the cithara, the 

number falls at once to six. Evidently the others, or 

most of them, only existed on paper, as the mathe- 

matical results of certain assumptions which Ptolemy 

had made. And if this can be said of Ptolemy’s 
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theory, what would be the value of a similar scheme 

combining the modes with the Enharmonic and the 

different varieties of the Chromatic genus? The truth 

is, surely, that such a scheme tries to unite elements 

which belong to different times, which in fact are the 

fundamental ideas of different stages of art. 

The most striking characteristic of Greek music, 

especially in its earlier periods, is the multiplicity and 

delicacy of the intervals into which the scale was 
divided. A sort of frame-work was formed by the 

division of the octave into tetrachords, completed by 

the so-called disjunctive tone; and so far all Greek 

music was alike. But within the tetrachord the reign 

of diversity was unchecked. Not, only were there 

recognised divisions containing intervals of a fourth, 

a third, and even three-eighths of a tone, but we gather 

from several things said by Aristoxenus that the num- 

ber of possible divisions was regarded as theoretically 

unlimited. Thus he tells us that there was a constant 

tendency to flatten the ‘moveable’ notes of the Chro- 

matic genus, and thus diminish the small intervals, for 

the sake of ‘sweetness’ or in order to obtain a plaintive 

tone!;—that the Lichanos of a tetrachord may in theory 

be any note between the Enharmonic Lichanos (/ in 

the scale e-e*-—f- a) and the Diatonic (g in the scale 

e-f—g-—a)*;—and that the magnitude of the smaller 

1 Aristox. Harm. p. 23 Meib. of pév yap 77 viv KaTexovan peAonoia ovvnbes 
povoy évres eikdtws THY Sitovoy ALyavdv (f in the scale e — a) éopifovor 

auvTovwtépas yap xp@vTa oxedov of TAEioTOL THY Viv" TovTOV 8 aiTLoy 7d 

BovAcoOa yAvuKaivew dei onuetoy 5€ Ort TovTOV GToxaCovTa, waALoTAa peyv yap 

kal wAEioTOY Xpovov év TH xpwpate SarpiBovaw* Stay 8 adixwvtai wore eis THY 

appoviay éyyvs TOD xpwpaTos Tpodayoval, cUvEMLOTMpEVOU TOU HOOUS. 

2 Ibid. p. 26 vonréov yap areipous Tov apiOpydov Tas ALxavovs ov yap av oTHaTs 
THY pwviy TOU amodederypevov Acxav@ Tomov Arxavos Eotau’ SidKevov Se ovdev Eore 

TOD ALxavoedovs Tdmov, OVSE ToLodTOY wWaTE pr SéxecOat Acxavov. And p. 48 

émerdn Ep 6 THs Atxavovd TOmos cis Gmeipous TépveTat TOpLAs. 
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intervals and division of the tetrachord generally 

pee to the indefinite or indeterminate element in 

music!. Moreover, in spite of the disuse of several of 

the older scales, much of this holds good for the time 

of Ptolemy. The modern diatonic scale is fully recog- 

nised by him, but only as one of several different 

divisions. And the division which he treats as the 

ordinary or standard form of the octave is not the 

modern diatonic scale, but one of the so-called ‘soft’ 

or flattened varieties. It is clear that in the best 

periods of Greek music these refinements of melody, 

which modern musicians find scarcely conceivable, 

were far from being accidental or subordinate features. 

Rather, they were as much bound up with the funda- 

mental nature of that music as complex harmony is with 

the music of modern Europe. 

The mediaeval modes or Tones, on the other hand, 

are essentially based on the diatonic scale,—the scale 

that knows only of tones and semitones. To suppose 

that they held in the earliest Greek music the prominent 

place which we find assigned to the ancient Modes or 

éppovia: is to suppose that the art of music was developed 

in Greece in two different directions, under the influence 

of different and almost opposite ideas. Yet nothing is 

more remarkable in all departments of Greek art than 

the strictness with which it confines itself within the 

limits given once for all in the leading types, and the 

consequent harmony and consistency of all the forms 

which it takes in the course of its growth. 

The dependence of artistic forms in their manifold 

developments upon a central governing idea or prin- 

1 Aristox. Harm. p. 69 Meib. card pev obv ra eres TOV das Tnparev kat 

Tas TOV age TATELS ree ws Lee eivar TA — TO pédos, Kara 5é Tas 

duvdpes Kal KaTa TA El5n Kal KaTa Tas éoELs TeTEepagpeva TE Kal TETAYPEVA. 
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ciple has never been more luminously stated than 

by the illustrious physicist Helmholtz, in the thirteenth 

chapter of his Zonempfindungen. I venture to think 
that in applying that truth to the facts of Greek music 

he was materially hindered by the accepted theory of 

the Greek modes. The scales which he analyses under 

that name were certainly the basis of all music in the 

Middle Ages, and are much more intelligible as such 

than in relation to the primitive Greek forms of the 

aise 

1 The ecclesiastical Modes received their final shape in the Dodecachordon 

of Glareanus (Bale, 1547). They are substantially the Greek modes of 

Westphal’s theory, although the Greek names which Glareanus adopted 

seem to have been chosen at haphazard. But the ecclesiastical Modes, as 

Helmholtz points out, were developed under the influence of polyphonic 

music from the earlier stages represented by the Ambrosian and Gregorian 

scales. It would be a singular chance if they were also, as Greek modes, 

the source from which the Ambrosian and Gregorian scales were themselves 

derived. 

Some further hints on this part of the subject may possibly be derived 

from the musical scales in use among nations that have not attained to any 

form of harmony, such as the Arabians, the Indians, or the Chinese. 

A valuable collection of these scales is given by Mr. A. J. Ellis at the end of 

his translation of Helmholtz (Appendix XX. Sect. K, Non-harmonic Scales). 
Among the most interesting for our purpose are the eight mediaeval Arabian 

scales given on the authority of Professor Land (nos. 54-61). The first three 
of these—called “Ochaq, Nawa and Boasili—follow the Pythagorean intona- 

tion, and answer respectively to the Hypo-phrygian, Phrygian, and Mixo- 

lydian species of the octave. The next two—Rast and Zenkouleh—are also 

Hypo-phrygian in species, but the Third and Sixth are flatter by about an 

eighth of a tone (the Pythagorean comma). In Zenkouleh the Fifth also 

is similarly flattened. The last two scales—Hhosaini and Hhidjazi—are 

Phrygian: but the Second and Fifth, and in the case of Hhidjazi also the 

Sixth, are flatter by the interval of a comma. The remaining scale, called 

Rahawi, does not fall under any species, since the semitones are between 

the Third and Fourth, and again between the Fifth and Sixth. It will be 

seen that in general character—though by no means in details—this series 

of scales bears a considerable resemblance to the ‘scales of the cithara’ 

as given by Ptolemy (supra, p. 85). In both cases the several scales are 

distinguished from each other partly by the order of the intervals (species), 

partly by the intonation, or magnitude of the intervals employed (genus). 

This latter element is conspicuously absent from the ecclesiastical Modes. 
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§ 37. LEpilogue—Speech and Song. 

Several indications combine to make it probable that 
singing and speaking were not so widely separated from 

each other in Greek as in the modern languages with 
which we are most familiar. 

(1) The teaching of the grammarians on the subject 

of accent points to this conclusion. Our habit of using 

Latin translations of the terms of Greek grammar has 

tended to obscure the fact that they belong in almost 

every case to the ordinary vocabulary of music. The 

word for ‘accent’ (revos) is simply the musical term for 

‘pitch’ or ‘key.’ The words ‘acute’ (ééés) and ‘grave’ 

(Pap’s) mean nothing more than ‘high’ and ‘low’ in 

pitch. A syllable may have two accents, just as in 

music a syllable may be sung with more than one note. 

Similarly the ‘quantity’ of each syllable answers to the 

time of a musical note, and the rule that a long syllable 

is equal to two short.ones is no doubt approximately 

correct.. Consequently every Greek word (enclitics 

being reckoned as parts of a word) is a sort of musical 

phrase, and every sentence is a more or less definite 

melody—aAoyadés 71 péXos, as it is called by Aristoxenus 

(p. 18 Meib.). Moreover the accent in the modern 

sense, the zcfus or stress of the voice, appears to be 

quite independent of the pitch or ‘tonic’ accent: for in 

Greek poetry the zcfus (&pois) is determined by the 
metre, with which the tonic accent evidently has nothing 

to do. In singing, accordingly, the tonic accents dis- 

appear; for the melody takes their place, and gives 

each syllable a new pitch, on which (as we shall 

presently see) the spoken pitch has no influence. 

I 
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The rise and fall of the voice in ordinary speaking 
is perceptible enough in English, though it is more 

marked in other European languages. Helmholtz tells 

us—with tacit reference to the speech of North Ger- 

many—that an affirmative sentence generally ends with 

a drop in the tone of about a Fourth, while an interro- 

gative is marked by a rise which is often as much as 

a Fifth!. In Italian the interrogative form is regularly 

given, not by a particle or a change in the order of 

the words, but by a rise of pitch. The Gregorian 

church music, according to a series of rules quoted by 

Helmholtz (/.c.), marked a comma by a rise of a Tone, 

a colon by a fall of a Semitone; a full stop by a Tone 

above, followed by a Fourth below, the ‘reciting note’; 

and an interrogation by a phrase of the form d bcd 

(c being the reciting note). 
These examples, however, do little towards enabling 

modern scholars to form a notion of the Greek system 

of accentuation. In these and similar cases it is the 
sentence as a whole which is modified by the tonic 

accent, whereas in Greek it is the individual word. It 

is true that the accent of a word may be affected by its 

place in the sentence: as is seen in the loss of the 

accent of oxytone words when not followed by a pause, 

in the anastrophe of prepositions, and in the treatment 

of the different classes of enclitics. But in all these 

instances it is the intonation of the word as such, not 

of the sentence, which is primarily concerned. What 

they really prove is that the musical accent is not so 

invariable as the stress accent in English or German, 

but may depend upon the collocation of the word, 

or upon the degree of emphasis which it has in 
a particular use. 

1 Tonempfindungen, p. 364 (ed. 1863). 
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(2) The same conclusion may be drawn from the 

terms in which the ancient writers on music endeavour 

to distinguish musical and ordinary utterance. 

Aristoxenus begins his Harmonics by observing that 

there are two movements of the voice, not properly dis- 

criminated by any previous writer; namely, the continuous, 

which is the movement characteristic of speaking, and 

the discrete or that which proceeds by zntervals, the 

movement of singing. In the latter the voice remains 

for a certain time on one note, and then passes by 

a definite interval to another. In the former it is con- 

tinually gliding by imperceptible degrees from higher 

to lower or the reverse?. In this kind of movement the 

rise and fall of the voice is marked by the accents 
(wrpoc@dia:), which accordingly form the melody, as it 

may be called, of spoken utterance®. Later writers 
state the distinction in much the same _ language. 

Nicomachus tells us that the two movements were 

first discriminated by the Pythagoreans. He dwells 

especially on the ease with which we pass from one to 
the other. If the notes and intervals of the speaking 

voice are allowed to be separate and distinct, the form 

of utterance becomes singing*. Similarly Aristoxenus 

says that we do not rest upon a note, unless we are 

1 Aristox., Harm. p. 3 Meib. xuvetras piv ydp Kal diadeyopévev yay rat 

Heawdotvtayv tiv eipnuevny xivnow' o¢b yap Kal Bapd ShAov ws ev duporépos 

tovtos éveotiv. Also p. 8 bvo tiwés ciow dé Kivnoews, } TE GvVEXT)s Kal % 
diaornparikn KaTa pev ovv tv ovvexh Témov Tia Siekcévae paivera 7 pwr 

TH aidOnoe otTws ws av pndapov iorapévn, x.7.A. And p. 9 TH pey ovv ouvEXT 
Aoyixny eivat papev, K.T.A. 

2 Ibid. p. 18 Meib. rod ye Aoywdous Kexwpiorar TavTn 7d povotkdv péAos" 
Aéyerau yap 57% Kal rAoy@Sés Tt péAos, TO ovyxelpevoy ex THY Tpocwhiav TaV 
év Trois dvépaciw* pvotkov yap TO émrTeivery Kal dviévar év TO SiareyeoOa. 

* Nicomachus, Enchiridion, p. 4 «i yap Tis 7} Siadeydpevos 7 drodoyovpevds 
Tit 7) dvaywwoKwy ye exdnda petafd Ka® Exactov POdyyov moet TA peyéOn, 
duoTtavey Kat peraBadAwy tiv poviy am dddov eis GAAOV, ovKETL A€yELY 6 TOLOUTOS 

ovdé davaryiwwoKev GAAG pededCew A€yeTa. 

4 
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led to do so by the influence of feeling (dv pm dia ma@os 

mote els ToLavTny Kivnow avayKkacOadpev €dOEtv). 

According to the rhetorician Dionysius of Halicar- 

nassus the interval used in the melody of spoken 

utterance is approximately a Fifth, or three tones and 
a half (dtadéxrov pev ody pédos evi perpetra dvacTHpatt 

TO Aeyouévo Oud TEévTE, OS EyyloTa Kai ovTE EmiTEiveTau 

Tépa TOV Tplav Tévev Kal hulToviou Emi TO 6€d ovTE avieTat 

ToD xwpiov Tovrov mAciov emi 76 Bapt'). He gives an 

interesting example (quoted above on p. gr) from the 

Orestes of Euripides, to show that when words are set 

to music no account is taken of the accents, or spoken 

melody. Not merely are the intervals varied (instead 

of being nearly uniform), but the rise and fall of the 

notes does not answer to the rise and fall of the 

syllables in ordinary speech. This statement is ren- 

dered the more interesting from the circumstance that 

the inscription discovered by Mr. Ramsay (supra, p. 89), 

which is about a century later, does exhibit precisely 

this correspondence. Apparently, then, the melody of 

the inscription represents a new idea in music,—an 

attempt to bring it into a more direct connexion with 

the tones of the speaking voice. The fact of such an 

attempt being made seems to indicate that the diver- 
gence between the two kinds of utterance was becoming 
more marked than had formerly been the case. It may 

be compared with the invention of recitative in the 

beginning of the seventeenth century. 
Aristides Quintilianus (p. 7 Meib.) recognises a third 

or intermediate movement of the voice, viz. that which 

is employed in the recitation of poetry. It is probable 

that Aristides is one of the latest writers on the subject, 

and we may conjecture that in his time the Greek 

1 De Compositione Verborum, c. 11, p. 58 Reisk. 
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language had in great measure lost the original tonic 

accents, and with them the quasi-melodious character 

which they gave to prose utterance. 

In the view which these notices suggest the difference 

between speaking and singing is reduced to one of 

degree. It is analysed in language such as we might 

use to express the difference between a monotonous and 

a varied manner of speaking, or between the sounds 

of an Aeolian harp and those of a musical instrument. 

(3) What has been said of melody in the two spheres 

of speech and song applies also mutatis mutandis to 

rhythm. In English the time or quantity of syllables is 

as little attended to as the pitch. But in Greek the 

distinction of long and short furnished a prose rhythm 

which was a serious element in their rhetoric. In 

the rhythm of music, according to Dionysius, the 

quantity of syllables could be neglected, just as the 

accent was neglected in the melody'!. ‘This, however, 

does not mean that the natural time of the syllables 

could be treated with the freedom which we see in 

a modern composition. The regularity of lyric metres 

is sufficient to prove that the increase or diminution of 

natural quantity referred to by Dionysius was kept 

within narrow limits, the nature of which is to be 
gathered from the remains of the ancient system of 

Rhythmic. From these sources we learn with some- 

thing like certainty that the rhythm of ordinary speech, 

as determined by the succession of long or short 

syllables, was the basis not only of metres intended 

1 De Comp. c. 11, p. 64 76 5& avTd yiverar Kal wept rods prOpovs* H bev yap 
me(hy A€Eis OvSEVOs OUTE dvdpaTos oUTE fPryaTos Bia{eTar TOds Xpdvous OVSE peTa- 

riOnow, Gd’ olas mapeiAnge TH PoE TAs GvAAGBas, Tas TE waxpas Kal Tas Bpaxelas, 
ro.avras padre’ 4 5& povoirh TE Kal AvOpuKy peTaBddrdovow adrds peovoa Kat 

napavgovoa, wore moAAdKs eis TavayTia peTaXwpelv* ob yap Tats gvAAGBais amev- 

Ovvovat Tovs xpdvous, GAAG ToOis xpbvars Tas TvAAGBas. 
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for recitation, such as the hexameter and the iambic 

trimeter, but also of lyrical rhythm of every kind. 

(4) As to the use of the stress accent in Greek 

prose we are without direct information. In verse it 

appears as the metrical zcfus or arsis of each foot, which 

answers to what English musicians call the ‘strong 

beat’ or accented part of the bar’. In the Homeric 

hexameter the ictus is confined to long syllables, and 

appears to have some power of lengthening a short 

or doubtful syllable. In the Attic poetry which was 

written in direct imitation of colloquial speech, viz. 

the tragic and comic trimeter, there is no necessary 

connexion between the ictus and syllabic length: but 

on the other hand a naturally long syllable which is 

without the ictus may be rhythmically short. In lyrical 

versification the ictus does not seem to have any con- 

nexion with quantity: and on the whole we may gather 

that it was not until the Byzantine period of Greek 

that it came to be recognised as a distinct factor in 

pronunciation. The chief elements of utterance—pitch, 

time and stress—were independent in ancient Greek 

speech, just as they are in music. And the fact that 

they were independent goes a long way to prove our 

main contention, viz. that ancient Greek speech had 

a peculiar quasi-musical character, consequently that 

the difficulty which modern scholars feel in under- 

1 The metrical accent or ictus was marked in ancient notation by points 

placed over the accented syllable. These points have been preserved in 

Mr. Ramsay’s musical inscription (see the Appendix, p. 133) and in one or 

two places of the fragment of the Ovestes (p. 130). Hence Dr. Crusius has 

been able to restore the rhythm with tolerable certainty, and has made the 

interesting discovery that in both pieces the ictus falls as a rule on a short 

syllable. The only exceptions in the inscription are circumflexed syllables, 

where the long vowel or diphthong is set to two notes, the first of which is 

short and accented. The accents on the short first syllables of the dochmiacs 

of Euripides are a still more unexpected evidence of the same rhythmical 
tendency. 
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standing the ancient statements on such matters as 

accent and quantity is simply the difficulty of conceiving 

a form of utterance of which no examples can now be 
observed. 

The conception which we have thus been led to 

form of ancient Greek as it was spoken is not without 

bearing on the main subject of these pages. For if the 

language even in its colloquial form had qualities of 

rhythm and intonation which gave it this peculiar half 

musical character, so that singing and speaking were 

more closely akin than they ever are in our experience, 

Wwe may expect to find that music was influenced in 

some measure by this state of things. What is there, 

then, in the special characteristics of Greek music 

which can be connected with the exceptional relation in 

which it stood to language? ; 
Greek music was primarily and chiefly vocal. Instru- | 

mental music was looked upon as essentially subordinate, 

—an accompaniment or at best an imitation of singing. 

For in the view of the Greeks the words (Aééis) were) 

an integral part of the whole composition. They con-\| 

tained the ideas, while the music with its variations of | 
time (¢vOués) and pitch (dépyovia) furnished a natural 

vehicle for the appropriate feelings. Purely instrumental 

music could not do this, because it could not convey the 

ideas or impressions fitted to be the object of feeling. 

Hence we find Plato complaining on this ground of the 
separation of poetry and music which was beginning to 
be allowed in his time. The poets, he says, rend asunder 

the elements of music; they separate rhythm and dance 
movements from melody, putting unmusical language 

into metre, and again make melody and rhythm without 

words, employing the lyre and the flute without the 
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voice: so that it is most difficult, when rhythm and 

melody is produced without language, to know what 

it means, or what subject worthy of the name it 

represents (kal 67@ €oike TOY dELorAdyor piynpdtor). It is 

utterly false taste, in Plato’s opinion, to use the flute 

or the lyre otherwise than as an accompaniment to 

dance and song". /Similarly in the Aristotelian Problems 

(xix. 10) it is asked why, although the human voice is 

the most pleasing, singing without words, as in humming 

or whistling, is not more agreeable than the flute or the 

lyre. Shall we say, the writer answers, ‘that the human 

voice too is comparatively without charm if it does not 

represent something? (7 odd éxel, Edy pur pihTat, dpotws 

760;) That is to say, music is expressive of feeling, 

which may range from acute passion to calm and lofty 

sentiment, but feeling must have an object, and this can 

only be adequately given by language. Thus language 

is, in the first instance at least, the matter to which 

musical treatment gives artistic form. In modern times 

the tendency is to regard instrumental music as the 

highest form of the art, because in instrumental music 

the artist creates his work, not by taking ideas and 

feelings as he finds them already expressed in language, 

but directly, by forming an independent vehicle of 

feeling,—a new language, as it were, of passion and 

sentiment,—out of the absolute relations of movement 

and sound. | 

The intimate connexion in Greek music between 

words and melody may be shown in various particulars. 

The modern practice of basing a musical composition— 

a long and elaborate chorus, for example—upon a few 

words, which are repeated again and again as the music 

is developed, would have been impossible in Greece. 

1 Plato, Legg. p. 669. 
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It becomes natural when the words are not an integral 

part of the work, but only serve to announce the idea 

on which it is based, and which the music brings out 

under successive aspects. The same may be said of 

the use of a melody with many different sets of words. 
Greek writers regard even the repetition of the melody 

in a strophe and antistrophe as a concession to the com- 
parative weakness of a chorus. With the Greeks, 

moreover, the union in one artist of the functions of 

poet and musician must have tended to a more exquisite 

adaptation of language and music than can be expected 

when the work of art is the product of divided labour. 

In Greece the principle of the interdependence of lan- 

guage, metre, and musical sound was carried very far. 

The different recognised styles had each certain metrical 

forms and certain musical scales or keys appropriated 

to them, in some cases also a certain dialect and vocabu- 

lary. These various elements were usually summed up 

in an ethnical type,—one of those which played so large 
a part in their political history. Such aterm as Dorian 

was not applied to a particular scale at random, but 

because that scale was distinctive of Dorian music: 

and Dorian music, again, was one aspect of Dorian 

temper and institutions, Dorian literature and thought. 

Whether the Greeks were acquainted with harmony 

—in the modern sense of the word—is a question that 

has been much discussed, and may now be regarded as 

settled!. It is clear that the Greeks were acquainted 

with the phenomena on which harmony depends, viz. 

the effect produced by sounding certain notes together. 

It appears also that they made some use of harmony,— 

and of dissonant as well as consonant intervals,—in 

1 On this point I may refer to the somewhat fuller treatment in Smith’s 

Dictionary of Antiquities, art. Musica (Vol. II, p. 199, ed. 1890-91). 
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instrumental accompaniment (xpodo.s). On the other 

hand it was unknown in their vocal music, except in 

the form of bass and treble voices singing the same 

melody. In the instrumental accompaniment it was 

only an occasional ornament, not a necessary or regular 

part of the music. Plato speaks of it in the Laws as 

something which those who learn music as a branch of 

liberal education should not attempt?. |The silence of 

the technical writers, both as to the use of harmony and 

as to the tonality of the Greek scale, points in the same 

direction. Evidently there was no system of harmony, 

—no notion of the effect of successive harmonies, or of 

two distinct arts or progressions of notes harmonising 

with each other. 

The want of harmony is to be connected not only with 

the defective tonality which was probably characteristic 

of Greek music,—we have seen (p. 42) that there is 

some evidence of tonality,—but still more with the non- 

harmonic quality of many of the intervals of which their 

scales were composed. We have repeatedly dwelt upon 

the variety and strangeness (to our apprehension) of 

these intervals. Modern writers are usually disposed 

to underrate their importance, or even to explain them 

away. The Enharmonic, they point out, was produced 

by the interpolation of a note which may have been only 

a passing note or appoggiatura. The Chromatic also, it 

is said, was regarded as too difficult for ordinary per- 

formers, and most of its varieties went out of use at a 

comparatively early period. Yet the accounts which we 

find in writers so remote in time and so opposed in their 

theoretical views as Aristoxenus and Ptolemy, bear the 

strongest testimony to the reality and persistence of 

1 Plato, Legg. p. 812 d mdvra otv Ta Tora pr mpoopépew Tois peAdovoW 

év rpioiv erect TO THs povorkts Xpnotpov éxrdnpecOa did TaXous. 
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these non-diatonic scales. And we have the decisive 
fact that of the six scales of the cithara given by Ptolemy 

(see p. 85) not one is diatonic in the modern sense of 

the word. It may be alleged on the other side that the 

ideal scale in the 7zmaeus of Plato is purely diatonic, 

and exhibits the strictest Pythagorean division. But 
that scale is primarily a framework of mathematical 

ratios, and could not take notice of intervals which had 

not yet been identified with ratios. It is not certain 

when the discovery of Pythagoras was extended to the 

non-diatonic scales. Even inthe Sectio Canonis of Euclid 

there is no trace of knowledge that any intervals except 

those of the Pythagorean diatonic scale had a numerical 

or (as we should say) physical basis’. In Plato’s time, 
as we can see from a well-known passage of the Republic 

(quoted on p. 53), the Enharmonic and Chromatic scales 

were the object of much zealous study and experiment 

on the part of musicians of different schools,—some 

seeking to measure and compare the intervals directly 

1 In Euclid’s Sectio Canonis the Pythagorean division is assumed, and 
there is no hint of any other ratio than those which Pythagoras discovered. 

Prop. xvii shows how to find the Enharmonic Lichanos and Paranété by 

means of the Fourth and Fifth. Prop. xviii proves against Aristoxenus 

(of course without naming him), that a mu«véy cannot be divided into two 

equal intervals; but there is no attempt to explain the nature of the 

Enharmonic diesis. It is worth notice that in these propositions the Lichanos 

and Paranété of the Enharmonic scale are called Acyavés and mapayjrn simply, 

as though the Enharmonic were the only genus—a usage which agrees with 

that of the Aristotelian Problems (supra, p. 33). 

According to Ptolemy (i. 13) the Pythagorean philosopher Archytas was 

the author of a new division of the tetrachord for each of the three genera. 

In it the natural Major Third (5: 4) was given for the large interval of the 

Enharmonic, in place of the Pythagorean ditone (81 : 64); and the Diatonic 

was the same as the Middle Soft Diatonic of Ptolemy. But, as Westphal 

long ago pointed out (Harmonik und Melopite, p. 230, ed. 1863), this scheme 

is probably the work of the later Pythagorean school. It seems to be 

unknown to Plato and Aristoxenus,—the latter wrote a life of Archytas— 

and also to Euclid, as we have seen. The next scheme of musical ratios is 

that of Eratosthenes, who makes no use of the natural Major Third. 
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by the ear, others to find numbers in the consonances 

which they heard, and both, from the Platonic point 

of view, ‘setting ears above intelligence,’ and therefore 

labouring in vain’. 

The multiplicity of intervals, then, which surprises us 

in the doctrine of the genera and ‘colours’ was not an 

accident or excrescence. And although some of the 

finer varieties, such as the Enharmonic, belong only to 

the early or classical period, there is enough to show 

that it continued to be characteristic of the Greek 

musical system, at least until the revival of Hellenism 

in the age of the Antonines. The grounds of this 

peculiarity may be sought partly in the Greek tempera- 

ment. We can hardly deny the Greeks the credit of a 

fineness of sensibility upon which civilisation, to say the 

least, has made no advance. We may note further how 

entirely it is in accordance with the analogies of Greek 

art to find a series of artistic types created by subtle 

variations within certain well-defined limits. For the 

present purpose, however, it will be enough to consider 

how the phenomenon is connected with other known 

characteristics of Greek music,—its limited compass and 

probably imperfect tonality, the thin and passionless 

quality of its chief instrument, on the other hand the 

keen sense of differences of pitch, the finely constructed 

rhythm, and finally the natural adaptation, on which we 

have already dwelt, between the musical form and the 

1 The two schools distinguished by Plato seem to be those which were 

afterwards known as the dpyovixot or Aristoxeneans, and the padnparikol, 

who carried on the tradition of Pythagoras. The dpporioi regarded a musical 

interval as a quantity which could be measured directly by the ear, without 

reference to the numerical ratio upon which it might be based. They prac- 

tically adopted the system of equal temperament. The pa@ypatixoi sought 

for ratios, but by experiment ‘among the consonances which are heard,’ as 

Plato says. Hence they failed equally with those whose method never rose 

above the facts of sense. 
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language. The last is perhaps the feature of greatest 

significance, especially in a comparison of the ancient 

and modern types of the art. The beauty and even the 

persuasive effect of a voice depend, as we are more or 

less aware, in the first place upon the pitch or key in 

which it is set, and in the second place upon subtle 
variations of pitch, which give emphasis, or light and 

shade. Answering to the first of these elements ancient 

music, if the main contention of this essay is right, has 

its system of Modes or keys. Answering to the second 

it has a series of scales in which the delicacy and 

variety of the intervals still fill us with wonder. In 

both these points modern music shows diminished 

resources. We have in the Keys the same or even 

a greater command of degrees of pitch: but we seem 
to have lost the close relation which once obtained 
between a note as the result of physical facts and the 

same note as an index of temper or emotion. A change 

of key affects us, generally speaking, like a change of 

colour or of movement—not as the heightening or 

soothing of a state of feeling. In respect of the second 

element of vocal expression, the rise and fall of the 

pitch, Greek music possessed in the multiplicity of its 

scales a range of expression to which there is no 

modern parallel. The nearest analogue may be found 

in the use of modulation from a Major to a Minor key, 

or the reverse. But the changes of genus and ‘colour’ 

at the disposal of an ancient musician must have been 

acoustically more striking, and must have come nearer 

to reproducing, in an idealised form, the tones and 
inflexions of the speaking voice. The tendency of 

music that is based upon harmony is to treat the voice 
as one of a number of instruments, and accordingly 

to curtail the use of it as the great source of dramatic 
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and emotional effect. The consequence is twofold. 

On the one hand we lose sight of the direct influence 

exerted by sound of certain degrees of pitch on the 
human sensibility, and thus ultimately on character. 

On the other hand the music becomes an independent 

creation. It may still be a vehicle of the deepest 

feeling: but it no longer seeks the aid of language, 

or reaches its aim through the channels by which 

language influences the mind of man. 
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TABLE I. 

Scales of the seven oldest Keys, with the species 
of the same name. 

Mixo-lydian. b-species. 
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PARLE =LL. 

The fifteen Keys. 

Hyper-lydian. 

Hyper-aeolian. a2 

Beat ionian. 

Mixo-lydian. 

a 

pease ae 
sa ae ease 
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Dorian. ae 

Hypo-lydian. 

= Se ea 6S et 
Hypo-aeolian. 4 

= a a ee ee PEE eed a Sa 
Hypo-phrygian. 

Hypo-ionian. 

Hypo-dorian. 

panera ores Oe) Lee erg IAD EE Ter 
ese ae = 

oO 
oO 

The moveable notes (f6dyyor kwovpevor) are distinguished by 

being printed as crotchets. 

The two highest of these keys—the Hyper-lydian and the 

Hyper-aeolian—appear to have been added in the time 

of the Empire. The remaining thirteen are attributed to 

Aristoxenus in the pseudo-Euclidean /utroductio (p. 19, 1. 30), 

and by Aristides Quintilianus (p. 22, |. 30): but there is 

no mention of them in the extant Hlarmonics. It may be 

gathered, however, from the criticism of Heraclides Ponticus 

(see the passage discussed on pp. 9-12) that the list of 

keys was being considerably enlarged in his time, and 

Aristoxenus, though not named, is doubtless aimed at there. 
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Music of the ‘ Orestes’ of Euripides (ll. 338-344). 

ne ie» AN CPi y 
katoom YPOMAILMATEPO® aipa cas 

Z (?) Cee Let’ Se “Oui xe) 
8a avaBAKXEYEILOMEDL A& 2r8os od 

n BP € C Care: 
povypo EMBPOTOIZ LANA © Aatdos 

¢ Pp fi « pe oe es 
ost LAKATO YOOAZTINA Eas dai- 

¢ nm P n 
pov KATEKA Y ZEN?7‘19 deavav 

Zz 02: z rs 
TOVON? “1D OOZTTTION Tov 

CePvi@) » oO) 
srcOplovS IN év KUpacLW 

Restoration proposed by Dr. Crusius. 
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, a 

iS “a y= ke =" Top’) Go = Sas Tt - va - fas Sal- por 

AaB-pots d-AcO - pi - o8 

pi 

The metre is dochmiac, each dochmius consisting of an 

iambus followed by a cretic, »---v-. The points which 

seem to mark the ictus, or rhythmical accent, are found on the 

first syllable of each of these two feet. If we assume that the 

K 2 
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first syllable of the iambus has the chief accent, the dochmius 

will be correctly expressed as a musical bar of the form— 

ba <a aie staat | 
If the first syllable of the cretic is accented, the dochmius 

is divided between two bars, and becomes— 

ek ee ee ee ee 

The accompaniment or kpotors, consisting of notes interposed 

between the phrases of the melody, is found by Dr. Wessely 

and Dr. Crusius in the following characters: 

1. The character “L appears at the end of every dochmius 

shown by the papyrus. After the first, third and fifth it is 

written in the same line with the text. After the seventh it is 

written above that line, between two vocal notes. Dr. Crusius 

takes it to be the instrumental Z, explaining the difference of 

shape as due to the necessity or convenience of distinguishing 

it from the vocal Z._ If that were so the form “L would surely 

have been permanent, and would have been given in the 

schemes of Alypius and Aristides Quintilianus. I venture to 

suggest that it is a mark intended to show the end of the 

dochmius or bar. 

2. The group 710 occurs twice, before and after the 

words Scwéy wévev. There is a difficulty about the sign 

?, which Dr. Crusius takes to be a Vortragszeichen. The 

other two characters may be instrumental notes. 

The double @ of #s (written QOQ2) is interesting because it 

shows that when more than one note went with a syllable, 

the vowel or diphthong was repeated. ‘This agrees with the 

well-known  ¢i-e-er-eu-et-etiooere Of Aristophanes (Ran. 1314), 

and is amply confirmed by the newly discovered hymn to 

Apollo (p. 134). 
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Musical part of the Setkelos inscription. 

Cr OI Z 
TOTEAOZOXPO 

Ket e ex 
NOZATTAITE! 

The inscription of which these lines form part was dis- 

covered by Mr. W. M. Ramsay, and was first published by 

him in the Bulletin de correspondance hellenique for 1883, 

p. 277. It professes to be the work of a certain 3eixedos. 

The discovery that the smaller letters between the lines are 

musical notes was made by Dr. Wessely. 

The Seikelos inscription, as Dr. O. Crusius has shown 

(Philologus for 1893, Lil. p. 161‘, is especially valuable for the 

light which it throws upon ancient rhythm. The quantity of 

the syllables and the place of the zctws is marked in every 

case, and we are able therefore to divide the melody into 

bars, which may be represented as follows: 

(EN By) yve—fouvuyuf 2 H—-ue lute — 1X uo VY 
= ’ E ae 2 

dgov | (is dat- | vou" pndev | dAws ov Av- | Tov" mpds OAL- 

a las a 
SII Fe NS NIE SS eS | i a 

a . , x ~ 
yov eati TO | Cyv* TO TEAos | 6 xpdvos amat- | TEL. 
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The hymns recently discovered at Delphi. 

SincE these sheets were in type the materials for the study 

of ancient Greek music have received a notable accession. 

The French archaeologists who are now excavating on the 

site of Delphi have found several important fragments of 

lyrical poetry, some of them with the music noted over the 

words, as in the examples already known. The two_largest 

of these fragments have been shown to belong to a single 

inscription, containing a hymn to Apollo, which dates in all 

probability from the early part of the third century B.c. Of 

the other fragments the most considerable is plausibly re- 

ferred to the first century B.c. ‘These inscriptions have been 

published in the Bulletin de correspondance hellenique (viii- 

Xli. pp. 569-610), with two valuable commentaries by M. 

Henri Weil and M. Théodore Reinach. The former scholar 

deals with the text, the latter-chiefly with the music. 

The music of the hymn to Apollo is written in the vocal 

notation. The metre is the cretic or paeonic (VY UY Y), and 

the key, as M. Reinach has shown, is the Phrygian—the 

scale of C minor, with the conjunct tetrachord c—d>—d_/. 

In the following transcription I have followed M. Reinach 

except in a few minor points. When two notes are sung 

to the same syllable the vowel or diphthong is repeated, 

as in the fragment of the Orestes (p. 132): but I have 

thought it best to adhere to the modern method. 

A oy? ys Par eed 

“Sa eee gee 
[Tov KOapi]oce KXu-Tov mat- Sa pe--yd - Xov [Atos a- 

LO.) oO Mh Oar =~ 6 

eiSere malp a-Kpo-m-7 tév-Se ma-yov, apu[Bpof os] 
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The notes employed in this piece of music cover about an 

octave and a half, viz. from Parypaté Hypatén to the Chro- 

matic Lichanos Hyperbolaién. In two of the tetrachords, 

viz. Synemmenon and Hyperbolaién, the intervals employed 

are Chromatic (or possibly Enharmonic): in the tetrachord 

Diezeugmen6on they are Diatonic, while in the tetrachord 

Meson the Lichanos, which would distinguish the genus, is 

wanting. On the other hand there are two notes which do 

not belong to the Phrygian key as hitherto known, viz. O, a 

semitone below Mesé, and B, a semitone below Nété Die- 

zeugmenon. If we assume that we have before us Chromatic 

of the standard kind (xpépa romuatov), the complete scale is— 

Pb OY OM (er ee ae 

ee Pete Pe He _ 
; (SE a a NARA OS IE NE PRL a a EASIER ST 

M A K r 

RS SCR EOE jo 
| See eergener eae a 

pepe cee es ee eS pea ee ee ee ee 

If the intervals are Enharmonic, or Chromatic of a different 

variety, the moveable notes (in this case A K and 4 ¥) will 

be somewhat flatter. 

M. Reinach is particularly happy in tracing the successive 

changes of genus and key in the course of the poem. The 

opening passage, as he shows, is Diatonic. With the men- 

tion of the Gaulish invasion (adaray dns) we come upon the 

group U A X (g—ab—a) of the Chromatic tetrachord Hyper- 

bolaidn. At the beginning of the second fragment the inter- 

vals are again Diatonic, up to the point where the poet turns 

to address the Attic procession (i:, kAuta peyaddronis AOGis, k.7.2.), 

From this point the melody lies chiefly in the Chromatic 

tetrachord Synemmenon M A K FT (c—d2—d—/)—a modu- 

lation into the key of the sub-dominant as well as a change 

of genus. At the end of the fragment the poet returns to 

the Diatonic and the original key. 
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With regard to the mode—the question which mainly 

concerns us at present—M. Reinach’s exposition is clear 

and convincing. He appeals to three criteria,—(1) the im- 

pression which the music makes on a modern ear; (2) the 

endings of the several phrases and divisions; and (3) the 

note which recurs most frequently. All these criteria point 

to a Minor mode. The general impression made by the 

Diatonic parts of the melody is that of the key of C minor: 

the rhythmical periods end on one or other of the notes 

c—e>—g, which form the chord of that key: and the note ¢ 

distinctly predominates. This conclusion, it need hardly be 

said, is in entire agreement with the main thesis of the pre- 

ceding pages. 

The symbols O and B, which do not belong to the Phry- 

gian scale, are explained by M. Reinach in a way that is in 

a high degree plausible and suggestive. In other keys, he 

observes, the symbol O stands for the note 6 (natural). Thus 

it holds the place of ‘leading-note ’ (zote sensible) to the key- 

note, c. It has hitherto been supposed that the standard 

scale of Greek music, the octave a—a, differed from the 

modern Minor in the want of a leading note. Here, how- 

ever, we find evidence that such a note was known in practice, 

if not as a matter of theory, to Greek musicians. If this is 

so, it strongly confirms the view that ¢ was in fact the key- 

note of the Phrygian scale. The symbol B, which occurs 

only once, answers to our g?, and may be similarly explained 

as a leading note to g, the dominant of the key. We infer, 

with M. Reinach, that the scale employed in the hymn is 

not only like, but identical with, the scale of our Minor. 

The fragment marked C by M. Weil resembles the hymn 

to Apollo in subject, and also in metre, but cannot belong to 

the same work. The melody is written in the Lydian key, 

with the notation which we have hitherto known as the 

instrumental, but which is now shown to have been used, 

occasionally at least, for vocal music. The fragment is as 

follows :— 
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< ey ee ee 

T é-l tn-héo-Ko-rov tav| de] du -Kd-pu-pov Krec- Toy ipl] 

LS LZ V E 

o—2 @ 2. rs 1 en ae ee 
II vi-po-Bd-Aovs de ped-me - Te u = epides at Iv - 6 - ov 

a= ot- Bov by € - tuK- Te Ala - To] 

M. Reinach connects this fragment with a shorter one, also 

in the Lydian key, but not in paeonic metre, viz.— 

Ege" hee > iB C Egy Ue po a) Ge 

Tay es aes 
== SE ET) FATE | a= 

.. Gov €o - xe pa... 9-paxkat-éK-Ta.... TUplyp a-TEp.. 

M. Reinach thinks that the mode may be the so-called 

Hypo-lydian (the octave f—/). The materials are surely 

too scanty for any conclusion as to this. 

The fragment D, the only remaining piece which M. 

Reinach has found it worth while to transcribe, is also 

written in the instrumental notation of the Lydian key. The 

metre is the glyconic. The fragment is as follows :— 

Z < rs Be AS ra D 

eee ete eae ae 
Tov pay - To-av[vaKkAduTov] @-AcEO v-ypa xX... 

1S rics My : ere 
—— =e ee ee 

oS ee 
déomott Kpn - cio ..atvae-tas Aedkpav 
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.W  am-Ttaio-Tovs Badx-xov [O:acous] ... Te mpoomddats 

uu < C oa U C24 
———— ——————— —te- ae 

= oes Ne—e—p-+ 2 — 
=f SP aE De A AOE aL 

rav te Oo[v]pi[KAvT@r dp-xay av-fer’ d-yn-pd-to Gad... 

This piece also is referred by M. Reinach to the Hypo- 

lydian mode. It may surely be objected that of three places 

in which we may fairly suppose that we have the end of 

a metrical division, viz. those which end with the words 

Aehdav, mpoordAo1s and dynpdrw, two present us with cadences 

on the Mesé (d@), and one on the Hypaté (a). This seems to 

point strongly to the Minor Mode. 

On the whole it would seem that the only mode (in the 

modern sense of the word) of which the new discoveries tell 

us anything is a mode practically identical with the modern 

Minor. I venture to think this a confirmation, as signal 

as it was unexpected, of the main contention of this treatise. 

It does not seem to have been observed by M. Weil or 

M. Reinach that in all these pieces of music there is the 

same remarkable correspondence between the melody and 

the accentuation that has’been pointed out in the case of 

the Seikelos inscription (pp. 90, 91). It cannot indeed be 

said that every acute accent coincides with a rise of pitch: 

but the note of an accented syllable is almost always fol- 

lowed by a note of lower pitch. Exceptions are, aiddov, wa 

(which may have practically lost its accent, cp. the Modern 

Greek v4), and pddere (if rightly restored). The fall of pitch 

in the two notes of a circumflexed syllable is exemplified in 

pavreiov, cthev, Tadarav, oiB8ov, edator, KAutais, Bapotow, pov : the 

opposite case occurs only once, in @varois. The observation 

holds not only of the chief hymn, but of all the fragments. 
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p. 20 (modulation) . ; , : ; ; Lod 

Sectio Canonis, Prop. xvii, xviii . A : ‘ oa ros 

Euripides, Ovest. 338-343 (musical setting) : ; :0 G2), 130 

Heraclides Ponticus ap. Athen. xiv. pp. 624-626 (modes) 9-11, 76 

Lasus ap. Athen. xiv. p. 624 e (AioAls dppovia) . 2 ; : 6 

Nicomachus (ed. Meib), p. 4 (speaking and singing) : AES 
p-. 7 (heptachord scales) . ; i) hee 

Pausanias, iv. 27, 4 (Sacadas and Pronomus) . : , ihe RS 

Pherecrates ap. Plut. de Mus.c.30 . : . ‘ : 2 38 

Pindar, Nem. iv. 45 (Lydian) . : : : : : : 7 
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Phileb. p. 17 (4ppovia=System) . ; Pe 55 

Laches, p. 188 (Dorian, Ionian, eeceea Se ‘ : 8 
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Plutarch : 
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cc. 15-17 (Platonic eee , : 21-25, 103 
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De gener. Mundi, p. 1029 ¢ (Prosiambanamcues) : 23 35 

Pollux, Onom. iv. 78 (dppoviae adAnrikal) : . ‘ 22, 28 

Pratinas ap. Athen. xiv. p. 624 f (unre cvvtovoy k.7.X.) : : 5 

Ptolemy: 
Harm. i. 13 (musical ratios of Archytas) . : E . Tee 

i. 16 (yyeuov=highest note) . 45 
ibid. (scales of the cithara) : : ane -86, 102, 123 
ibid. (Pythagorean division) . 87 
ii.6 (modulation) . : : : , ‘ a Og 
li. 7 (pitch of scales) i : 3 <5 Hee 
ii. 16 (scales of the cithara) . ‘ 84-86, Io2 
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Telestes ap. Athen. xiv. p. 625 f ee and 1 Lydian. : 6 

Theon Smyrnaeus, c. 8 (enlargement of scale). : : , ee 

TE SEND 
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Note on the Setkilos Inscription (pp. 89-91, 133). 

Since the publication of this work, the Seikilos inscription 

has been examined afresh by Mr. J. A. R. Munro (of Lincoln 

College, Oxford). The result of his examination is to show 

that the last note of the melody has been misread. From 

a squeeze which he has kindly placed at my disposal it 

appears that the word dmarei is written— 

c G. exn 
ATTAITEI 

The line drawn under the three notes CX74 has caused the 

last to be read as J, which has no meaning here. In fact 

it is a reversed Gamma (7 daeorpappevoyv), and answers to our 

é natural. 

Hence the last line of the transcription on pp. 89-90 

should be as follows: 

A Ld « , > A“ 

70 Te = AOS O xpo - vos Ce (ei G2 

The importance of this correction is obvious. The scale 

employed is now seen to be the octave— 

e fe g a b ch d e 

If, as I ventured to suggest on p. go, the mode is the 

Hypo-phrygian (the scale of our Major mode, but with a 

flat Seventh), the key-note will be a. The close on the 

Dominant e will then have to be noted as a fact supporting 

the bel: © that in Greek music the close on the Dominant or 

Hypaté was the usual one (see p. 45). 

The line drawn under the three symbols cx) is found in 

several other cases where the melody gives more than one 

note for a syllable. So IK (1.2), and O® (1. 3), KI and Q@ 

(1. 4). It does not appear however under KIZ (I. 1). 

D. B. M. 

Modes of Ancient Greek Music. 
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